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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of improving text spotting systems, which
aim to detect and recognize text in unrestricted images (e.g. a street sign, an
advertisement, a bus destination, etc.). The goal is to improve the performance
of off-the-shelf vision systems by exploiting the semantic information derived
from the image itself. The rationale is that knowing the content of the image
or the visual context can help to decide which words are the correct candidate
words. For example, the fact that an image shows a coffee shop makes it more
likely that a word on a signboard reads as Dunkin and not unkind.
We address this problem by drawing on successful developments in natural
language processing and machine learning, in particular, learning to re-rank
and neural networks, to present post-process frameworks that improve state-
of-the-art text spotting systems without the need for costly data-driven re-
training or tuning procedures.
Discovering the degree of semantic relatedness of candidate words and their
image context is a task related to assessing the semantic similarity between
words or text fragments. However, semantic relatedness is more general than
similarity (e.g. car, road, and traffic light are related but not similar) and requires
certain adaptations. To meet the requirements of these broader perspectives of
semantic similarity, we develop two approaches to learn the semantic related-
ness of the spotted word and its environmental context: word-to-word (object)
or word-to-sentence (caption). In the word-to-word approach, word embed-
ding based re-rankers are developed. The re-ranker takes the words from the
text spotting baseline and re-ranks them based on the visual context from the
object classifier. For the second, an end-to-end neural approach is designed
to drive image description (caption) at the sentence-level as well as the word-
level (objects) and re-rank them based not only on the visual context but also
on the co-occurrence between them.
As an additional contribution, to meet the requirements of data-driven ap-
proaches such as neural networks, we propose a visual context dataset for this
task, in which the publicly available COCO-text dataset [Veit et al. 2016] has
been extended with information about the scene (including the objects and
places appearing in the image) to enable researchers to include the semantic
relations between texts and scene in their Text Spotting systems, and to offer a
common evaluation baseline for such approaches.
Resum
Aquesta tesi aborda el problema de millorar els sistemes de reconeixement
de text, que permeten detectar i reconèixer text en imatges no restringides
(per exemple, un cartell al carrer, un anunci, una destinació d’autobús, etc.).
L’objectiu és millorar el rendiment dels sistemes de visió existents explotant
la informació semàntica derivada de la pròpia imatge. La idea principal és
que conèixer el contingut de la imatge o el context visual en el que un text
apareix, pot ajudar a decidir quines són les paraules correctes. Per exemple,
el fet que una imatge mostri una cafeteria fa que sigui més probable que una
paraula en un rètol es llegeixi com a Dunkin que no pas com unkind. Abor-
dem aquest problema recorrent a avenços en el processament del llenguatge
natural i l’aprenentatge automàtic, en particular, aprenent re-rankers i xarxes
neuronals, per presentar solucions de postprocés que milloren els sistemes de
l’estat de l’art de reconeixement de text, sense necessitat de costosos procedi-
ments de reentrenament o afinació que requereixin grans quantitats de dades.
Descobrir el grau de relació semàntica entre les paraules candidates i el seu
context d’imatge és una tasca relacionada amb l’avaluació de la semblança
semàntica entre paraules o fragments de text. Tanmateix, determinar l’existè-
ncia d’una relació semàntica és una tasca més general que evaluar la sem-
blança (per exemple, cotxe, carretera i semàfor estan relacionats però no són sim-
ilars) i per tant els metodes existents requereixen certes adaptacions. Per satis-
fer els requisits d’aquestes perspectives més àmplies de relació semàntica, de-
senvolupem dos enfocaments per aprendre la relació semàntica de la paraula
reconeguda i el seu context: paraula-a-paraula (amb els objectes a la imatge) o
paraula-a-frase (subtítol de la imatge). En l’enfocament de paraula-a-paraula
s’usen re-rankers basats en word-embeddings. El re-ranker pren les paraules
proposades pel sistema base i les torna a reordenar en funció del context visual
proporcionat pel classificador d’objectes. Per al segon cas, s’ha dissenyat un
enfocament neuronal d’extrem a extrem per explotar la descripció de la imatge
(subtítol) tant a nivell de frase com a nivell de paraula i re-ordenar les paraules
candidates basant-se tant en el context visual com en les co-ocurrencies amb
el subtítol.
Com a contribució addicional, per satisfer els requisits dels enfocs basats en
dades com ara les xarxes neuronals, presentem un conjunt de dades de con-
textos visuals per a aquesta tasca, en el què el conjunt de dades COCO-text
disponible públicament [Veit et al. 2016] s’ha ampliat amb informació sobre
l’escena (inclosos els objectes i els llocs que apareixen a la imatge) per perme-
tre als investigadors incloure les relacions semàntiques entre textos i escena als
seus sistemes de reconeixement de text, i oferir una base d’avaluació comuna
per a aquests enfocaments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reading letters and words is an essential task in today’s society. Written and
printed texts are everywhere, in form of newspapers, documents, text in the wild,
etc. The machine replication of human vision, like reading, has been a dream of sci-
entists and researchers for a long time. Over the last five decades, machine-reading
and computer vision application has grown from a dream to a reality. However,
research in some areas, such as text recognition in the wild, has not reached a ma-
ture enough level of implementation, and there are still many challenges due to
the many possible variations in textures, backgrounds, fonts, and lighting condi-
tions that are present in such images. Scanned document recognition has grown
rapidly on different applications, and paper digitalization and camera based appli-
cations are everywhere. The success of the Optical Character Recognition system
(OCR) has a long history in computer vision. However, the success of the OCR
system is restricted to scanned documents. Scene texts exhibit a large variability
in appearances, and can prove to be challenging even for the state-of-the-art OCR
methods. Many scene understanding methods recognize objects and regions like
roads, trees, or the natural scene (i.e. sky) in the image successfully, but tend to
neglect the text on the signboards. In this work our goal is to fill this gap in under-
standing the scene. In addition, the automatic detection and recognition of text in
natural images, text spotting, is an important step towards visual understanding.
There are several areas where text spotting and recognition system aids are
needed, such as screen readers that can help blind users and those with low vision
to access documents [Nazma et al. 2016]. There are a small number of systems
[Merler et al. 2007, Rajkumar et al. 2014] that can provide reliable access to the
printed text on common household items such as product packages and prescrip-
tion medication bottles. Figure 1.1 shows several examples of texts in the wild.
1
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Figure 1.1: Text is found in a variety of different formats and scenarios in images.
The variety of textures, fonts, orientations, noise, objects, and background are some
of the challenges associated with capturing scene text in the wild. However, this is
a useful problem to solve, as often it is the text contained that captures the seman-
tics of an image.
Another area where complex background text spotting and recognition might
be of great use is in autonomous driving [Wang et al. 2012]. For example, an au-
tonomous car driving system may need to read signs to understand the rules of
the road to assist the driver [Priambada and Widyantoro 2017].
A further useful application of text detection and recognition is image retrieval.
In this case, the system would be able to search for specific text in large scale image
searches. Also, text spotting can be used to retrieve specific text in an image in a big
database; for example, the system can search for a text in a video or TV recording
library and retrieve specific material [Jaderberg et al. 2014c].
1.1 Motivation
Existing approaches to scene text recognition (a.k.a Text Spotting) usually divide
the problem into two fundamental tasks: 1) text detection, consisting of selecting the
image regions likely to contain texts, and 2) text recognition, converting the images
within these bounding boxes into a readable string.
Text spotting1 may be tackled either by lexicon-based or lexicon-free approaches.
Lexicon-based recognition methods use a pre-defined dictionary as a reference to
guide the recognition. Lexicon-free methods (or unconstrained recognition tech-
niques), predict character sequences without relying on any dictionary.
Most recently, deep learning approaches are dominating the state-of-the-art
method in text recognition. Nevertheless, current state-of-the-art deep learning
1Here we mean text recognition.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the natural language understanding visual context infor-
mation. The word “dunkin” has a strong semantic relation with “bakery”, “food”,
and “coffee”, thus it will be more likely to appear in this image than other similar
words, such as “junking” or “unkind”.
methods, whether lexicon-based or lexicon-free, have some drawbacks: Lexicon-
based approaches need a large dictionary to perform the final recognition. Thus,
their accuracy will depend on the quality and coverage of this lexicon, which
makes this approach unpractical for real world applications where the domain
may be different to the one the system was trained on. On the other hand, lexicon-
free recognition methods rely on language models to predict character sequences,
and they may therefore generate likely sequences that do not correspond to actual
words in the language. In both cases, these techniques rely on the availability of
large datasets for training and validation, and these may not be always available
for the target domain.
The interest of the computer vision community in Text Spotting has signifi-
cantly increased in recent years. However, state-of-the-art scene text recognition
methods [Liao et al. 2019, Xing et al. 2019] do not leverage object and scene seman-
tic information. Scene text, objects appearing in the image, and the overall scene
are closely connected with each other, particularly with the semantic relativity be-
tween the spotted text and its image context. For example, as shown in Figure 1.2
the word “dunkin” has a stronger semantic relation with “coffee” and “bakery”,
and it will therefore be more likely to appear in this visual context than other pos-
sible candidates such as “junking” or “unkind”. This thesis addresses one of the
main limitations of scene text recognition, i.e. lack of semantic understanding.
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1.2 Objective
The goal of this thesis is to establish a new framework for improving text recog-
nition in scene text images by incorporating the semantic relationships present
among the text, background objects and scene data. This framework is applicable
to any text recognition architecture that outputs multiple word/text hypotheses
with associated scores or probabilities. These individual word scores are modi-
fied (re-ranked) based on the contextual information in the image, such as objects
present, scene/location, or the caption of the picture. Each kind of context infor-
mation is extracted through the appropriate state-of-the-art frameworks.
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of the thesis may be summarized as follows:
A. Word-to-Word Re-ranker. We present post-processing approaches to im-
prove scene text recognition accuracy by using the occurrence probabilities
of words (unigram language model), and the semantic correlation between
scene and text.
B. Word-to-Sentence Re-ranker. We propose a simple, end-to-end deep learn-
ing architecture to learn the semantic relatedness of word-to-word, word-to-
sentence pairs and show how it outperforms other semantic similarity scor-
ers when used to re-rank candidate answers in the Text Spotting task.
C. Textual Visual Semantic Dataset. We present a visual context dataset for the
text spotting problem. Unlike other methods that use complex architecture
to extract visual information, our approach utilizes out-of-the-box state-of-
the-art tools. Therefore, the dataset annotation can be improved in the fu-
ture when better systems become available. This dataset can be allowed to
leverage semantic relations between image context and candidate texts into
text spotting systems, either as post-processing or in end-to-end training ap-
proaches. This is the first visual context dataset for text spotting and also the
first dataset that approaches this problem with simple data extraction.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is organized according to the following chapters:
• Chapter 2 introduces the foundation of text spotting problem and semantic
similarity. In particular, we describe several recent works in both stand-alone
text spotting and visual context-based model. We highlight the most recent
state-of-the-art model in semantic similarity in a word-level with word em-
bedding and sentence-level with deep learning.
• Chapter 3 describes the proposed dataset used in this thesis. First, we report
an overview of the publicly available dataset for this problem. Then, we
introduce our methods to extract visual context from pre-existing dataset.
Precisely, we introduce multiple visual classifiers to extract the most related
visual to the image. Finally, we also present a small survey and a report for
human evaluation on this dataset.
• Chapter 4 introduces the proposed word-embedding based re-ranker frame-
work. We describe the proposed visual context pipeline integration into the
text spotting system. Two similarity-to-probability conversion methods [Blok
et al. 2003] are proposed and analyzed from the belief-revision viewpoint,
since our re-rankers can be seen as a revision of text hypothesis probabilities
based on the visual context observed in the image.
• Chapter 5 focuses on the proposed neural based re-ranker framework. The
techniques proposed in previous Chapter 4 are based on word-level frame-
work, allowing to integrate any visual context in a word-level manner. In this
chapter, we exploit, sentence-level, additional visual information obtained
from textual descriptions of the image (caption). We also introduce a new
deep learning architecture to perform the fusion of several re-rankers.
• Chapter 6 summarizes this thesis challenges and achievements, and outlines
possible future research directions.
1.5 Publications
This section gives a list of publications that contain the core of this thesis. The
thesis is divided in three parts. The first part contains the introduction of the main
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core concept of applying natural language processing tools to text spotting system,
as well as the word-to-word re-ranker model in Chapter 4. This part is based on
the following two publications:
• Sabir et al. (2018a) Enhancing Text Spotting with a Language Model and Vi-
sual Context Information. In International Conference of the Catalan Association
for Artificial Intelligence (CCIA), 2018. (National Conference).
• Sabir et al. (2018b) Visual Re-ranking with Natural Language Understand-
ing for Text Spotting. In Asian Conference on Computer Vision (ACCV), 2018.
The second part extended the framework into sentence-level with end-to-end word-
to-sentence re-ranker as in Chapter 5.
• Sabir et al. (2019) Semantic Relatedness Based Re-ranker for Text Spotting.
In Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP), 2019.
• Sabir et al. (forthcoming) Context-aware Text Recognition in the Wild. Sub-
mitted to IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence.
Finally, the third part deals with the construction of the dataset that used in this
thesis, which is described in Chapter 3.
• Sabir et al. (2020) Textual Visual Semantic Dataset for Text Spotting. In
The Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshop on Text and
Documents in the Deep Learning Era (CVPR-W), 2020.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
In this chapter we review several background research related to this thesis. We
start with a review of Text Spotting in Section 2.1, as well as a number of works
combining language and vision in scene text recognition in Section 2.2. We review
the development of learning semantic similarity in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we
provide an overview of most recent text modelling approaches for semantic sim-
ilarity. In Section 2.5 we review a range of different methods for text modeling
with deep learning. In Section 2.6 we provide an overview of the most recent ap-
proaches in semantic similarity with contextual word embeddings.
2.1 Text Spotting
The text spotting task consists of recognizing pieces of text appearing in images in
the wild (e.g. ads or traffic signs in a street or commercial brands on product labels
in a supermarket). This task is still an ongoing problem in computer vision and
state-of-the-art results still fall short of the high performance achieved by well-
established OCR systems. This problem can be tackled from either a lexicon-based
or a lexicon-free approach. Lexicon-based recognition methods use a pre-defined
dictionary as a reference to guide recognition. Lexicon free methods (or uncon-
strained recognition techniques), predict characters without relying on a dictio-
nary. The first lexicon-free text spotting system was proposed by [Neumann and
Matas 2010]. The system extracted character candidates via maximally stable ex-
tremal regions (MSER) and eliminated non-textual ones through a trained clas-
sifier. The remaining candidates were fed into a character recognition module,
trained using a large amount of synthetic data.
More recently, several deep learning alternatives have been proposed as shown
in Table 2.1. For instance, PhotoOCR [Bissacco et al. 2013] uses a Deep Neural
7
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Table 2.1: Quantitative comparison of existing text spotting algorithms.
Algorithm Positive Negative
MSER [Neumann and Matas 2010] First approach end-to-end system Only horizontal texts
CNN [Wang et al. 2012] Robust/Good performance Only horizontal texts
CRF [Mishra et al. 2012] Uses both top-down/bottom-up cues Complex background
PhotoOCR [Bissacco et al. 2013] Robust/fast/good performance Huge training dataset
Strokelets [Yao et al. 2014] Good on different orientations text Complex background
CNN [Jaderberg et al. 2016] Robust/90k dictionary Fixed lexicon
CNN-RNN-CTC [Shi et al. 2016] Capture long sequence CTC loss complexity
CNN-LSTM [Ghosh et al. 2017] Visual attention Short words
CNN-CTC [Gao et al. 2017] Handel both fixed/free based lexicon CTC loss complexity
CNN-LM [Fang et al. 2018] Excellent on complex natural images Rely on language model
CNN-Chart [Xing et al. 2019] End-to-end in one stage Small bounding box
Network (DNN) that performs end-to-end text spotting using histograms of ori-
ented gradients as input. It is a lexicon-free system that is able to read characters
in uncontrolled conditions. The final word selection is performed by means of
two language models, namely a character and a word N -gram language model,
where the character 8-gram model, re-ranked with the probability, learns from the
second-level word language model. Another approach also employed a language
modelling for final word selection [Mishra et al. 2012]. Top-down integration can
tolerate errors in text detection and mis-recognition.
The first attempt to use a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was proposed
by [Wang et al. 2012] and was pre-trained with unsupervised learning features.
The word ranking score is based on post-processing techniques, such as Non-
Maximal Suppression (NMS) and beam search. Another CNN based approach is
that of [Jaderberg et al. 2016], which applies a sliding window over CNN features
that use a fixed-lexicon. This is further extended in [Jaderberg et al. 2014c], through
a deep architecture that allows feature sharing. Another method by the same au-
thors [Jaderberg et al. 2014a] proposes two different CNNs that rely on character-
level models. The first CNN uses a character sequence model, and the second
model uses a bag-of-n-grams encoding model. In [Shi et al. 2016] the problem is ad-
dressed using a Recurrent CNN, a novel lexicon-free neural network architecture
that integrates Convolutional and Recurrent Neural Networks for image based se-
quence recognition. Ghosh et al. (2017) use visual attention mechanism [Xu et al.
2015] to guide the recognition through an LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber
1997] decoder. In particular, they use the CNN-90k model [Jaderberg et al. 2016]
as an encoder but without the final layer to extract the most import feature vectors
from each text image. Gao et al. (2017) introduce a CNN with Connectionist Tem-
poral Classification (CTC) [Graves et al. 2006] to generate the final label sequence
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Figure 2.1: Four typical deep learning-based architectures for text spotting. The
figure shows the last stage of text spotting where the texts are predicted.
without a sequence model such as RNN or LSTM. This approach uses stacked con-
volutional to capture the dependencies of the input sequence. This algorithm can
be integrated into both fixed lexicon and lexicon free based recognition models.
More recently, Fang et al. (2018) introduced a CNN based encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. The decoder uses a language model and an attention mechanism, in an
ensemble manner, for the character sequence generation. Xing et al. (2019) present
Convolutional Character Networks (CharNet) as end-to-end1 (detection and recog-
nition in one stage). The CharNet directly produces the word characters from the
bounding box. Unlike other methods, this approach is trained on both synthetic
and real-world data.
Figure 2.1 summarizes the most typical deep learning-based approaches for
text spotting. All models are trained on the same synthetic word dataset [Jaderberg
et al. 2014b].
Most recent state-of-the-art systems adopt deep learning based approaches [Shi
et al. 2016, Jaderberg et al. 2016, Ghosh et al. 2017, Gao et al. 2017, Fang et al. 2018].
However, despite very promising results, these approaches have some limitations:
the accuracy of lexicon-based approaches depends on the quality and coverage
of the used lexicon, which makes them unpractical for many real applications. In
addition, lexicon-free methods rely on neural language models to predict character
sequences, and may therefore generate probable character combinations that do
not correspond to actual words. Both approaches rely on the availability of large
training datasets, which may not be always available for the target domain. Also,
1In this thesis, we are interested in the last stage, where the text is predicted
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some recent work [Shi et al. 2016, Gao et al. 2017] uses CTC loss [Graves et al. 2006]
to compute the conditional probability of the target sequence label, which can be
very expensive to compute and is more difficult to optimize than a general loss
function (i.e. CTC spiky distribution problem) [Miao et al. 2015].
2.2 Visual Context for Text Spotting
Objects appearing in the image and the overall scene are often related to each
other. Therefore, not only understanding the visual environment around the text
is very important for recognizing an object in images, but also this semantic rela-
tions could be exploited in the opposite direction (i.e. employ object information
to improve scene text recognition). This has been explored recently by a relatively
reduced number of works. For example, Zhu et al. (2016) show that the visual con-
text could be beneficial for text detection. This work uses a 14-class pixel classifier
to extract context features from the image, such as tree, river, wall, to then assist scene
text detection. For example, if the classifier output is tree, river, the probability of
no-text is very high. While if the background is a signboard, the classifier will try to
locate and detect the text. Although this method uses understanding at the pixel-
level without any semantic relations, it shows that combining computer vision and
natural language processing methods can offer promising results.
Kang et al. (2017) employ topic modeling to learn the correlation between visual
context and the spotted text in social media. The metadata associated with each
image (e.g. tags, comments and titles) are then used as context to enhance recogni-
tion accuracy. In other words, metadata help to narrow down the candidate words
that are more likely appear in those images. Another work that uses prior visual
information to improve performance in the text spotting task is [Patel et al. 2016].
Patel et al. use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al. 2003] to generate a
new lexicon as shown in Figure 2.2. The topic modeling learns the relation be-
tween text and images. This approach, however, relies on captions describing the
images rather than using the main key words semantically related to the images to
generate the lexicon re-ranking. Thus, the lexicon generation can be inaccurate in
some cases due to the unrelated image captions to the images (false description),
especially in cases with complex background or out of context scenarios images
(e.g. car in the river, TV in the street).
Karaoglu et al. (2017b) take advantage of text and the visual context to tackle
the logo retrieval problem. This approach, however, uses textual cues to retrieve
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Figure 2.2: Overview of dynamic text generation [Patel et al. 2016]. (a) Training
sample from the COCO-caption dataset. (b) The use of top modeling to repre-
sent the textual information as a probability distribution P (topic|text). (c) Train-
ing sample after presenting each caption with topics (stage b). (d) The trained
classifier (CNN) takes an image as input and produces its distribution over topics
P (topic|text). Figure adopted from Patel et al. (2016).
logos based on the relation between the text that appears in the logo and the logo
itself. For example, finding the character trigrams sta, tar raises the probability
of there being starbucks logo would be higher than any other, as shown in Figure
2.3. The same authors [Karaoglu et al. 2017a] also use word-level approach based
on the CNN-90k dictionary [Jaderberg et al. 2016] for the fine-grained classification
and logo retrieval. Bai et al. (2018) proposed an approach that combines visual and
text features in images for fine-grained classification. This work uses the semantic
relationships between textual and visual cues to enhance image classification and
image retrieval. They use an attention mechanism to find out relevant words and
eliminate irrelevant ones by using visual context information. However, the lim-
itation of this approach is that it depends on one visual cue, which may result in
false-positive results in complex background scenarios.
Most recently, Prasad and Wai Kin Kong (2018) use object information sur-
rounding the spotted text to guide text detection. They introduce a dataset con-
taining over 22k natural images (i.e. non-synthetic) with around 277k bounding
boxes for text and 42 text-related object classes. They propose two sub-networks
to learn the relation between text and object class (e.g. relations such as car–plate or
sign board–digit). However, the semantic relation is limited to 42 predefined object
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the method proposed by [Karaoglu et al. 2017b]. They
combine textual (bigrams, trigrams) and visual cues for fine-grained classification
and logo retrieval. Figure adopted from Karaoglu et al. (2017b).
classes. Although there is no semantic or natural language understanding between
the object class and the detected text, the proposed method and their results show
that the visual context (e.g. object information) gives a boost to the performance of
text spotting system.
Unlike these methods, our approaches in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 use direct
visual context from the image where the text appears, and do not rely on any extra
resource such as human labeled meta-data [Kang et al. 2017] nor do they limit the
context object classes [Prasad and Wai Kin Kong 2018]. In addition, our approach
is easy to train and can be used as a drop-in complement for any text-spotting al-
gorithm that outputs a ranking of word hypotheses. In addition, our method uses
multiple visual context information unlike [Bai et al. 2018] and [Patel et al. 2016]
that rely on only one source of visual context, which may result in false positives
in cases with complex backgrounds.
2.3 Semantic Similarity
Semantic similarity measure aims to capture how close are two text fragments (i.e.
words, phrases, sentences) via a numerical score based on how close their respec-
tive meanings are. Semantic relatedness is a concept more general than similarity,
assuming that two concepts may be related but not necessarily similar (e.g. car and
traffic light are not similar, but they are clearly related). In computational linguis-
tics, semantic relatedness is defined for any two concepts that have any kind of
semantic relation [Budanitsky and Hirst 2001]. Semantic similarity is more specific
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and is a particular case of semantic relatedness [Turney and Pantel 2010]. Semantic
similarity methods can be divided into two categories: corpus-based methods and
knowledge-based methods [Mihalcea et al. 2006, Zhu and Iglesias 2016]. Corpus-
based methods are a common approach where word relations are learned from
a general corpus, while knowledge-based approaches require building and using
extra resources like WordNet [Miller 1998], BabelNet [Navigli and Ponzetto 2012],
FrameNet [Baker et al. 1998], etc.
2.3.1 Knowledge-based Methods
Knowledge-based semantic similarity methods use ontologies or other knowledge
repositories (e.g. Wiki) to measure semantic similarity between words. The similar-
ity measure between two words is determined by how close they are in the graph
defined by the reference ontology or repository. WordNet [Miller 1998] is often
used as a reference graph, since it is organized in synsets (sets of synonym words)
which are connected via different semantic relations (hypernymy, meronymy, an-
otnymy, etc) to form a graph. Since each word may have different meanings, and
thus, belong to more than one synset, knowledge-based similarity methods need
to either disambiguate the right sense for the words (which is not always easy or
possible) or check for the interpretation of each of the words that yields maximum
similarity score [Sánchez et al. 2012]. Let s(w) denote the set of synsets to which
word w belongs, then the word similarity sim between two words is defined as:
simword(w1, w2) = max
a∈s(w1),b∈s(w2)
simsynset(a, b) (2.1)
where simsynset(a, b) is the synset similarity, often based on the shortest-path dis-
tance [Budanitsky and Hirst 2006] between synsets a and b in the semantic graph
used as reference. There is a variety of semantic similarity measures traditionally
used on WordNet – although many of them could be applied to other graphs or
semantic resources.
In particular, Knowledge-based similarity methods exploit the taxonomic or
hierarchical structure provided by class/subclass (or hypernym/hyponym) rela-
tionships. The basic intuition is that two concepts close in a taxonomy (e.g. lion
and tiger) are also semantically close. So, a basic similarity metric could be:
simspl(a, b) = SPL(a, b) (2.2)
where SPL(a, b) is the shortest path lenght from a to b.
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However, this approach ignores some aspects of taxonomical relationships such
as heterogeneous granularity (e.g. the semantic distance of living thing and animal
is very large compared to that between cat and kitten, even if graph distance is 1 in
both cases). To take this into account, other measures can be used:
simlch(a, b) = − log
SPL(a, b)
2MaxDepth
(2.3)
where MaxDepth is the maximum depth of the taxonomy. Another approach in a
similar fashion [Wu and Palmer 1994] tries to measure the depth of the two con-
cepts with respect to their last common sub-summer node (LCS):
simwup(a, b) = 2
depth(LCS(a, b))
depth(a) + depth(b)
(2.4)
where depth(a) is the distance of node a to the taxonomy root.
Recently, most works in knowledge-based methods are based on a neural net-
work that embed words into low-dimensional vector spaces, from text corpora –i.e.
word embeddings. Iacobacci et al. (2015) introduce a knowledge-based word2vec,
that uses an external lexical database such as BabelNet [Navigli and Ponzetto
2012]. These models are trained on large corpus annotated with synsets that link
each word to a concept in the the database. We discuss sense embedding more in
detail in Section 2.4.7.
2.3.2 Corpus-based Methods
Corpus-based semantic similarity methods are based on word associations learned
from large text collections. The two words are considered similar based on their
most frequent surrounding contexts. The relation is learned based on word dis-
tribution in the corpus or word co-occurrences. Two possible metrics to compute
semantic similarity are:
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [Turney 2001]: PMI is an unsupervised
measure for word semantic similarity evaluation. The model is based on word
co-occurrence count from large corpora. For two words w1 and w2, PMI is mea-
sured as:
PMI (w1, w2) = log2
p (w1&w2)
p (w1) p (w2)
(2.5)
where p (w1&w2) is the probability that w1 and w2 co-occur in the same document.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [Landauer et al. 1998]: LSA is another method
that uses corpus based measure for semantic similarity. The co-occurrences of
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word count are captured by means of a dimensionality reduction by singular value
decomposition (SVD) on a words×documents matrix representing the corpus. SVD
is simple linear algebra operation, that can be applied to any rectangular matrix to
find the correlations among its rows and columns. LSA is an approach that is
able to overcome some limitation of the sparseness and high dimensionality of the
standard vector space model. Therefore, the similarity is computed in the lower
dimensional space, where the second order relations between the terms or con-
cepts are exploited. Thus, the resulting vectors can be used to compute standard
cosine similarities. The LSA similarity [Mihalcea et al. 2006] can be computed as
the following scoring function:
sim (T1, T2) =
1
2


∑
w∈T1
idf(w) ·max
x∈T2
sim(w, x)
∑
w∈T1
idf(w)
+
∑
w∈T2
idf(w) ·max
x∈T1
sim(w, x)
∑
w∈T2
idf(w)

 (2.6)
where T1 and T2 are the sentences or text fragments to compare. Given the two text
fragments T1 and T2, this formula combines the semantic similarity of individual
words in each text with words in the other text segment. Similarity values range
between 0 and 1, being 0 the value for no semantic similarity or overlapping, and
1 indicating maximum similarity. Each text is represented in LSA space by sum-
ming up the normalized vectors of all words or as inverse document frequency idf,
weighting scheme as show in Equation 2.6 giving more significance to a specific
word than to a generic one –i.e. bring, get, etc.
Most recent works are based on advanced computational techniques, such as
word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b] and GloVe [Pennington et al. 2014] that use neural
networks to compute embeddings able to represent words with low dimensional
vectors. In this thesis, we follow this approach as it achieves state-of-the-art results
in many Semantic Textual Similarity tasks (STS). We describe in more detail the
recent advancement in word embedding model in Section 2.4.
2.3.3 Similarity Measure
Once we have words represented as vectors in a semantic space, semantic similar-
ities can be derived from vector distance measurements. In this section, we will
describe these different distance measures that are able to measure the similarity
distance between two dense vectors.
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2.3.3.1 Minkowski Distance
Minkowski is a family of distance measures that includes two particular cases [Cha
2007]: Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance. The Minkowski distance is
defined as follows:
dmin =
(
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|m
) 1
m
,m ≥ 1 (2.7)
wherem is a real number and xi and yi are the two vectors in dimension space. For
m = 1 we obtain Manhattan distance, and m = 2 yields Enclidean distance.
2.3.3.2 Manhattan Distance
The Manhattan distance is a particular case of the Minkowski when m=1. The
Manhattan distance is defined as:
dman =
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi| (2.8)
2.3.3.3 Euclidean Distance
The most commonly used distance for numerical data is the Euclidean distance.
This is a particular case of the Minkowski when m=2. Although the Euclidean dis-
tance is used in many clustering algorithms [Xu and Wunsch 2005], it has a major
drawback when comparing vectors that have a similar distance or have smaller
attribute values. The Euclidean distance is defined as:
Dij =
(
d∑
l=1
|xil − xjl|1/2
)2
(2.9)
2.3.3.4 Cosine Measure
The Cosine similarity measure is most commonly used for document similarity
and word-sentence similarity. The cosine similarity is defined as:
cosine(x, y) =
∑n
i=1 xiyi
‖x‖2‖y‖2
(2.10)
where ‖y‖2 is the Euclidean norm of vector y = (y1, y2, ..., yi) that defined as:
‖y‖2 =
√
y21 + y
2
2 + . . .+ y
2
n (2.11)
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2.3.4 Similarity to Probability
The similarity measure that we describe in the previous section is not suitable for
word re-ranking. Therefore, in order to be able to re-rank words based on their
probability, some strategy to convert similarity to probability is needed.
In this section, we discuss the theories behind similarity to probability conver-
sion. Blok et al. (2003) introduce a conditional probability model that assumes the
preliminary probability result is updated or revised to the degree that the hypoth-
esis proof warrants. The range of revision is based on the informativeness of the
argument and its degree of similarity. That is, the similarity to probability con-
version can be defined in terms of belief revision. Belief revision is a process of
forming a belief by bringing into account a new piece of information.
1. Tigers can bite through wire, therefore
Jaguars can bite through wire.
2. kittens can bite through wire, therefore
Jaguars can bite through wire.
Consider the observations (1) and (2). In the first case, the statement seems
logical because it matches our expectations (jaguars are similar to tigers, so we
expect them to be able to do similar things), so the statement is consistent with our
previous belief, and there is no need to revise it. In the second case, the statement
is surprising because our prior belief is that kittens are not so similar to jaguars,
and thus, not so strong. But if we assume the veracity of the statement, then we
need to revise and update our prior belief about kitten strength.
Blok et al. (2003) formalizes belief as probabilities and revised belief as condi-
tional probabilities, and provides a framework to compute them based on the sim-
ilarities of the involved objects. According to the authors, belief revision should be
proportional to the similarity of the involved objects (i.e. in the example, the state-
ment about kittens and jaguars would cause a stronger belief revision than e.g. the
same statement involving a pigeons and jaguars because they are less similar).
In our case, we use the same rationale and the same formulas to convert simi-
larity (or relatedness) scores into probabilities suitable for reranking.
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2.3.4.1 SimProb Model
To convert the similarity to probability, or SimProb model [Blok et al. 2007], we
need three parameters:
• Hypothesis: prior probabilities.
• Informativeness: conclusion events.
• Similarities: measure the relatedness between involved categories.
The main goal is to predict a conditional probability of statements, given one
or more others. In order to predict the conditional probability of the argument’s
conclusion, given its premise or hypothesis, we will need only the prior probabili-
ties of the statements, as well the similarities between the involved categories (e.g.
kittens and tigers).
Single-Premise Formulation of SimProb
The conditional probability P (Qc|Qa) is expressed in terms of the prior probabil-
ity of the conclusion statement P (Qc), the prior probability of the premise state-
ment P (Qa), and the similarity between the conclusion and the premise categories
sim(a, c).
P (Qc|Qa) = P (Qc)α (2.12)
where:
• Hypothesis: P (Qc)
• Informativeness: 1− P (Qa)
• Similarities: α =
[
1− sim(a, c)
1 + sim(a, c)
]1−P (Qa)
There are two factors to determine the hypothesis probability revision: 1) the
sufficient relatedness to the category –as sim(a, c) goes to 0, α goes to 1, and thus
P (Qc|Qa) = P (Qc), i.e. no revision takes place (no changes in the original belief),
while as sim(a, c) goes to 1, α goes to 0, and the hypothesis probability P (Qc) is
revised and raised closer to 1. And 2) the informativeness of the new information
1 − P (Qa) –as P (Qa) approaches 1 and in consequence is less informative, α also
goes to 1, since there is no new information, and thus no revision is needed either.
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Two-Premise Formulation of SimProb
When we have more than one evidence supporting the revision, we can reason
using Equation 2.13 below. In this scenario we begin with the conditional prob-
ability that comes from the dominant premise alone P (Qc|Qa) (let’s assume Qa
is dominant). Then we add a fraction of the remaining lack of trust or confi-
dence 1 − P (Qc|Qa) that the dominant conditional leaves behind. The similarity
between premise categories defines the size of the portion or fraction sim(a, b) and
the separate the influence of the nondominant premise on the conclusion prior
P (Qc|Qb) − P (Qc). The component of similarity is designed to reduce the impact
of the non-dominant premise when the premises are redundant. Note that the pro-
posed method in Equation 2.13 guarantees an increase in strength with additional
premises. In addition, this property, Pr(Qc|Qa,Qb) ≥ Pr(Qc|Qa),Pr(Qc|Qb), is
noncompetitive in sense that one category does not reduce probability of concept
by another.
So, the revision formula used in this case is:
P (Qc|Qa,Qb) = βM + (1− β)S
where:
β = max



sim(a, b)
sim(a, c)
sim(b, c)
1.0− sim(a, c)
1.0− sim(b, c)
P (Qa)
P (Qb)



M = max{P (Qc|Qa), P (Qc|Qb)}
S = P (Qc|Qa) + P (Qc|Qb)− P (Qc|Qa)× P (Qc|Qb)
(2.13)
where P (Qc|Qa) and P (Qc|Qb) are defined by Equation 2.12.
2.4 Word Embeddings
We now describe the component of word-to-dense vector, in particular, word em-
bedding model. As we explained in the previous sections, to make an algorithm
understand any form of free text, we need to convert that text into numeric values.
The most commonly used and simplest way is to do this is to convert the word
into one-hot-encoding in which each distinct word stands for a binary number
that becomes a vector with one dimension. However, one-hot-encoding to encode
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an entire vocabulary is impractical and computationally expensive, as the dimen-
sions of these representations are enormous. Word embedding solves this problem
by representing a word in a non-binary vector with lower and denser dimensions.
2.4.1 Overview
The most general word embedding is trained in an unsupervised way without any
specific object and instead aims to capture language knowledge from a large cor-
pus [Mikolov et al. 2013a]. These word vectors are trained using co-occurrence
information, which is called a pre-trained word vector. The pre-trained word vec-
tor can be utilized for vector feature extraction or to measure the distance similarity
between two words as a stand-alone model.
Since word2vec was introduced, it has been the focus of much ongoing research
in the community. Pennington et al. (2014) introduced a model that can derive bet-
ter semantic relationships between words from both the co-occurrence matrix and
the incorporation of global co-occurrence statistics. Kusner et al. (2015) proposed
a Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) model that takes advantage of the semantic re-
lation that word2ve vectors often preserve during the training, (i.e. v(Barcelona)-
v(London)+ v(Paris). The model utilizes word2vec to compute the distance be-
tween document1 and document2 so that it can measure even uncommon words
as shown in Figure 2.4. Joulin et al. (2017) present an n-gram character-based word
embedding that can deal with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) and rare words during
training. Camacho et al. (2019) introduced relational word embeddings, and an
enhanced version that encodes complementary relational knowledge to the stan-
dard word vector in the semantic space.
In the line of employing embedding based approaches or pre-trained word em-
bedding vectors, many methods have proposed complex neural architectures that
are able to exploit word vectors successfully. One such architecture is Recurrent
Neural Networks, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber 1997], which is able to capture historical information from different parts of in-
put sequences. The architecture can handle sequential information as the current
input can access the previous output. This concept of adopting different sentence
sizes is essential in natural text processing, as the text can be modelled as a se-
quence of characters or as words or sentences. Mueller and Thyagarajan (2016)
tackle the semantic similarity task by the applying the Siamese Recurrent Net-
work based on LSTM to estimate the degree of similarity between two sentences.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of an application that depends on word embedding to lever-
age semantic similarity, Word Mover’s Distance model [Kusner et al. 2015]. The
closeness of the word pairs from document1 and document2 are: sim(Obama, Pres-
ident); sim(speaks, greets), sim(media, press) and sim(Illinois, Chicago). Figure
reproduced from Kusner et al. (2015).
Siamese LSTMs used the same weight to encode each sentence representation and
then predicted how close the sentence pairs were by the Manhattan distance.
Another neural architecture that is able to take advantage of pre-trained word
embedding vectors is Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture. CNNs
have achieved many successes in many problems in computer vision, such as
handwriting recognition [LeCun et al. 1989], text recognition [Wang et al. 2012],
and object recognition [He et al. 2016]. In particular, after the success of CNN for
image classification, Kalchbrenner et al. (2014) introduced a 1D CNN for sentence
modeling and Kim (2014) for sentiment classification. The main idea of 1D Con-
volutional is sliding a k-widows over a sequence to extract different information
such as n-grams. Kim (2014) introduced a shallow architecture that achieves state-
of-the-art performance in sentiment analysis. Kim-CNN proposes fine-tuning the
pre-trained embedding during training and sliding multiple kernels to extract dif-
ferent information from the sequence, improving the modelling outcome.
In this thesis, we employ both word embedding approaches as 1) standalone in
Chapter 4, and as 2) vector feature extraction (fine-tune embedding) in Chapter 5
to learn both semantic similarity and semantic relatedness.
2.4.2 Learning Word Embeddings
The main objective of building a word embedding, is that it can learn the semantic
similarity between words expected to be close in low dimension vector space. It
also learns the hidden semantic relation, as disclosed by contextual information,
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Table 2.2: The Skip-Gram model [Mikolov et al. 2013b] is trained to predict the
probability of a word being a context word for the given target. Example demon-
strates multiple pairs of target and context words as training samples, generated
by a [5-word window] sliding along the sentence, as shown in this example a man
is holding tennis racket.
Sliding window Context
a man is man, is
a man is holding a, is, holding
a man is holding tennis a, man, holding, tennis
a man is holding tennis racket a, man, is, tennis, racket
... ..
between a word that appears in similar contexts. Learning word embedding is
carried out by two methods:
Count-based Method: A count-based method is an unsupervised approach based
on a matrix factorization of word, a co-occurrence matrix and raw co-occurrence
counts. In particular, it relies heavily on word frequency, and the co-occurrence
matrix, with the assumption that words that occur in the same contexts share a
similar or related semantic meaning. Probabilistic Language Models [Bengio et al.
2003], are examples of count-based methods that map co-occurrences knowledge
between neighboring words into low dimensions dense word vector, thereby solv-
ing the curse of dimensionality.
Context-based Method: This method is a supervised approach, giving the model
the local context to predict the target word. Word-embedding is based on this
approach that learns efficient word representation.
In this thesis, we built our system upon the second approach: context-based,
prediction-based word-embedding.
2.4.3 Word2vec: Skip-Gram Model
The Skip-Gram model [Mikolov et al. 2013b] is a context-based feed-forward neu-
ral network model trained to predict the probability of a word being a context
word for the given target. As shown in Table 2.2 each context-target pair (target in
blue color) is a new observation in the training data. For example, the target word
holding produces five training examples: (holding, a), (holding, man), (holding, is),
(holding, tennis) and (holding, racket). As shown in Figure 2.5 (Left), given the
vocabulary size V , we learn the word embedding vectors of size N . The model
learns to predict the output of context word using the input target word at a time.
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Figure 2.5: (Left) The Skip-Gram model. (Right) In the CBOW model, multiple
context word vectors are averaged to produce the fixed-length vector in the hid-
den layers. The input and the output of both models are one-hot encoded word
representations.
2.4.4 Word2vec: Continuous Bag-of-Words
The Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) [Mikolov et al. 2013a] is similar to skip-
gram, but predicts the target word based on the context words from the source
sentence. The model takes the current middle word as input and tries to predict
the context words correctly, as shown in (Right) Figure 2.5. As there are multiple
contextual words, they average the corresponding word vector constructed by the
multiplication of the matrix W and the input vector.
2.4.4.1 Loss Functions
The skip-gram model is trained to minimize a loss objective function. Several
loss functions can be incorporated to train these language models, such as noise-
contrastive estimation [Gutmann and Hyvärinen 2012] and negative sampling. In
this section, we discuss the loss function negative sampling that were presented in
the original paper [Mikolov et al. 2013b] and work well with a small dataset.
Negative Sampling
The skip-gram models as in Figure 2.5 (Left) define the embedding vector of each
word by the matrix W and the context vector by the output matrix W ′. Given an
input word WI as vwI the embedding vector and its corresponding context W
′ as
v′wI the final output applies a softmax that predicts the output word wO given wI
as in Equation 2.15. But first, let’s define the Skip-gram loss function as:
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1
T
T∑
t=1
∑
−c≤j≤c,j 6=0
log p (wt+j|wt) (2.14)
where T is the number of words, c is the context size window, wt is the center
word, and p(wt+j|wt) is the final output layer that applies a softmax to compute
the probability of predicting the output word wO given wI :
p (wO|wI) =
exp
(
v′>wOvwI
)
∑V
i=1 exp
(
v′wiTvwI
) (2.15)
where vw (input) and v′w (output) are the vector representation of w, and W matrix
is the number of words in the vocabulary, as shown in the Skip-Gram model in
Figure 2.5. Nonetheless, when V (vocabulary size) is very large, it is computation-
ally inefficient for measuring the denominator by going through all of the terms for
each single sample. The need for a more effective calculation of conditional prob-
ability leads to new approaches like Negative Sampling. The negative sampling
[Mikolov et al. 2013b] maximizes the log probability of the softmax, and proposed
replacing log p (wO|wI):
log σ
(
v′>wOvwI
)
+
k∑
i=1
Ewi∼Pn(w)
[
log σ
(
−v>wivwI
)]
(2.16)
where k is the negative samples for each data sample. The task is to distinguish
the target word wO from a randomly picked word in the noise distribution Pn(w)
using a logistic regression. The noise distribution is defined as:
Pn(w) = U(w)
3/4/Z (2.17)
where U(w) is the uniform distributions and Z is the normalization factor that
make the probability distribution of range [0,1]. The author claims that the ratio of
U(w)3/4 yielded the best result.
In summary, the basic concept of negative sampling is that for training, some
false labels are needed to make the prediction. Therefore, they pick some non-
surrounding words; calling it the k negative word as the false label sample. Note
that, if the predicting word is picked from negative sampling, the model tries to
choose another word again.
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2.4.4.2 Subsampling of Frequent Words
Word frequency is too general to differentiate the context, since uncommon words
are more likely to carry distinct or important information. To balance the frequent
and the uncommon (rare) words, the author of word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b]
proposed discarding words w with the probability of:
1−
√
t/f(w) (2.18)
during the sampling, where f(w) is the word frequency and t is an adjustable
threshold.
2.4.4.3 Finding Phrases in Text
Some phrases stand as conceptual units rather than individual simple words. There-
fore, learning phrases such as New York at first and then learning the word embed-
ding model improves the outcome quality. The basic concept is data-driven based
on a unigram and bigram frequency count as:
sphrase =
C (wiwj)− δ
C (wi)C (wj)
(2.19)
where C is the simple count of an unigram wi or bigram wj and δ is a parameter to
prevent infrequent word and phrases. Higher scores indicate that higher probabil-
ities of being phrases.
2.4.5 FastText
FastText [Joulin et al. 2017] is an extension of the word2vec model. The main con-
cept is that instead of learning the word directly as word2vec, an n-gram character
representation is learned. Thus, it can deal with rare words not seen during train-
ing by breaking them down to the character n-grams level to obtain their embed-
dings. The use of n-gram instead of bag-of-words has certain advantages, such as
adding extra partial information about the local word order. Also, n-grams can ex-
plicitly embed morphology information, while, word2vce ignores the morphology
of words. In other words, the model generates not only better embedding but also
handles out-of-vocabulary (OOV) cases.
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2.4.6 GloVe: Global Vectors
The GloVe Vector model [Pennington et al. 2014] aims to combine both context-
based skip-gram model and the count-based matrix factorization approaches. As
in the co-occurrences based model, the word count can reveal the meaning or
senses of words. To distinguish from p(wo|wI) in the word embedding that we
described above, we defined the co-occurrence probability as:
pco (wk|wi) =
C (wi, wk)
C (wi)
(2.20)
whereC(wi, wk) counts the co-ocurrence betweenwi andwk. For example, we have
two words (wi = bank) and (wj= street) and the third word (w̃k = cash) is related to
bank, and thus we expect pco(cash|bank) to be bigger than pco(cash|street).
The main concept here is that the word embeddings (i.e. skip-gram) are cap-
tured by the co-occurrence probabilities ratios rather than the probabilities them-
selves. The global vector shapes the relationship between two words regarding the
third context word as:
F (wi, wj, w̃k) =
pco (w̃k|wi)
pco (w̃k|wj)
(2.21)
Additionally, since the aim is to learn meaningful word representation, F is
intended to be a function of the linear difference between two words wi − wj :
F
(
(wi − wj)> w̃k
)
=
pco (w̃k|wi)
pco (w̃k|wj)
(2.22)
With the consideration of F being symmetrical between target words and con-
text words, the final solution is to model F as an exponential function.
2.4.6.1 Loss Functions
The GloVe model loss function is designed to minimize the sum of the squared
errors:
L =
V∑
i=1,j=1
f (C (wi, wj))
(
w>i w̃j + bi + b̃j − logC (wi, w̃j)
)2
(2.23)
where V is the size of vocabulary. The bias bi is added to capture − logC, where
b̃j is added for w̃j to restore the symmetric forum. The function f(c) should sat-
urate when c becomes extremely large; and close to zero. The f(c) weighting is
adjustable function of the co-occurrence of wi and wj . The weighting function is
defined as:
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f(c) =
{ (
c
cmax
)α
if c < cmax, cmax is adjustable
1 if otherwise
(2.24)
2.4.7 Word2vec: Sense Embedding
One of the limitations of word embedding that has been mentioned above is that it
computes a single representation for each word independently from the meaning
they have in each context, thus collapsing all meanings of polysemous words in a
single vector. In contrast, sense embeddings assign a vector to each word sense
[Iacobacci et al. 2015, Pilehvar and Collier 2016, Camacho-Collados et al. 2016,
Mancini et al. 2017, Iacobacci 2019]. These approaches rely on a sense-annotated
corpus from sense inventory, such as WordNet [Miller 1998] and BabelNet2 [Nav-
igli and Ponzetto 2012].
2.5 Deep Learning for Semantic Similarity
The word embedding models described in the previous sections enable the com-
parison of word semantics. However, language is more usually used as text frag-
ments (phrases, sentences) that need to be assigned similarities. This section de-
scribes learning at the sentence level via a multi-layer neural network. The general
structure of a multi-layer neural network provides a powerful tool or framework
for building many NLP applications, such as question answering [Severyn and
Moschitti 2015], machine translation [Bahdanau et al. 2014] and image captioning
[Vinyals et al. 2015]. This section focuses on a review of previous work and the
basic block of deep learning for semantic similarity.
2.5.1 Convolutional Neural Network
The convolutional neural network is a multilayer, hierarchical neural network.
Three principal factors distinguish the CNNs from the simple feed-forward neu-
ral networks described above 1) local receptive fields, 2) weight sharing, and 3)
pooling or sub-sampling.
The deep structure of the CNNs allows them to refine feature representation
and abstract semantic meaning gradually. CNNs have achieved many successes
in many problems such as text recognition [Wang et al. 2012], object recognition
2http://www.babelnet.org/
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of 1-D convolutional layer mapping the sentence to their
feature representations (feature map).
[He et al. 2016], and text classification [Conneau et al. 2016]. CNNs based method
was the first work by [LeCun et al. 1998] to apply CNNs as a classifier, in a sliding
window fashion, for digit recognition task. The structure of the convolution ker-
nel, that simulate the locally-sensitive and orientation-selective biological neuron,
overcome some of the common difficulties of image classification: shift, scale and
distortion invariance.
2.5.1.1 1-D Convolutional
The one-dimensional CNN for NLP task involved applying a filter window (ker-
nel) over each word in the sentence to extract the n-gram features for different po-
sitions. Let x ∈ Rs×d be the input sentence matrix, where s is the length of the sen-
tence, and d is the dimension of the embedding used to represent each word in the
sentence. Let also denote k be the length of each kernel, where c vector is the ker-
nel for each convolution operation c ∈ Rkd. For each j-th position in the sentence,
wj is the concatenation of k consecutive words i.e.: wj = [xj, xj+1, . . . , xj+k−1]. The
extracted one-dimensional feature mj for each window vector wj is computed by
applying non-linear function f to the dot product of the window wj by the kernel
c, plus a bias b:
mj = f (wj · c + b) (2.25)
The non-linear activation function f can take any form, but is most often a hy-
perbolic tangent or a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [Nair and Hinton 2010]. Figure
2.6 shows two feature maps m with 3-gram and 4-gram kernels.
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Channels. In computer vision, images can have several channels (e.g. RGB chan-
nels). Each image is represented as a combination of pixels with Red, Green and
Blue colors intensity at a particular point. In particular, applying a 2-D convolution
to an image with different sets of filters and then combing them into a single vector
means combining a different view of the image. Each matrix or view is referred to
as a channel. However, in the case of text, multiple channels may translate into a
different representation of the same input text, such as different word vectors for a
word. Multi-channel embedding can be either static or non-static (trainable).
2.5.2 Learning Semantic Similarity with CNN
In this section, we describe different works that learn semantic similarity via con-
volution based architecture. A convolution neural network is designed to extract
and identify a local feature in a large structure and combine it to produce a vec-
tor representation of a fixed size of that structure, abstracting the most important
and informative aspects from that structure for predicting task. For text, the 1D-
convolution, as described above, captures an n-gram from a sequence. Kim (2014)
apply simple convolution with a pooling layer for sentiment analysis classifica-
tion. Also, Kalchbrenner et al. (2014) presented the Dynamic Convolutional Neural
Network (DCNN) for movie review sentiment prediction. Dynamic convolution is
able to capture short and long relations in the sentence. It uses a feature graph to
obtain a different size of words. Conneau et al. (2016) propose a very deep CNN
(VDCNN) (29 convolutional layers), inspired by computer vision VGG based ar-
chitecture. The VDCNN works at the character level and uses a small convolution
layer followed by a pooling operation.
For the semantic similarity task, He et al. (2015) used various convolution and
pooling to extract a stream of tokens. The model consists of two models, sentence
and similarity measurement layers that they compare sentence representations us-
ing multiple similarity metrics. Yin et al. (2016) introduce attention based CNN
for modeling sentence similarity, such as answer selection, paraphrase identifica-
tion, and textual entailment. They proposed three models 1) attention impact the
convolution, 2) attention influences the pooling layer, and finally, 3) a combined
model.
Next, we discuss in more detail two different approaches to learning seman-
tic similarity with convolutional based architecture: first, a model proposed by
[Severyn and Moschitti 2015], for information retrieval tasks, in particular, for re-
ranking query candidate answer pairs using a sentence similarity model. Second,
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an approach that can learn not only the similarity but also dissimilarity [Wang
et al. 2016b]. These approaches take advantage of the strong association between
similarity and dissimilarity to learn better similarity relations.
2.5.2.1 Learning to Rank Short Text Pairs
ConvNets is a CNN-based model for matching or learning the similarity between
text pairs [Severyn and Moschitti 2015]. ConvNets can map inputs, pairs sentences
and compute their similarity score. These sentence pairs from the ConvNets are
represented as vectors xq as query and xd as a document. The similarity function
[Bordes et al. 2014] between them is computed as follows:
sim (xq, xd) = x
T
qMxd (2.26)
where M ∈ Rd×d is a similarity matrix. The objective from the similarity function
is to transform the candidate document x′d = Mxd to the closest xq. The M simi-
larity matrix is learned during the training. After each convolution, there are two
additional layers 1) a hidden layer and 2) a softmax. The hidden layer is computed
as:
σ (wh · x+ b) (2.27)
where σ is the non-linearity, a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [Nair and Hinton 2010]
that defined as simple max(0, x). The ReLU ensures that all the feature map are
positive. wh is the weight vector and b is the bias. The output of convolutional and
pooling layers is a dense factor x that is connected to softmax layers. The softmax
layer is computed as a probability distribution over the labels:
p(y = j|x) = e
xT θj
∑K
k=1 e
xT θk
(2.28)
where x is the final abstract of the input representation obtained from input layers
i.e. convolutional and pooling, and θk is the weight vector of the k-th class.
In summary, the output of the sentence model, query xq and document xd, are
the distributional representation. Then, the model learns the similarity matrix M
according to Equation 2.26, which produces a similarity score of ssim to capture
different aspects of the similarity between the input query xq and document xd.
The final joint layer of all intermediate vector: xTq , xTd and similarity score xsim is
represented in the signal vector:
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Figure 2.7: Learning to re-rank short text pairs with convolutional [Severyn and
Moschitti 2015]. The network learns to optimally represent text pairs and a simi-
larity function in a supervised manner. Figure reproduced from Severyn and Mos-
chitti (2015).
xjoin =
[
xTq ;xsim;x
T
d
]
(2.29)
The vector is then fed into a fully connected layer that allows for modeling
interactions between the joint vector. Finally, the final output is computed with a
softmax layer as in Equation 2.28.
2.5.2.2 Sentence Similarity Learning by Lexical De/Composition
Most sentence similarity approaches focus on similarity and ignore the dissimilar-
ity between the two input words or sentences. Wang et al. (2016b) present a CNN
based model that takes into account both similar and dissimilar words through
the lexical-semantic composing and decomposing the sentences. In particular, the
model computes semantic similarity based on word-to-word matching in other
sentences (i.e. matching words in sentence A with sentence B). Then, each word
vector is decomposed into similar and dissimilar based on its similarity. A CNN
based model is trained to capture similar and dissimilar features. Finally, the sim-
ilarity is estimated over the composed vectors.
The model takes a pair of sentences S and T and computes the semantic sim-
ilarity score sim(S, T ). The model uses pre-trained word embedding to have an
effective way to represents each word with a distributed vector. As in word em-
bedding words appearing in a similar context tend to have similar meanings. They
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build the sentence matrices from S = [s1, . . . , si, . . . , sm] and T = [t1, . . . , tj, . . . , tn],
where si and tj are the dimension d vectors of the corresponding words and n and
m are the sentence lengths of T and S respectively.
In order to learn the similarity between the two sentences, they compare the
word coverage, word by word, on the other sentence, and vice versa. As shown
in Table 2.3, the E1 paraphrase irrelevant matches the correct paraphrase in E2 no
related. Concretely, they consider each word as a semantic unit (primitive unit),
and then compute the semantic matching Ŝi for each word in the sentence si, by
composing full or part of the word vector in the other sentence pair T . For this, the
word can match a word si in the other phrase or word in, the other sentence, T ,
and vice versa. The semantic matching function can be computed as follows:
ŝi = fmatch (si, T ) ∀si ∈ S
t̂j = fmatch (tj, S) ∀tj ∈ T
(2.30)
where t̂i, d̂i are the semantic matching vectors and fmatch is the cosine similarity.
After the semantic similarity matching phase, the resulting vectors are ŝi and t̂i.
ŝi or t̂i is considered to be the word semantic coverage of si or ti. For instance,
as in Table 2.3 the word in E2 salmon matched E1 sockeye, which is red salmon.
The model decomposes the word si or ti based on the similarity matching ŝi or t̂i
into two components s+i or t
+
i and the dissimilar part (red salmon) s
−
i or t
−
i . The
decomposition function is defined as:
[
s+i ; s
−
i
]
= fdecomp (si, ŝi) ∀si ∈ S[
t+j ; t
−
j
]
= fdecomp
(
tj, t̂j
)
∀tj ∈ T (2.31)
After having both similar and dissimilar component matrix: 1) similar matrix
S+ =
[
s+1 , . . . , s
+
m
]
or T+ =
[
t+1 , . . . , t
+
m
]
and 2) dissimilar matrix S− =
[
s−1 , . . . , s
−
m
]
or T− =
[
t−1 , . . . , s
−
m
]
. The goal is to use this information, since the similar and
dissimilar have a strong relation. For instance, as shown in Table 2.3 it is very
difficult to distinguish between E4 and E5 which is more similar to E3. However,
after considering both similar and dissimilar, the model can identify that E3 and
E5 are similar. The model composes both the similar and dissimilar component
matrix into a feature vector as follows:
~S = fcomp (S
+, S−)
~T = fcomp (T
+, T−)
(2.32)
Finally, the concatenation between the two vectors ~T and ~S and final semantic
score prediction.
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Table 2.3: Examples from sentence similarity learning by lexical decomposition
and composition [Wang et al. 2016b]. The yellow and red colors reflect the similar-
ity and dissimilarity, respectively.
E1 The research is [irrelevant to sockeye] red salmon
E2 The study is [no related] to salmon -
E3 The research is relevant to salmon -
E4 The study is relevant to sockeye, instead of coho silver salmon
E5 The study is relevant to sockeye, rather then flounder flatfish
sim(S, T ) = fsim(~S, ~T ) (2.33)
2.5.3 Long Short Term Memory
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997] is able to
capture historical information from sequential input sequences. The architecture
can handle sequential information as the current input xt can access the previous
output, hidden layer ht−1, at each time step.
The advantages of LSTMs over standard Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
relies on R gates that control the output of each time step, as a function of the
previous/old hidden state ht−1 and the current time step input xt: 1) forget gate ft,
2) input gate it, and 3) output gate ft. These gates can control (update, reject) the
memory cell ct and the hidden state ht. The LSTM transition function is defined as:
it = σ (Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi)
ft = σ (Wf · [ht−1, xt] + bf )
qt = tanh (Wq · [ht−1, xt] + bq)
ot = σ (Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  qt
ht = ot  tanh (ct)
(2.34)
Where σ is a logistic sigmoid function [0,1] and tanh a hyperbolic tangent func-
tion [-1,1] and  denotes an element-wise multiplication. ft is the function that
controls the information from the old memory cell ct (reject), it and qt are the func-
tion to control how much information is stored in the current memory cell ct and
ot is the function to controls the output ct.
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2.5.4 Learning Semantic Similarity with LSTM
LSTMs [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997] have been used successfully in many
NLP tasks, such as text classification [Liu et al. 2016], language modeling [Peters
et al. 2018] and machine translation [Bahdanau et al. 2014].
For learning semantic similarity, Wang et al. (2017) propose an LSTM model
called the bilateral multi-perspective matching model (BiMPM). The BiLSTM model
takes two sentences (P and Q) and encodes them into two directions P against Q
and Q against P . Then another BiLSTM is used to aggregate the result (similarity
matching) into a matching vector. Finally, the matching vector is used for the fi-
nal decision with a dense layer. Another approach introduces a two subnetwork,
LSTM based, to learn semantic similarity [Chen et al. 2019]. They propose a gen-
erative model that relies on two latent variables: 1) the first one representing the
syntax and 2) the second one representing the semantics. The model is trained
with multiple losses that exploit the alignment of both sentences and word order
information.
Next, we discuss in more detail two different approaches that use LSTMs to
learn semantic similarity.
2.5.4.1 Manhattan LSTM
LSTM architecture is naturally suited for learning variable-length sequences like
a sentence. Mueller and Thyagarajan (2016) propose a Siamese Network based
on LSTM to estimate the degree of similarity measure between two sentences. The
model is divided into two LSTM network LSTM1 and LSTM2, in which each model
processes one sentence in a given pair. The model is based on a siamese3 architec-
ture that relies upon weight sharing technique (i.e. LSTM1 = LSTM2) for comparing
between two instances. Each LSTM learns to map a variable length of sequence of
d-dimensional vector into representation Rdrep . Each sentence is represented as
a sentence word vector x1, ..xT (i.e. pre-trained word embedding, which we de-
scribed in Section 2.4.1) is passed into LSTM encoder as shown in Equations 2.34.
The final encoding of representation for each sentence is encoded by the last hid-
den state hT ∈ Rdrep . For each given sentence pair they apply a similarity function:
g : Rdrep × Rdrep → R (2.35)
3Siamese networks seem to perform well on similarity tasks and have been used for tasks like
comparing two objects in computer vision task [Koch et al. 2015].
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x
(1)
3
<latexit sha1_base64="CJ0jCsDuSNXKzOoHzIbT3OsRRp8=">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</latexit>
man
<latexit sha1_base64="CQqziieF80Id1iNuRvMjv+IUyR8=">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</latexit>
wise
<latexit sha1_base64="5fVtIi8IDEwxGOuNsGghJHDV2kI=">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</latexit>
A
<latexit sha1_base64="dUdN1dOnQNMX5qY9mhfp316Amx4=">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</latexit>
He
<latexit sha1_base64="rC7jsjsjp7k3Y0CUEIrYxTkmmlY=">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</latexit>
is
<latexit sha1_base64="PwnyspxmI9EadntwSQ4ZbDkB/9Y=">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</latexit>
smart
<latexit sha1_base64="dXZQY07SIldoOSyUY+vSdZy1mSY=">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</latexit>
LSTMembed
<latexit sha1_base64="NN8iKCg+WrC9v4bSeVYcVnj8BX8=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/GR+CiEIIjBYBUmIigWErCxUMjTByqyuxl1yL7YnQQ0+AO2FhZqoSAifoaNP2CRTxDBJoKNhTebBVFR7zAzZ87cc+fMjOYYwpOM1UNKW3tHZ1d3T7i3r38gEh0cWvXsiqvzom4btruuqR43hMWLUkiDrzsuV03N4GtaebG5v1blridsqyAPHL5tqnuW2BW6KonaWM4XVrip8dJONM6SzI/xnyAVgDiCyNjRG2yhBBs6KjDBYUESNqDCo7aJFBgc4rZRI84lJPx9jiOESVuhLE4ZKrFlGvdotRmwFq2bNT1frdMpBnWXlOOYZI/sljXYA7tjT+z911o1v0bTywHNWkvLnZ3I8Wj+7V+VSbPE/qfqT88Su5jzvQry7vhM8xZ6S189PG3k53OTtQS7Ys/k/5LV2T3dwKq+6tdZnjtDmD4g9f25f4LV6WRqJjmTnY6nF4Kv6EYME5ii955FGkvIoEjnmjjBOS5CL8qIElPGWqlKKNAM40soiQ+4gY0O</latexit>
LEFT
<latexit sha1_base64="caQzIH6vC2v2FLiiwWDt3HjDbvQ=">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</latexit>
RIGHT
<latexit sha1_base64="EOtmtFLOmnYkpzUI7Ua/os8ADs8=">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</latexit>
emb(si)
<latexit sha1_base64="Bo5leDTtnaw8hiuFgEIq8FaI4ng=">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</latexit>
Si
<latexit sha1_base64="IFuXJQlRhhz6/EqcNT7kWR/nKfQ=">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</latexit>
LSTM1
<latexit sha1_base64="lHLlHCbAQ0Z+yoF05g5NoBCgRcc=">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</latexit>
LSTM2
<latexit sha1_base64="Wj8I3QG4th42tEF5Ea2ALn2McjM=">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</latexit>
Si W
<latexit sha1_base64="XL0HZqPz1DdN9P5Wz1w30XYzDrM=">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</latexit>
Si+1
<latexit sha1_base64="Rr9cKeiZJQGx5dozDo3LSRj/a2E=">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</latexit>
Si+W
<latexit sha1_base64="F6biMIkknarR4BB9JAXXmxFJzyM=">AAACanichVHLSgMxFD0d3/VVdaO4EWtFEEpGCj5WBTcu1VqnUKXMjKkG58VMWtDBH3DnSrArBRHxM9z4Ay78BNGdghsX3k4HREW9IcnJyT03J4nhWSKQjD0klLb2js6u7p5kb1//wGBqaHgzcGu+yYuma7l+ydADbgmHF6WQFi95Ptdtw+Kasb/c3Nfq3A+E62zIA49v2/quI6rC1CVRWqESilntqJJKsyyLYuInUGOQRhyrbuoKW9iBCxM12OBwIAlb0BFQK0MFg0fcNkLifEIi2uc4QpK0NcrilKETu0/jLq3KMevQulkziNQmnWJR90k5gQy7Z9fshd2xG/bI3n+tFUY1ml4OaDZaWu5VBo9HC2//qmyaJfY+VX96lqhiIfIqyLsXMc1bmC19/fD0pbC0ngmn2QV7Iv/n7IHd0g2c+qt5ucbXG0jSB6jfn/sn2JzLqrlsbi2Xzi/GX9GNcUxiht57HnmsYBXFyN0JztBIPCvDypgy3kpVErFmBF9CmfoAGDaMTw==</latexit>
Pre-trained
<latexit sha1_base64="zthezZziJdT8S7a3nLgNYRp2Wro=">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</latexit>
Embedding
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Figure 2.8: Example of learning the semantic similarity with LSTM. Learning the
semantic similarity with Manhaten distance (Left) [Mueller and Thyagarajan 2016].
(Right) Knowledge based embedding with LSTM (LSTMEmbed) [Iacobacci 2019].
Figures reproduce from Mueller and Thyagarajan (2016), Iacobacci (2019).
where g is the similarity function. For each given pair this similarity function is
applied to their encoder-representation.
Unlike the standard LSTM that is used in Language modeling, which predicts
the next word from the previous one, this LSTM is a simple encoder [Sutskever
et al. 2014], as shown in Figure 2.8 (Left). The LSTM encoder is trained to learn
the similarity between the two sentence representations h(1)T1 , h
(2)
T2
and predicts the
similarity. The similarity function is the Manhattan distance:
(
h
(1)
T1
, h
(2)
T2
)
= exp
(
−
∥∥∥h(1)T1 − h
(2)
T2
∥∥∥
1
)
∈ [0, 1] (2.36)
According to the author, the Manhattan distance g as in Equations 2.35, outper-
forms the most common approaches, such as cosine similarity [Yih et al. 2011].
2.5.4.2 LSTMEmbed
Most recent approaches learn the embedding with feed-forward neural (FFN) net-
works. However, the advantage of LSTMs over FFN is that it takes into considera-
tion both the word context and word-order awareness. Iacobacci (2019) presented
LSTMEmbed, a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) based model to learn the knowledge
based word embedding. They use the tagged sense to provide the input context
in both directions 1) preceding context si − W, . . . , si−1 and 2) posterior context
si+1, . . . , si+W , where sj , (j ∈ [i − W, . . . , i + W ]) is the word sense from, exter-
nal knowledge, an existing inventory Bablenet [Navigli and Ponzetto 2012]. Each
token is associated with an embedding vector v (sj) ∈ Rn, in a shared look-up ta-
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ble. The BiLSTM reads the sequences (preceding context, posterior context) in both
direction (i.e. left-to-right and right-to-left):
ol = lstml (v (si−w) , . . . ,v (si−1))
or = lstmr (v (si+1) , . . . ,v (si+W ))
(2.37)
Next, the LSTMs are merged and projected linearly via a fully connected or
dense layer:
out LSTMEmbed = Wo (ol ⊕ or) (2.38)
where Wo ∈ R2m×m is the weight matrix with m as the LSTM dimension. The
model outLSTMEmbed is compared with a pre-trained model vector emb(si) such as
GloVe or word2vec, that we described in Section 2.4.2. The model is trained to
maximize the similarity between outLSTMEmbed and emb(si). Therefore, the loss
function is a similarity distance, cosine similarity:
loss = 1− S(−→v1 ,−→v2) = 1−
−→v1 · −→v2
‖−→v1‖‖−→v2‖
(2.39)
After the training, the model obtains joint representations in the same vector
space from the look-up table. Precisely, senses and latent semantic representations
of words are jointed in the same vector space.
2.5.5 Attention Mechanism
Attention-based models have shown a promising results in various NLP tasks,
such as machine translation [Bahdanau et al. 2014], and caption generation [Xu
et al. 2015]. Such a mechanism learns to focus attention on a specific part of the
input (e.g. target word in a sentence). The basic concept of the attention-based
encoder-decoder can be described as follows:
First, the encoder is used to process and encode the input sentence into a con-
text vector (last hidden state). The concept of attention in this scenario is the sum-
marization of the input sentence. In other words, all initial hidden states are ig-
nored, and only the final state will be considered as the initial state to the decoder.
Second, the decoder generates the word or the summarization of words in that
sentence, from the context vector.
However, one of the drawbacks is that the decoder depends on the fixed-length
context vector to generate the output, which is not practical in long sentences (it
has often overlooked the first element once it completes the entire sequence). For
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<latexit sha1_base64="wEtl4WZ4aSIFpajNzA+NaEZskoo=">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</latexit>
XT
<latexit sha1_base64="KA00RFHvDx0WNoVEsR1mjJScinw=">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</latexit>
yt 1
<latexit sha1_base64="I3Gyu+8H8R3eU4x+PTG3DNGAspw=">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</latexit>
yt
<latexit sha1_base64="73TuTfkWzx1opwSZw1FZ5CnQLgI=">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</latexit>
X1
<latexit sha1_base64="nGDezbZ2CW48n5Opd1JLoK0xhHo=">AAACaHichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po1IWKG7EorspECooLEdy4tK2tBZWSxFGHpklIpoUa/AE3LlVcKYiIn+HGH3DRT1CXFdy48DYNiIp6h5k5c+aeO2dmDNcSvmSsEVM6Oru6e3r74v0Dg0MJdXik4DtVz+R507Ecr2joPreEzfNSSIsXXY/rFcPim0Z5tbW/WeOeLxx7Q9ZdvlPR922xJ0xdEpUvlgLtqKQmWYqFMfUTaBFIIop1R73BNnbhwEQVFXDYkIQt6PCpbUEDg0vcDgLiPEIi3Oc4Qpy0VcrilKETW6Zxn1ZbEWvTulXTD9UmnWJR90g5hRn2yG5Zkz2wO/bE3n+tFYQ1Wl7qNBttLXdLiePx3Nu/qgrNEgefqj89S+xhMfQqyLsbMq1bmG197fC0mVvKzgSz7Iq9kP9L1mD3dAO79mpeZ3j2AnH6AO37c/8EhfmUlk6lM+nkynL0Fb2YxDTm6L0XsII1rCNP5wqc4AznsWdFVcaUiXaqEos0o/gSyvQHYMqLiw==</latexit>
X2
<latexit sha1_base64="y2qM5rtUlDauJhz/+m2yi1CQDI4=">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</latexit>
et,1...et,T
<latexit sha1_base64="GpCjFEOaNtEGRo0RDOfkCcp9yXw=">AAACdnichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qquhEEKZaqCwk3ovhYCW5c1kdVUClJHGswTUIyrWjpD/gDLsSFghbxM9z4Ay76CeJSQRcuvE0DoqLeYWbOnLnnzpkZw7OtQBLVYkpTc0trW3tHvLOru6c30de/HrhF3xRZ07Vdf9PQA2FbjshKS9pi0/OFXjBssWEcLNb3N0rCDyzXWZNHntgp6HnH2rNMXTKVS/SJXFlOaBVVVUO0VsklUqRSGMmfQItAClFk3EQV29iFCxNFFCDgQDK2oSPgtgUNBI+5HZSZ8xlZ4b5ABXHWFjlLcIbO7AGPeV5tRazD63rNIFSbfIrN3WdlEml6oBt6pnu6pUd6/7VWOaxR93LEs9HQCi/XezK4+vqvqsCzxP6n6k/PEnuYDb1a7N0LmfotzIa+dHz6vDq/ki6P0iU9sf8LqtEd38ApvZhXy2LlDHH+AO37c/8E65OqNqVOL0+lFuair2jHEEYwzu89gwUsIYMsn3uIc1yjGntThpW0MtZIVWKRZgBfQqEPoPGQFw==</latexit>
h1...hT
<latexit sha1_base64="JxZ+q5itl9Bkct/XNQWJ04OtK9I=">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</latexit>
weighted
<latexit sha1_base64="5ne/2NXZwgAYFiDWDn5KhRppr3s=">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</latexit>
sum
<latexit sha1_base64="U4gYgPbLFP5s5QzhnTDtk6MQqi8=">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</latexit>
softmax
<latexit sha1_base64="bdtNOagio8nRU3pYGWlNoAZHOZc=">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</latexit>
alignment
<latexit sha1_base64="GSEZv32L8CydLSy6ladbuaNOmtQ=">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</latexit>
model
<latexit sha1_base64="uPO2UAp3pzpAL/w8KYJxh0+IfOc=">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</latexit>
ct
<latexit sha1_base64="ofMyGh8JezIHmlMa/2IrCJNV+hs=">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</latexit>
global alignment
<latexit sha1_base64="dVy5YNmP+OS3THSSPz9RsDGCuLc=">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</latexit>
.
<latexit sha1_base64="UTmiIJmzjmighmlrBj107AfptSA=">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</latexit>
.
<latexit sha1_base64="UTmiIJmzjmighmlrBj107AfptSA=">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</latexit>
Fn-En Machine Translation
<latexit sha1_base64="cfLpRLJ8n490TEulIqkw8TW+c+A=">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</latexit>
↵t,2
<latexit sha1_base64="7mZfY0Al9BC0C3QOkqD1zcompcE=">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</latexit>
↵t,1
<latexit sha1_base64="H8/qQdG2LQHby6sd647iNf/LSj8=">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</latexit>
↵t,3
<latexit sha1_base64="ajtnVuS7mDj0ZJ2lFxztcRehOMI=">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</latexit>
↵t,T
<latexit sha1_base64="aap++DWN5UVCkWhcUoI/v+LKjUo=">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</latexit>
↵t,1...↵t,T
<latexit sha1_base64="VN0R36bPv01iUf4hUA1r+5XvjAE=">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</latexit>
ct
<latexit sha1_base64="ofMyGh8JezIHmlMa/2IrCJNV+hs=">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</latexit>
L’
<latexit sha1_base64="r19WT6cxEQ8mnBxbHxh2DaK5N+k=">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</latexit>
été
<latexit sha1_base64="EgsyFjxKL3yUoSeA6v4cyo5t80U=">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</latexit>
accord
<latexit sha1_base64="myYdsU4gNcCV0PC48+SFeEqbW/U=">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</latexit>
sur
<latexit sha1_base64="fh+YsjEmZzpY1iSNmAVAdLEPzOI=">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</latexit>
la
<latexit sha1_base64="/zM6PoIBDvs3OFjbcTkzHlkFZ8I=">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</latexit>
zona
<latexit sha1_base64="mUt6i1kjSDmK3GRDrp/6M27uriM=">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</latexit>
économique
<latexit sha1_base64="gT3mMMnbRqL/jwlBogVUN0aZRM0=">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</latexit>
européenne
<latexit sha1_base64="hkwljo/w2nC6DBYPn+VxtqsTHnQ=">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</latexit>
a
<latexit sha1_base64="kmtGBuUkHZCHNUsfvIM8wHPUUUM=">AAACbXichVHLSsNAFD2N7/qqiiAoUiw+VuX25WsluHHpqyo+kCSOGkyTkEyLGvoDrgUXoqAgIn6GG3/AhZ8gLlwouHHhbVIRF+odZubMmXvunJnRHNPwJNFjRKmpratvaGyKNre0trXHOjqXPLvo6iKv26btrmiqJ0zDEnlpSFOsOK5QC5oplrW96cr+ckm4nmFbi/LAERsFdccytg1dlUyt+utS7EtfLZc3YwlKZtK5bIriIRhNhyAzkY6nkhREAtWYtWPXWMcWbOgoogABC5KxCRUetzWkQHCY24DPnMvICPYFyoiytshZgjNUZvd43OHVWpW1eF2p6QVqnU8xubusjGOQHuiGXumebumJPn6t5Qc1Kl4OeNZCrXA22496Ft7/VRV4ltj9Vv3pWWIb44FXg707AVO5hR7qS4cnrwuT84P+EF3SM/u/oEe64xtYpTf9ak7MnyLKH/D1yvHfwVI6mcomc3PZxNRo9Ssa0YsBjPB7j2EKM5hFns+1cIwznEdelG6lT+kPU5VIVdOFH6EMfwLDno6F</latexit>
signé
<latexit sha1_base64="vL8VnhPy9g2ofIJHUDG6PVXsk/c=">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</latexit>
en
<latexit sha1_base64="KvohlyXpWKe+Wa2Fkpgsu+CJuUo=">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</latexit>
août
<latexit sha1_base64="nipBTf4d6OPnzCkZQpRo1PHn0co=">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</latexit>
1992
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Figure 2.9: (Left) A word alignment model, dot-line-box, that generate context ct
for the target word yt from a source sentence X1.., XT . (Right) Alignment matrix
correlation score between the input and target words in French-to-English machine
translation scenario. Figures adopted from Bahdanau et al. (2014).
instance, in machine translation, a wrong context will lead to incorrect translation.
To solve this problem, rather than generating a single fixed-length context vector
from the last hidden state of the encoder, the attention creates shortcuts between
the entire source data and the context vector [Bahdanau et al. 2014]. The shortcut
of these weights is adjustable for each output. The proposed model considers not
only the context vector but also the relative importance in the sequences. The con-
text vector access the full sequence, and the model learns the alignments between
the target and the input source. The context vector depends on three informa-
tion, as shown in Figure 2.9 (Left) hidden states from encoder and decoder and the
alignment between the input source and the target.
The model introduced by Bahdanau et al. (2014) use a BiLSTM as encoder to
generate sequences for each sentence, in both direction (h1, h2). The result vector
h1 and h2 are then concatenated as forward and backward as follows:
hj =
[−→
h >j ;h
>
j
]>
, j = 1, . . . , T (2.40)
The decoder take the hidden state st = f (st−1, yt−1, ci) for a word at position t,
(t = 1, ...m, ) where ct is the sum of hidden state of the input sequences weighted
by alignment scores:
ct =
T∑
j=1
αtjhj (2.41)
where αtj is the weight computed at each time t step for hidden state hj , T is the
number of time steps for the input sequence. The ct context vector is used to com-
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Figure 2.10: Full architecture of the transformer. Figure reproduced from Vaswani
et al. (2017).
pute the new state sequence s, where st depends on previous state st−1. The αtj
weight are then computed as:
αtj =
exp (etj)∑T
k=1 exp (etk)
(2.42)
The alignment score a is computed as feed forward network, and the alignment
model score is calculated by etj = a (st−1, hj), for the inputs/output at j position.
Next, we discuss the Transformer architecture or self-attention model without
any recurrent network, which offers a significant improvement over the methods
we described in this section, such as attention-based aligned recurrent models.
2.5.6 Transformer
In the previous section, we described the best ways to capture dependencies in
long sequences, LSTM with attention, in particular, the encoder-decoder based ar-
chitecture called the Seq2Seq model. The encoder maps the input sequence into a
higher dimensional space. Then, that abstract vector is fed into the decoder, which
turns it into the output sequence.
However, although these models obtain state-of-the-art performance in sequence
modeling (i.e. language modeling [Sutskever et al. 2014] and machine translation
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[Bahdanau et al. 2014]). recurrent networks (i.e. GRU, LSTM, etc.) have some draw-
backs: 1) they slow down the training (difficult to parallelize) and 2) are computa-
tionally expensive.
Vaswani et al. (2017) introduce Transformer architecture, which is able to deal
with Encoder and Decoder without any Recurrent Networks. Transformer archi-
tecture is based entirely on self-attention without any aligned recurrent network,
as we described above in the attention Section 5.2.4.
As shown in Figure 2.10 the transformer uses scaled dot product attention. The
weight is determined by the dot-product as follows:
Attention (Q,K, V ) = softmax
(
QKT√
dk
)
V (2.43)
where the input is a set of pair Key K and value V of a dimension n, and 1√
dk
is
the scaling factor. In the encoder, both K and V are the hidden states. The decoder
compresses previous output as query Q with dimension m and produce the next
output by mapping Q and the set of the Ks and V s.
The main concept of Multi-Head Attention (MHA) is that rather than comput-
ing the attention once, the MHA runs through the scaled dot product attention
many times in parallel. As shown in Figure 2.10 the independent outputs of atten-
tion are concatenated and linearly reshaped into the required dimension.
MultiHead (Q,K,V) = Concat [ head 1; . . . ; head h]WO
where head i = Attention
(
QWQi ,KW
K
i ,VW
V
i
) (2.44)
where WQ,K,Vi and W
O are matrices for parameters to be learned by the network.
The encoder, the left hand block in Figure 2.10, produces an attention-based
representation with the ability to locate or find a particular piece of information
in a large context. They stack 6 identical layers NX = 6, and each layer has 1)
multi-head attention layers and 2) a fully connected layer. Each sub-layer has a
skip connection (residual) connection and normalization layers.
The decoder also has NX = 6 identical layers. Each layer has two sub-layers of
attention (multi-head) and a fully connected layer. The multi-head attention of the
input (first attention in the decoder) is modified with masking to block attending
the future token while calculating the current position. The rest of the layers are
similar to the encoder that utilized skip connection and normalization layers.
Finally, at the top of each decoder, a softmax and linear layer is added for the
final output. A positional encoding with sinusoid-wave is introduced to preserve
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the position information. The positional encoding can be added directly to the
input, as it has the same dimension as the input embedding.
2.5.7 Learning Semantic Similarity with Transformer
In this section, we offer a simple introduction to a Universal Encoder that uses
a stack of transformers to learn semantics similarity. In Section 2.6.2, we discuss
BERT [Devlin et al. 2019] the state-of-the-art model in semantic similarity based on
the Transformer.
2.5.7.1 Universal Sentence Encoder
The Universal Sentence Encoder [Cer et al. 2018] is a transformer-based model that
encodes sentences into a sentence embedding vector. The model uses transformer-
based architecture to construct the sentence embedding with an encoding sub-
graph. The sub-graph utilizes the attention mechanism to compute the context of
words in a sentence. These context-aware representations take into account word
order to identify all of the other words in the sentence. These representations
are mapped into an encoding vector with a fixed length by computing the sum
(element-wise) of the representation at each word position. The encoder takes a
lower-case tokenized PTB string as its input and generates a 512-dimensional vec-
tor as the embedded sentence.
The model is designed to be universal for general use for many tasks. This is
achieved by introducing multi-task learning, a single encoding, to be able to feed
multiple down-stream tasks. For instance, one of the supported tasks is the Skip-
Though like application [Kiros et al. 2015], in which the Transformer replaces the
LSTM for classification tasks over supervised data.
The data used to train the sentence encoders in an unsupervised way are ex-
tracted from a variety of web resources, such as Wikipedia, question-answer pages,
discussion forums, and web news. They improve unsupervised learning with su-
pervised data training with data augmentation techniques.
For transfer learning tasks such as sentence similarity, similarity can be com-
puted directly from two-sentence embedding with cosine similarity:
sim(u,v) =
(
1− arccos
(
u · v
‖u‖‖v‖
)
/π
)
(2.45)
where sim(u,v) is similarity based on angular distance. Angular similarity distin-
guishes near similarity vectors with small changes better than raw cosine.
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Most current state-of-the-art approaches in many tasks in NLP are based on
transformer architecture, such as BERT [Devlin et al. 2019] and GPT-2 [Radford
et al. 2019]. Unlike word embedding, which is described in Section 2.4.2, the
transformer-based model, pre-trained language modeling, is able to learn dynamic
embeddings. In the next section we explore this dynamic embedding, which is
called Contextual Word Embedding Learning.
2.6 Contextual Word Embedding Learning
All word embedding approaches that we discussed in Section 2.4.2, are context
insensitive or context independent i.e. each word can have only one vector repre-
sentation.
– Each word always has the same vector representation, regardless of the con-
text in which sentence or tokens occur. Especially for a word with more than
one meaning or sense, a polysemic word, one vector representation is not
enough to encompass its different meanings.
– Even when a word that has only one meaning or sense, its occurrences still
have different semantic aspects, such as syntactic behavior.
Some research directions have proposed the injection of senses (meanings of
the word in a different context) into the word embedding semantic space [Mancini
et al. 2017, Iacobacci 2019]. However, these approaches rely on a large annotated
corpus based on external resources, such as Babelnet [Navigli and Ponzetto 2012]
and Wordnet [Miller 1998], which make it unpractical in a real application. Also,
despite their impressive performance over standard word embedding [Mikolov
et al. 2013b], these approaches are bounded by word2vec architecture limitations
as they are context-independent.
To solve this, dynamic word embeddings were introduced. Contextual word
embedding learning is based on the context for each token rather than a static
context-independent embedding. Next, we present two methods that led to a
breakthrough in the field, with many NLP tasks overperforming humans in Stan-
ford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [Rajpurkar et al. 2018].
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Table 2.4: Example of Nearest neighbors from [Peters et al. 2018] to highly polyse-
mous word “play” using static embedding GloVe [Pennington et al. 2014] and the
context embeddings from a biLM.
Source Nearest Neighbor
GloVe: play playing, game, games, played, players, plays, player,
play, football, multiplayer
BiLM: Chico Ruiz Kieffer, the only junior in the group, was
made a spectacular a commended for his ability to hit in the clutch
play on on Alusik’s as well as his all-round excellent play.
2.6.1 ELMo
The Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) [Peters et al. 2018] is an embed-
ding that derived from the BiLSTM based language model. The ELMo uses a two
layers bi-directional language model (biLM). For each computed token tk by BiL-
STM, the biLM computes a set of representations:
Rk =
{
xLMk ,
−→
h LMk,j ,
←−
h LMk,j |j = 1, . . . , L
}
=
{
hLMk,j |j = 0, . . . , L
} (2.46)
where L represents the number of layers in biLM, xLMk is the context-independent
token, hLMk,j =
[−→
h LMk,j ;
←−
h LMk,j
]
are the top layer BiLSTM.
Table 2.4 shows that the BiLM is able to disambiguate the correct sense of the
word in the source sense. On the other hand, GloVe vector treats the word as a
different part of speech (i.e. game as nouns and “playing” as verbs), but the sense
of the word is concentrated in the sport-related ”Play”. This example shows the
effectiveness of contextualized representation, which could be applied to a variety
of NLP tasks.
2.6.2 BERT
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers or BERT [Devlin et al.
2019] is another contextual language model like ELMo; however, In contrast to
ELMo, it does not rely on recurrent language models with static word embedding
initialization, but provides an end-to-end language model that is based entirely
on contextualized token embeddings. For this, a transformer [Vaswani et al. 2017]
based architecture is used in combination with masked language modeling targets
that allow for training a model that can see the context from left and right handed
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Figure 2.11: Different architecture of pretraining models. GPT uses a transformer
with a left-to-right approach. BERT uses a Transformer with a bi-directional based
model that condition to the right and left context in all layers. Elmo uses a Bilstm
with the concatenation of both LSTMs (right-to-left and left-to-right) to generate
features. ELMo is the only feature-based method, while BERT and GPT are fine-
tuned approaches. Figure reproduced from Devlin et al. (2019).
perspective at the same time. The idea of self-attention in the transformer, and non-
directional language modeling results in extraordinary performance gains com-
pared to previous approaches.
The Masked Language Model uses the output of the masked word’s position
to predict the masked word. The Masking covers 15% of words in the input and
tries to predict the masked word:
Input [CLS] Rosa attended the play at the firework festival.
Randomly Mask [CLS] Rosa did not want to [MASK] card-game at
the festival.
Unlike the GPT [Radford et al. 2018], which uses a left-to-right transformer,
the transformer encoder in BERT handles the entire sequence from left-to-right or
right-to-left simultaneously, as shown (red connections) in Figure 2.11. Therefore,
although this is described as bidirectional, it could be regarded as a non-directional
encoding. BERT has shown groundbreaking results in many tasks such as ques-
tion answering4 and Natural Language Inference (NLI). However, according to its
main authors, it is not suited for the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) task, since
it does not generate a meaningful vector to compute the cosine distance. The most
common approach to averaging the BERT output layer is called BERT embedding.
However, the result is worse 5 than static embedding, such as GloVe [Pennington
4The input for BERT for sentence pair consists of two sentences separated by [SEP] token.
5Our finding and confirmed by [Reimers and Gurevych 2019]
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Figure 2.12: Learning the semantic similarity with BERT [Devlin et al. 2019]. Left)
Fine-tuning the model with one FFNN layer with softmax. Right) adding pooling
operation to derive fixed sentence embedding and compute the mean of all vectors
[Reimers and Gurevych 2019]. Figures reproduce from Devlin et al. (2019), Reimers
and Gurevych (2019).
et al. 2014]. There two most common approaches to computing semantic similar-
ity with BERT as shown in Figure 2.12, Left) fine-tuning the model with one FFNN
layer with softmax Right) are adding pooling operations to derive fixed sentence
embedding and computing the mean of all vectors [Reimers and Gurevych 2019].
In this thesis, we follow the fine-tuning approach since it yields better results and
is more robust in fine-tuning procedures for different down-stream tasks.
Chapter 3
Textual Visual Semantic Dataset for
Text Spotting
The relation between text and its surrounding environment is very important to
understanding text in the scene. While there are some publicly available datasets
for text spotting, none includes information about visual context in the image.
Therefore, in this chapter, we introduce a textual visual semantic context dataset,
containing scene information, such as objects or locations, for text spotting tasks.
Our goal is to fill this gap, providing a closer vision and language by understand-
ing the scene text and its environmental visual context.
In this chapter, we describe the datasets used in this thesis. Since the focus of
this work is simply enhancing scene recognition by adding visual context informa-
tion to the text spotting system, the same datasets for training and evaluation are
used in the entire thesis, and so we introduce and describe them in this chapter.
There are several existing publicly available datasets for text spotting (text de-
tection and recognition), which we describe in Section 3.2. However, we also
make our contribution to this field by introducing visual context information to
the biggest pre-existing dataset, COCO-text. Section 3.3 describes our proposal for
textual visual context generations. In Section 3.4, we show how we can construct
a visual context for pre-existing datasets such as COCO-text, which can be used
with any existing dataset.
3.1 Summary of Contribution
In this chapter, we describe in depth the construction of the visual context dataset.
This dataset is based on the COCO-text [Veit et al. 2016], which uses the Microsoft
COCO dataset [Lin et al. 2014] and annotates texts appearing in the images. We
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Table 3.1: A various end-to-end text recognition (a.k.a text spotting) dataset.
End-to-End Text Recognition Dataset
Label Description Dictionary # images
IC03 ICDAR 2003 test dataset [Lucas et al. 2003] - 251
IC03-Full ICDAR 2003 test dataset with fixed lexicon [Lucas et al. 2003] 860 251
SVT Street view test dataset [Wang and Belongie 2010] - 249
SVT-50 Street view dataset with fixed lexicon [Wang and Belongie 2010] 50 249
IC13 ICDAR 2013 test dataset [Karatzas et al. 2013] - 233
IC17-T3 ICDAR 2017 Task-3 COCO-text dataset [Gomez et al. 2017] - 145k
Table 3.2: A various word recognition dataset. The images are cropped word im-
ages for recognizing task only.
Text Recognition Dataset
Label Description Dictionary # images
Synth90k Synthetic dataset with 90k dict [Jaderberg et al. 2014b] 90k 900k
SynthRand Synthetic dataset with random text [Jaderberg et al. 2014b] - 900k
SVT Street view test dataset [Wang and Belongie 2010] - 647
IC13 ICDAR 2013 test dataset [Karatzas et al. 2013] - 1k
IC17-T2 ICDAR 2017 Task-2 COCO-text dataset [Gomez et al. 2017] - 10k
further extend the dataset by using out-of-the-box tools to extract visual context
or additional information from images. Usually the computer vision community
tackles this problem by dividing the task into two sub-models, one for text and
other for object [Zhu et al. 2016, Kang et al. 2017, Prasad and Wai Kin Kong 2018].
However, our main contribution is this combined visual context dataset that
provides the unrestricted-OCR research community the chance to use semantic
relatedness between text and image to improve the results.
3.2 Publicly Available Datasets
In this section we describe various publicly available text spotting datasets.
3.2.1 Synthetic Datasets
As shown in Table 3.2 datasets containing real-word images have sizes in the range
of at most a few thousand, with a very limited vocabulary. Therefore, [Jaderberg
et al. 2014b] introduced a synthetic data generator without any human label cost.
All current state-of-the-art approaches are trained on this datasets [Ghosh et al.
2017, Shi et al. 2016, Jaderberg et al. 2016, Jaderberg, Shi et al. 2017, Gao et al. 2017,
Fang et al. 2018].
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Figure 3.1: A text spotting data sample from (a) COCO-text, (b) Google street view
(SVT) showing the bounding box in green (annotation). (c) An example from the
ICDAR 2003 recognition test dataset.
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Figure 3.2: A random example from the synthetic dataset [Jaderberg et al. 2014b].
The only big dataset that is currently publicly available for training deep learning
model.
Synth90k. This dataset is a synthetically generated dataset that consists of 9 mil-
lion word images with a 90k word dictionary [Jaderberg et al. 2014b]. The 90k dic-
tionary consists of an English word form lexicon from the Hunspell open source
spell checker. The dictionary includes 50k root words, together with prefixes and
suffixes. The author also added words from other datasets (ICDAR, SVT, and IIIT).
SynthRand. The same work introduces another synthetic dataset of word images
[Jaderberg et al. 2014b], which consists of 8 million training images and a test set
of 900k images. Unlike synth90k, which uses a pre-defined dictionary, the words
generated in this case are completely random strings of characters, where the max-
imum length of the generated characters is ten.
Note that these two datasets are the biggest datasets that are currently publicly
available for text spotting.
3.2.2 ICDAR Datasets
ICDAR 2013 (IC13) [Karatzas et al. 2013]. The ICDAR 2013 dataset consists of two
datasets 1) text localization and 2) text segmentation. Text localization consists of
328 training and 233 test images. ICDAR 2013 dataset represents the evaluation of
scene text understanding tasks: localization, segmentation, and recognition.
ICDAR 2015 (IC15) [Karatzas et al. 2015]. ICDAR 2015 datasets consist of 1000
training samples and 500 test images. All images were taken by a camera in a
variety of indoor/outdoor scenarios in a multilingual environment and contain
resolution images with an average size of (1280*720) pixels. ICDAR 2015 is more
focused on incidental scene text detection and recognition.
ICDAR 2017 (IC17) [Veit et al. 2016]. ICDAR 2017 is based on COCO-text and aims
for end-to-end text spotting as in ICDAR17-Task 3 (i.e. detection and recognition).
The dataset consists of 43,686 full images with 145,859 text instances for training,
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and 10,000 images and 27,550 instances for validation. We describe COCO-text in
more detail in the following section.
Figure 3.1 shows some text spotting data examples from the ICDAR datasets,
current dataset (a) ICDAR 2017, and the first proposed dataset (c) ICDAR 2003.
3.2.3 Street View Text Dataset
This dataset consists of 249 images for training and 100 images for testing down-
loaded from Google Street View (SVT) [Wang and Belongie 2010]. This is the first
dataset that deals with text image in a real scenario, in the wild, with examples
such as shop signs in a wide range of fonts and graphic styles. Note that many
word text images have not been annotated in this dataset.
3.2.4 COCO-text
This dataset is based on Microsoft COCO [Lin et al. 2014] (Common Objects in
Context), and consists of 63,686 images, 173,589 text instance (annotations of the
images). The COCO-text dataset differs from the other datasets in three aspects.
First, the dataset was not collected with text recognition in mind. Thus, the anno-
tated text instances lie in their natural context. Second, it contains a wide variety of
text instances, such as machine-printed and handwritten text. Finally, the COCO-
text has a much larger scale than other datasets for text detection and recognition.
This is a challenging dataset with a lot of noise, false-positives, and illegible text.
3.3 Textual Visual Semantic Dataset
The primary purpose of the textual visual semantic dataset is to enable learning of
the semantic relation between the image and the text that happen to be together in
an image, thereby improving recognition accuracy.
We employ recent state-of-the-art tools to extract textual information for each
image. In particular, for each image, we obtain the following information: (1) Spot-
ted text candidates (hypotheses provided by existing state-of-the-art text spotting
systems) and (2) surrounding visual context information in the image such the lo-
cation of the objects depicted in it.
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Table 3.3: A description of the various word recognition dataset with or without
the proposed visual context information.
Text Recognition Dataset
Label Description Dictionary # word images text †
IC17-T2 from COCO-text dataset Task-2 [Gomez et al. 2017] - 46k -
Synth90k Synthetic dataset with 90k dict [Jaderberg et al. 2014b] 90k 900k -
SVT Street view test dataset [Wang and Belongie 2010] - 647 -
IC13 ICDAR 2013 test dataset [Karatzas et al. 2013] - 1k -
IC17-V-T3 Image+Textual dataset from IC17 Task-3 (ours) - 10k 25k
COCO-text-V Image+Textual dataset from COCO-text (ours) - 16k 60k
COCO-Pairs Textual dataset from COCO-text (ours) - - 158k
3.3.1 Text Hypotheses Extraction
To extract the text associated with each image or bounding box, we employ sev-
eral pre-trained Text Spotting baselines to generate k text hypotheses. All the pre-
trained models are trained on a synthetic dataset [Jaderberg et al. 2014b]:
Convolutional Neural Network-90k-Dictionary [Jaderberg et al. 2016]. The first
baseline is a CNN with fixed lexicon-based recognition, able to recognize words
in a pre-defined 90k-word dictionary W . Each dictionary entry w corresponds to a
potential output in a 90k multi-class classification problem. The dictionary consists
of different forms of English words (e.g. verb, noun, adjective, etc.). In short, the
model classifies each input word-image into a pre-defined word in the 90k fixed
lexicon. Each word w ∈ W in the dictionary corresponds to the one output neuron.
The final output word for a given image x is written as:
word = arg max
w∈W
P (w|x, lexicon) (3.1)
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) [Shi et al. 2016]. The second
baseline is a CRNN that can learn the words directly from sequence labels, with-
out relying on character annotations. The encoder uses a CNN to extract a set
of features from the image. Specifically, the network uses CNN without fully con-
nected layers to extract sequential feature representations from an input image and
then feed them into the bidirectional RNN. A Connectionist Temporal Classifica-
tion [Graves et al. 2006] based method is used to convert the per-frame predictions
made by the RNN into a label sequence as follows:
I∗ ≈ B
(
arg max
π
p(π|y)
)
(3.2)
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Table 3.4: Sample from the dataset. The text hypothesis comes from existing Text
Spotting baselines, and the visual context information comes from out-of-the-box
computer vision classifiers. Boldface fonts reflect the ground truth.
Text hypothesis Object Scene Caption
11, il, j, m, ... railroad train a train is on a train track with a train on it
lossing, docile, dow, dell, ... bookshop bookstore a woman sitting at a table with a laptop
29th, 2th, 2011, zit, ... parking shopping a man is holding a cell phone while standing
happy, hooping, happily, nappy, ... childs bib a cake with a bunch of different types of scissors
coke, gulp, slurp, fluky,... plate pizzeria a table with a pizza and a fork on it
will, wii, xviii, wit,.... remote room a close up of a remote control on a table
where B is a sequence-to-sequence mapping function, π a sequence label and I∗
the sequence.
LSTM-Visual Attention (LSTM-V) [Ghosh et al. 2017]. The third baseline also
generates final output words as probable character sequences, without relying on
a lexicon. The network is based on an encoder-decoder architecture with a visual
attention mechanism. In particular, they use the pre-trained CNN model as the
encoder [Jaderberg et al. 2016] mentioned above, but without the final layer to ex-
tract the most important feature vectors from each text image. That feature vector
is used to reduce model complexity through the soft attention model [Xu et al.
2015] which focuses on the most relevant parts of the image at every step. The
LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997] decoder computes the output character
probability y for each time step and the visual attention α, where L are the deep
model output parameters of each layer:
P (yt|α, yt−1) ∼ exp (L0 (Eyt−1 + Lhht + Lzẑt)) (3.3)
CNN-Attention [Fang et al. 2018]. Finally, we employ the most recent state-of-
the-art system, which also produces the final output words as probable character
sequences, without a fixed lexicon. The model is based on a CNN encoder-decoder
with attention and a CNN character language model. The final character predic-
tion is an element-wise addition of the attention and language vector as:
p (yk|yk−1, . . . , y1) = pa + pl (3.4)
where pa and pl are softmax function that converts both the attention vector and
the language vector to the predicted characters separately.
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Figure 3.3: The frequency of objects in MS COCO co-occurs with text, as can be
seen, that the presence of particular objects is very informative regarding text pres-
ence. Especially traffic and sports scenes almost always contain text and nature
scenes with animals rarely contain text. Figure reproduce from COCO-text Veit
et al. (2016).
3.3.2 Visual Context Information
While there a number of publicly available datasets for text spotting, there is no
visual context dataset for this task such as scene information or an image descrip-
tion. We propose to introduce a textual dataset for the same task. This section
describes our textual dataset for text spotting. In particular, we will use out-of-
the-box state-of-the-art classifiers to extract the image context information. We
obtain three kinds of context information: the object present in the image, the lo-
cation/scenarios seen in the image, and a textual description or caption.
3.3.3 Object Information
To capture the visual context from each image, we will use visual object classifiers to
extract the image context information that will be used to re-rank candidate words
according to their semantic relatedness with the context. The output of the fol-
lowing classifiers is a 1000-dimensional vector with the probabilities of 1000 object
types. In particular, we extract the top-5 objects with the highest possibilities.
GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al. 2015]. The design of this network architecture is based
on an inception module, which uses 1-D convolution to drastically reduce the
number of parameters. Also, a fully connected layer is replaced with a global
average pooling at the end of the network. The network consists of 22 layer Deep
CNN with a reduced parameter. It has a top-5 error rate of 6.67%.
ResNet [He et al. 2016]. A novel very deep architecture with a residual network (or
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Figure 3.4: (a) Frequency of objects in COCO-text images. (b) Most common pair
(text-object) in the training dataset (c) Frequency count of the most visual context
in the testing dataset.
shortcut connection) featuring heavy batch normalization. The residual shortcut
is also known as gated recurrent units and has a strong resemblance to recent suc-
cessful elements applied in RNNs. Thanks to this residual connection, they were
able to train a deeper model with 152 layers while maintaining a lower complexity
than simple VGGNet. The model achieves a top-5 error rate of 3.57%.
Inception-Resnet [Szegedy et al. 2017]. Inspired by the breakthrough ResNet per-
formance, a hybrid-inception module was proposed. In order to add the residual
connection to inception modules, the input/output after convolution must have
the same dimensions. Also, the pooling inside the inception modules was replaced
with a residual connection. Inception-ResNet combines the two architectures (In-
ception modules and residual connection) to boost performance even further. We
use Inception-Resnet-v2, with a top-5 error rate 3.1%.
3.3.4 Scene Information
Additionally, we considered a scene classifier [Zhou et al. 2017] to extract scene
information from each image. We used a pre-trained scene classifier Places365-
ResNet1 to extract scene categories. According to the authors of Places365-ResNet
the network achieved good result in top-5 accuracy, which make it ideal for multi-
ple visual context extraction. The output from this classifier consists of 365 scene
categories. Also, we consider a threshold to extract the most likely classes in the
images, and eliminate low confidence predictions.
1http://places2.csail.mit.edu/
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Figure 3.5: Some random examples extracted from COCO-text with the visual con-
text information. For each sample, there are a bounding box, full images and infor-
mation from the image, such as an object, scene scenario, and image description.
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3.3.5 Image Description
Finally, we use a caption generator to extract more visual context information
from each image as a natural language description. Image caption generation ap-
proaches can use either top-down or bottom-up approaches. The bottom-up ap-
proach consists of detecting objects in the image and then attempting to combine
the identified objects into a caption [Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015]. On the other
hand, the top-down approach learns the semantic representation of the image,
which is then decoded into the caption [Vinyals et al. 2015]. Most recently, the
combination of both approaches [Anderson et al. 2018] has achieved state-of-the-
art results in many tasks such as Visual Question Answering. Most current state-
of-the-art systems adopt the top-down approach using RNN-based architectures. In
this work, we use a top-down model to extract the visual description of the image.
As we are more interested in the visual context than the quality of the gener-
ated sequence, we use this standard architecture [Vinyals et al. 2015] to generate a
caption from the image. The caption generator encoder uses resnet-152 architecture
[He et al. 2016] trained on the ILSVRC competition dataset for the general image
classification task [Russakovsky et al. 2015], and the decoder is tuned on COCO-
caption [Lin et al. 2014], the same dataset from which we extract all visual context
information.
3.4 Dataset Construction
This section describes the construction of the dataset used in this work in two
stages: First, we present a simple way to extract and select each text hypothesis
from each text image. Second, we use different measures to obtain the visual con-
text information and its co-occurrence in each image. The datasets we created are
summarized in Table 3.3.
3.4.1 Text Hypothesis Selection
As described in Section 3.3.1, the output of several text spotting systems is included
in the dataset as text hypotheses or possible candidates for each image. However,
some filtering is applied to remove duplicates and words that are unlikely to be
correct:
First, we use a unigram language model (ULM) to filter out rare words, non-
words, or very short words unlikely to be in the image. The ULM was trained
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on Opensubtitles [Lison and Tiedemann 2016]2, a large database of subtitles for
movies containing around 3 million unique word forms, including numbers and
other alphanumeric combinations that make it well suited for our task. Also, we
combined this corpus with google-ngram3 which contains 5 million unique word
forms from English literature books. The combined corpora contain around 7 mil-
lion unique word forms.
Secondly, we add the ground-truth text if it was removed by the filter or it
was not included in the hypothesis list generated by the baselines. Note that this
may occur often, since according to the author of the COCO-text [Veit et al. 2016]
the most significant shortcoming of this dataset is bounding box detection recall.
Therefore, in about 40% of the images, the text is not properly detected, and thus
the classifiers fail to recognize it.
3.4.2 Visual Context Selection
Despite the fact that we extract the top-5 objects from each image, we use a se-
mantic similarity measure and threshold to filter out predictions when the object
classifier is not confident enough. We use two approaches to filtering out dupli-
cated cases and false-positive example.
Threshold measure. First, we consider a threshold to extract the most likely classes
in the images and eliminate low confidence predictions.
Semantic alignment. We use cosine similarity to select the most likely visual con-
text in the image. In detail, we use general text word-embedding [Mikolov et al.
2013b, Pennington et al. 2014] to compute the similarity score between the different
visual context elements. Then we select objects or places that 1) are detected with
high confidence, and 2) have a strong semantic relatedness with other image ele-
ments. The underlying assumption is that if two objects in the image are related,
the object classifier prediction we are relying on will be more likely to be correct.
3.4.3 Object and Text Co-occurrence Database
Finally, we enrich the dataset with co-occurrence information between text and ob-
jects. This co-occurrence information should be useful when the text hypotheses
and the scenes are not related in the semantic space, but they are in the real world
2https://www.opensubtitles.org
3https://books.google.com/ngrams
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Table 3.5: Data statistic for training dataset that publicly available for caption and
text spotting.
Unique Count for Textual Dataset
Dataset image # bbox caption object words nouns verb adjectives
Conceptual [Sharma et al. 2018] 3m - 3m - 34,219,055 10,254,864 1,043,385 3,263,654
MSCOCO [Lin et al. 2014] 82k - 413k - 3,732,339 3,401,489 250,761 424,977
Flickr 30k [Young et al. 2014] 30k - 160k - 2,604,646 509,459 139,128 169,158
SVT [Wang and Belongie 2010] 350 X - - 10,437 3,856 46 666
COCO-text [Veit et al. 2016] 66k X - - 177,547 134,970 770 11,393
COCO-text-V (ours) 16k X 60k 120k 697,335 246,013 35,807 40,922
IC17-V-T3 (ours) 10k X 25k 50k 296,500 96,371 15,820 15,023
COCO-Pairs (ours) 66k - - 158k 319,178 188,295 6,878 46,983
(for instance delta and airliner may not be close according to a general word em-
bedding model, but they often co-occur in the image dataset). Figure 3.4 (b) shows
some frequency counts of co-occurring text-object pairs.
This co-occurrence information can be used to estimate the conditional proba-
bility P (w|c) of a word w given that object c appears in the image:
P (w|c) = freq(w, c)
freq(c)
(3.5)
where freq(w, c) is the number of training images where w appears as the gold
standard (gold-truth) annotation for the recognized text, and the object classifier
detects object label c in the image. Similarly, freq(c) is the number of training
images where the object classifier detects object class c.
3.4.4 Resulting Datasets
In this section, we outline in more detail our textual visual context dataset exten-
sion to the COCO-text as shown in Table 3.5.
3.4.4.1 COCO-text with Visual Context
We propose three different visual context datasets for the COCO-text as shown in
Table 3.3: 1) training dataset (COCO-text-V), 2) benchmark testing (IC17-V), and
3) Object and text co-occurrence database (COCO-Pairs) as follows:
COCO-text-V: Consists of 16k images with associated bounding boxes, and 60k
textual data such as captions, objects and scene visual information for training.
As shown in Table 3.4, for each bounding box, we extract k=10 text hypotheses,
each of which have different or the same visual context information depending on
the semantic alignment (e.g. similarity distance). Figure 3.5 show some examples
extracted from COCO-text with the visual context information.
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Figure 3.6: Some random examples extracted from COCO-text with poor detection.
Poor detection affects the accuracy of our baseline. Thus, we use ground truth
annotation to overcome this shortcoming in this dataset COCO-text.
ICDAR17-Task3-V (IC17-V-T3) is based on the ICDAR17 Task 3 end-to-end text
recognition dataset. Similar to COCO-text-V, we only introduce the visual con-
text (textual dataset) for each bounding box. It consists of 10k images with 25k of
textual data for testing and validation.
COCO-Pairs: This textual dataset has no bounding box, only the textual informa-
tion. The dataset consists of only one pair of object-text extracted from each image.
It consists of 158k word-visual context pairs. We combined the output from the vi-
sual classifier with the ground truth to create the pairs (e.g. text-scene, text-object).
As seen in Figure 3.6 real text in the wild is a very challenging problem and
thus, current state-of-the-art approaches, including our dataset struggle to detect
the correct coordination of the bounding box. Therefore, we use the ground truth
annotation to overcome this shortcoming in this dataset COCO-text.
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3.5 Task
To evaluate the utility of the proposed dataset, we define a novel task, consisting
of using the visual context in the image where the text appears to re-rank a list of
candidates for the spotted text generated by some pre-existing model.
More specifically, the task is to use different similarity or relatedness scorers to
reorder the k-best hypothesis produced by a trained model with a softmax output.
This candidate word re-ranking should filter out false positive and eliminate low
frequency short words. The softmax score and the probabilities of the most related
elements in the visual context are then combined by simple algebraic multiplica-
tion. In this thesis, we experimented extracting and re-ranking k-best hypotheses
for k = 1 . . . 10.
3.5.1 Human Evaluation
To calibrate the difficulty of the task we picked 33 random pictures from the test
dataset and had 16 human subjects try to select the correct word among the top
k = 5 candidates produced by the baseline text spotting system. We observed
that human subjects more familiar with ads and commercial logos obtain higher
scores. Average human performance was 63% (highest 87%, lowest 39%). Figure
3.7 shows the user interface for human annotation.
3.5.2 Evaluation Remarks
For evaluation, we use a less restrictive protocol than the standard one proposed
by [Wang and Belongie 2010] and adopted in most state-of-the-art benchmarks,
which does not consider words with less than three characters. This protocol was
introduced to overcome the false positives on short words that most current state-
of-the-art struggle with, including our baseline. Instead, we consider all cases in
the dataset, and words with less than three characters are also included.
Since our task is re-ranking, we use the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) to evalu-
ate the quality of re-ranker outputs. MRR is computed as:
MRR =
1
|Q|
|Q|∑
k=1
1
rankk
(3.6)
where rankk is the position of the correct answer in the re-ranked hypothesis list
for image k, Q is the number of images in the dataset. MRR is only looking at the
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Figure 3.7: The user interface presented to our human subjects through the survey
website asking them to re-rank the text hypothesis based on the visual information.
rank of the first correct answer; hence it is more suitable in cases such ours, where
for each candidate word there is only a single right answer.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced a visual context dataset for the text spotting
problem. Unlike other methods that devise a complex architecture to extract visual
information, we employ out-of-the-box state-of-the-art tools. Therefore, dataset
annotation will be improved in the future as better systems become available. This
dataset can be used to leverage semantic relations between image context and can-
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didate texts into text spotting systems, either as post-processing, tuning or end-to-
end training.
Our dataset would benefit from better bounding box annotation in COCO-text
(ideally manual annotation). It also would be useful to extend the provided visual
context (currently two objects, a scene/location, and a caption) to include more
objects and scene labels, or even captions generated by different systems.
Chapter 4
Learning to Re-rank Text Spotting
with Word Embeddings
Most recent state-of-the-art text spotting systems focus on automatically detecting
and recognizing text in natural images from a pure computer vision perspective.
However, in this chapter we aim to show that leveraging natural language pro-
cessing techniques such as post-processing can improve the result of the original
model without re-training or tuning. Our approach seeks to integrate prior infor-
mation into the text spotting pipeline.
This idea has been explored recently in a relatively reduced number of works,
such as [Kang et al. 2017, Prasad and Wai Kin Kong 2018] which are described
in Chapter 2. In this chapter, we will show that by introducing a candidate re-
ranker based on word frequencies and semantic distance between candidate words
and objects in the image, the performance of an off-the-shelf deep neural network
can be improved without the need to perform additional training or tuning. In
addition, thanks to the inclusion of the unigram probabilities, we overcome the
most recent state-of-the-art limitation of the false detection of short words.
The key novelty of this chapter is that we include several post-processing meth-
ods based on NLP techniques such as word frequencies and semantic relatedness,
which are typically exploited in NLP problems but less common in computer vi-
sion tasks. Another novelty is the use of word embedding as a re-ranker and the
proposal of two different methods for obtaining a probability from a similarity
score based on the visual context.
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4.1 Overview of the Approach
Text recognition approaches can be divided into two categories: (a) character-
based methods that rely on a single character classifier plus sequence modeling
(e.g. n-gram models or LSTMs), and (b) lexicon-based approaches that attempt to
classify the image as a whole word.
In both cases, the system can be configured to predict the k most likely words
given the input image. Our approach focuses on re-ranking that list using lan-
guage information such as word frequencies and the semantic relatedness with
objects in the image (or visual context) in which the text is located, as shown in
Figure 4.1.
4.1.1 Baseline Systems
We used two different off-the-shelf baseline models, which are described in Chap-
ter 3. Firstly, we describe a CNN [Jaderberg et al. 2016] with fixed-lexicon based
recognition. Here, the lexicon acts as a language prior (dictionary) for the classi-
fication task, one class per word. The fixed dictionary contains around 90k word
forms (e.g. verb, noun, adjective, etc.).
Secondly, we considered an LSTM architecture with a visual attention model
[Ghosh et al. 2017]. The LSTM generates the final output words as character se-
quences, without relying on a lexicon. In particular, the model employs a beam
search over the LSTM output to preform word inference.
Both models are trained on a synthetic dataset [Jaderberg et al. 2014b]. The
output of both models is a vector of softmax probabilities for candidate words. For
each text image, the baselines provide a series of k text hypotheses, that are fed
into our model. Let us denote the baseline probability of each of the k most likely
words (wj, 1 ≤ j ≤ k) produced by the baseline as follows:
PBL(wj) = softmax(wj , BL) (4.1)
4.2 Language Model
Word n-grams capture the conditional probability of a word occurring in a se-
quence given the previous n − 1. Estimating the likelihood of the next word is
closely related to computing a sequence of words. N-grams are essential in many
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Figure 4.1: Our proposed post-process re-ranks potential words based on their
semantic relatedness with the context in the image (objects, scenarios, ...). In the
example, the word bike has been re-ranked, overcoming other candidates thanks to
the detected objects/places (ci).
tasks that require predicting words in noisy or ambiguous input. For instance, in
speech recognition, the input speech is noisy, and most of the words are extremely
similar. Shilman and Viola (2004) give an intuition of how the probability of word
sequence can help in the case of handwriting recognition. In spelling correction, it
may help to find the correct spelling error, as in [Kukich 1992], where techniques
are introduced to automatically correct words in a text. N-grams also have ap-
plications in part-of-speech tagging, natural language generation, word similarity,
and in-text prediction systems such as smart-phone keyboards. In this work, we
adopted one of many applications of n-grams, such as spelling correction as a un-
igram based dictionary.
The probabilities of the Unigram Language Model (ULM) are computed from
the Opensubtitles1 corpus [Lison and Tiedemann 2016] and Google book n-gram2 text
corpora (7 Million tokens). The main goal of ULM is to increase the probability of
the most common words proposed by the baseline.
PULM (wj) =
count(wj)∑
w̃ count(w̃)
(4.2)
It is worth mentioning that the language model is very simple to build, train,
and adapt to new domains, which opens up the possibility of improving baseline
performance for specific applications. Table 4.1 shows a comparison between our
proposed lexicon and the 90k dictionary [Jaderberg et al. 2016].
1https://opensubtitles.org
2https://books.google.com/ngrams
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Table 4.1: Total count of unique words – Lexicon.
Dictionary words nouns verb adjectives
Dic-90k [Jaderberg et al. 2016] 87,629 20,146 6,956 15,534
ULM (This chapter) 8870,209 2695,906 139,385 824,581
4.3 Visual Context Information
Our second prior for re-ranking the baseline output is based on the visual context
information about the image in which the text is located. For this, we use multiple
visual classifiers as described in Chapter 3, and devise a strategy to reward the
candidate words that are more semantically related to the objects/scenes detected
in the image.
4.3.1 Semantic Relatedness Using Word Embedding
Word embeddings have become one of the popular representations of vocabulary
semantics. They model word context in a semantic space, in such a way that words
with similar contexts are close to each other in the semantic space. In order to make
our approach universal, we based our work on general word embedding, such as
word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b], glove [Pennington et al. 2014] and fasttext [Joulin
et al. 2016].
We compute word-embedding based semantic relatedness (SWE) in the follow-
ing steps: first, we use a threshold δ to eliminate lower probabilities from the visual
classifier (objects, scenes); secondly, following Lee et al. (2018) who show the ben-
efits of finding the proper visual context of each region in a caption guided by text
using semantic similarity, we compute the embedding-based similarity of each vi-
sual with the candidate word. The idea is to match the most semantically related
visual context with the candidate word; thirdly, we take the max-highest similarity
score and the most semantically related, to the candidate word cmax as:
cmax = argmax
ci∈Image
P (ci)≥δ
sim(w, ci) (4.3)
where sim(w, ci) is the cosine similarity, w is the candidate word, ci is the set of
visual object found in the target image, δ is the threshold to eliminate object and
scene with lower probabilities.
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Table 4.2: Example of visual context based hypotheses revision [Blok et al. 2003].
Marks • and ? show the hypothesis probability before and after the revision, re-
spectively. The heatmap indicates the ratio of changes from the original score.
Word context P (w)• P(c) sim(w,c) P (w|c) ?
plate moving 0.0029 0.53 0.30 0.012
electric streetcar 0.0002 0.48 0.24 0.001
computer street 0.0023 0.46 0.19 0.007
way downtown 0.0129 0.35 0.18 0.094
12 football 0.0021 0.68 0.17 0.041
bike highway 0.0005 0.40 0.44 0.014
walk street 0.0016 0.30 0.53 0.061
private bus 0.012 0.45 0.30 0.045
Finally, following [Blok et al. 2003] with confirmation assumption p(w|c) >
p(w), we compute the conditional probability from similarity as introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3.4:
PSWE(w|cmax) = P (w)α (4.4)
where:
• α =
(
1−sim(w,cmax)
1+sim(w,cmax)
)1−P (cmax)
• P (w) is the probability of the word in general language (i.e. a unigram model)
computed from Opensubtitles [Lison and Tiedemann 2016] and Google book n-
gram3 text corpora (7 million tokens).
• P (cmax) is the probability (as produced by the visual classifier) of the context
object/scenario most semantically related to the candidate word.
According to [Blok et al. 2003], the similarity to probability conversion can be de-
fined in terms of belief revision, where P (w) is the hypothesis probability (the can-
didate word in our case) and the visual context P (c) is the evidence that causes the
hypothesis probability (or belief) to be revised. There are two factors to determine
the hypothesis probability revision: 1) the sufficient relatedness to the category –
as sim(w, c) goes to 0, α goes to 1, and thus P (w|c) = P (w), i.e. no revision takes
place (no changes in the original belief), while as sim(w, c) goes to 1, α goes to 0,
and the hypothesis probability P (w) is revised and raised closer to 1. And 2) the
informativeness of the new information 1−P (c) – as P (c) approaches 1 and in con-
sequence is less informative, α also goes to 1, since there is no new information,
and thus no revision is needed either.
3https://books.google.com/ngrams
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As shown above (Equation 4.4), we use the unigram language model to ini-
tialize the hypothesis probability P (w) based on a common observation (general
text large corpus). Therefore, the new information from the visual context revises
the base hypothesis. Table 4.2 shows examples of hypothesis probability revision
based on the visual context. For instance, the probability of word bike is raised by
the presence of the location highway in the image.
4.3.2 Semantic Relatedness Using Dual Word Embedding
The SWE reranker described in Section 4.3.1 uses context information separately
from the object or scene classifiers. The reranker described in this section aims
to combine both kinds of information in a single step. Also, following the same
confirmation assumption p(w|c) > p(w), we convert the obtained similarity into a
conditional probability as follows:
PDSWE(w|cmax1 , cmax2) = βM + (1− β)S,
where:
β = max



sim(cmax1 , cmax2)
sim(w, cmax1)
sim(w, cmax2)
1.0− sim(w, cmax1)
1.0− sim(w, cmax2)
PSWE(w|cmax1)
PSWE(w|cmax2)



M = max(PSWE(w|cmax1), PSWE(w|cmax2))
S = PSWE(w|cmax1) + PSWE(w|cmax2)
− PSWE(w|cmax1)× PSWE(w|cmax2)
(4.5)
where PSWE is defined by Equation 4.4, cmax1 and cmax2 are the object and place
label class, respectively (from the visual classifier). Note that Equations 4.4 and
4.5 already include frequency information from the ULM; therefore they take into
account not only the semantic relatedness but also the word frequency information
used in the ULM re-ranker (see Section 4.2). Also, if there is no available visual
context information, we back-off to α = 1 and use the bare unigram probability. β
takes the max of all models, and thus it is not breaking the formation if one of the
similarity or probability is not confident enough (i.e. if it is below the threshold).
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Figure 4.2: Subset of top-k nearest neighbor sample word vector space of TWE
model reduced to two dimensions using t-SNE [Maaten and Hinton 2008]. Bold-
face fonts show an example of the top-3 nearest neighbor words that appear, in
the street, near the spotted text stop sign. Another example, the spotted text kia is
close to tennis and tennis sponsors such as emirates, polo and sport channel kt. The
word way is near other words that appear in the street such as one way, st and stop.
Numbers also appear near words that have a numbering system such as platform.
The word airways is also near to other airline companies, such as klm and ana.
4.3.3 Training-Data Word Embeddings
This re-ranker builds upon a word embedding, like the SWE re-ranker above, but
the embeddings are learned from the training dataset (considering two-word “sen-
tences” consisting of the target word and the object/scene in the image). The em-
beddings can be computed from scratch, using only the training dataset informa-
tion (TWE). At inference time, we only consider one visual context at a time similar
to SWE.
In particular, we train a skip-gram model [Mikolov et al. 2013b] with negative
sampling loss to predict the context wc word, given a center word w. In our case,
the context word is the visual information, while the given word is the text hy-
pothesis. Figure 4.2 shows the top-k nearest neighbor words in the vector space.
For instance, the word way is closer to st and stop which occur in the street more
often.
Since the TWE is confident about the similarity score, we convert the similarity
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produced by the embeddings to probabilities using:
PTWE(w|c) =
tanh(sim(w, c)) + 1
2P (c)
(4.6)
where sim(w, c) is the cosine similarity. Note that since tanh(x) ∈ [−1, 1], then
tanh(x) + 1 ∈ [0, 2], and thus tanh(x)+1
2
∈ [0, 1] is our approximation of P (w, c). This
is then divided by P (c) to obtain the conditional probability.
Note that this re-ranker does not take into account word frequency information
as in the case of the SWE re-ranker.
4.3.4 Estimating Relatedness from Training Data Probabilities
A second way of computing semantic relatedness is to estimate it from training
data (TDP). This should overcome the word embedding limitation when the can-
didate word and the image objects are not semantically related in general text, but
are in the real world. For instance, as shown in Figure 4.4, the sports TV channel
kt and the object racket have no semantic relation according to the word embed-
ding model SWE, but they are found paired multiple times in the training dataset,
which implies that they do have a relation. The TDP is computed as follows:
PTDP (w|c) =
count(w, c)
count(c)
(4.7)
where count(w, c) is the number of training images where w appears as the gold
standard annotation for recognized text, and the object classifier detects object c in
the image. Similarly, count(c) is the number of training images where the object
classifier detects the object c.
4.4 Combining Expert Re-ranker
Product of Experts (PoE) [Hinton 1999] is an effort to combine the expertise of
each expert (model) in a collaborative manner. It allows each expert to special-
ize in analyzing one particular aspect of the problem and to establish a judgment
based on that aspect. In our case, we have three main experts: 1) the Language
Model for filtering out false positive words, 2) Word Embedding (i.e. SWE/DSWE
and TWE) to learn the semantic relatedness and 3) TDP to overcome some of the
word embedding out-of-vocabulary (a.k.a. OOV) word limitations and learn the
semantic relation that happens in the real world. Therefore, inspired by PoE, we
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combine different re-rankers (or experts). PoE takes advantage of each expert and
can produce much sharper distributions than a single model:
P (w|θ1 . . . θn) =
Πmpm (w|θm)∑
c Πmpm (c|θm)
(4.8)
where θm are the parameters of each model m, pm(w|θm) is the probability of w
under model m and c is the indexes of all possible vector in the data space.
Since we are just interested in retrieving the candidate word with higher prob-
ability after re-ranking, we do not need to normalize. Therefore, we compute:
arg max
w
P (w|θ1 . . . θn) = arg max
w
Πmpm (w|θm)∑
c Πmpm (c|θm)
(4.9)
= arg max
w
Πmpm (w|θm) (4.10)
where, in our case, pm (w|θm) are the probabilities assigned by each expert to the
candidate word w.
Our re-ranking approach consists of taking the softmax probabilities computed
by the baseline DNN and combining them with the probabilities produced by the
re-ranker methods described in Section 4.3. We combine them with simple mul-
tiplication, which allows us to combine any number of re-rankers in cascade. For
simplicity, in the equations below C stands for the set of available context informa-
tion (i.e. object, scenario). We evaluated the following combinations:
1. The baseline output is re-ranked by the unigram language model.
P0(w) = PBL(w)× PULM (w) (4.11)
2. The baseline output is re-ranked by the relatedness estimated from the train-
ing dataset as conditional probabilities (TDP).
P1(w, c) = PBL(w)× PTDP (w|C) (4.12)
3. The baseline output is re-ranked by the general word-embedding model
(SWE/DSWE). Note that these rerankers also includes the ULM information
as described in Section 4.3.1.
P2a(w, c) = PBL(w)× PSWE(w|C) (4.13)
P2b(w, c) = PBL(w)× PDSWE(w|C) (4.14)
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4. The baseline output is re-ranked by the word-embedding model trained en-
tirely on training data (TWE).
P3(w, c) = PBL(w)× PTWE(w|C) (4.15)
5. The baseline output is re-ranked by SWE/DSWE general word embedding
and TDP re-rankers combined.
P4a(w, c) = PBL(w)× PSWE(w|C)× PTDP (w|C) (4.16)
P4b(w, c) = PBL(w)× PDSWE(w|C)× PTDP (w|C) (4.17)
6. The combination of TDP and TWE (with or without ULM).
P5a(w, c) = PBL(w)× PTDP (w|C)× PTWE(w|C) (4.18)
P5b(w, c) = PBL(w)× PULM(w)× PTDP (w|C)× PTWE(w|C) (4.19)
4.5 Experiments and Results
This section evaluates our method using standard text spotting benchmarks. Data
and preliminaries are discussed next, experiments are discussed in Section 4.5.4,
and we compare our model with state-of-the-art models in Section 4.5.5. A full
description of the datasets referenced can be found in Chapter 3.
4.5.1 Dataset
We evaluate our pipeline on a COCO based dataset [Lin et al. 2014] for training
the COCO-text [Veit et al. 2016] and for evaluating ICDAR17 [Gomez et al. 2017],
which are described in Chapter 3.3. In particular, we train our model on a com-
bined corpus of COCO-text-Visual and COCO-Pairs: 1) COCO-text-V, consisting
of 16k images with associated bounding boxes, and a 60k textual dataset including
120k objects and scenes class labels, and 2) COCO-Pairs, which has no bounding
box, only the textual information. The dataset consists of only a pair of object-texts
extracted from each image. It consists of 158k word-visual context pairs. We eval-
uate our model on ICDAR17-Task3-V, a dataset that is based on the ICDAR17 Task
3 end-to-end text recognition.
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4.5.2 Preliminaries
For evaluation, we used a more restrictive protocol than the standard proposed by
[Wang et al. 2011] and adopted in most state-of-the-art benchmarks, which does
not consider words with fewer than three characters or with non-alphanumeric
characters. This protocol was introduced to overcome the issue with false pos-
itives on short words that most current state-of-the-art struggle with, including
our baseline. However, we overcame this limitation by introducing the language
model re-ranker. Thus, we consider all cases in the dataset, and words with fewer
than three characters are also evaluated.
In all cases, we use two pre-trained deep models, CNN [Jaderberg et al. 2016]
and LSTM [Ghosh et al. 2017] as a baseline (BL) to extract the initial list of word
hypotheses. Since these BLs need to be fed with the cropped words, when evalu-
ating on the ICDAR-2017-Task3 dataset, we use the ground truth bounding boxes
of the words.
4.5.3 Experiment with Language Model
As a proof of concept, we built our unigram language model on two different cor-
pora. The first ULM was trained on Opensubtitles4, a large database of subtitles for
movies containing around three million word types. Opensubtitle corps contain a
variety of different text such as numbers, colloquialism, non-standard words and
alphanumeric characters, making it well suited for our task. Secondly, we built
another model with Google book n-gram5, which contains five million word types
from American-British literature books. We used this corpus to increase the fre-
quency of the most common words that are not seen in the other corpus. We use a
combined version of both corpora, which contains around seven million types of
words (token).
In this experiment, we extract the k = 1, . . . , 10 most likely words – and their
probabilities – from the baselines. Although the sequential nature of the LSTM
baseline captures a character-based language model, our post-process uses word-
level probabilities to re-rank the word as a whole (most current state-of-the-art use
word-level approach). Note that since our baselines work on cropped words, we
do not evaluate the whole end-to-end but only the influence of adding external
knowledge.
4https://www.opensubtitles.org
5https://books.google.com/ngrams
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Table 4.3: Best results after re-ranking using different re-ranker combinations, and
different values for k-best hypotheses extracted from the baseline output.
(Re-ranker) Model CNN LSTM
full dict list k full list k
Baseline (BL) full: 19.7 dict: 56.0 full: 17.9
(P0) BL+LM7M 21.9 62.4 75.2 7 19.3 76.2 4
(P1) BL+TDPobjects 20.4 58.0 77.8 4 18.8 74.0 4
(P2a) BL+SWEobject 21.9 62.4 86.2 4 19.1 75.3 4
(P2a) BL+SWEplace 22.0 62.5 75.8 7 18.7 73.6 4
(P4a) BL+TDPobjects+SWEobject 22.2 63.2 81.4 5 19.5 76.9 4
(P4a) BL+TDPobjects+SWEplace 22.3 63.5 76.9 7 19.8 66.4 9
(P2b) BL+DSWEobjects 21.9 62.4 78.1 6 19.0 74.9 4
(P2b) BL+DSWEplaces 21.9 62.2 75.4 7 18.4 72.5 4
(P2b) BL+DSWEobject+place 21.9 62.2 75.4 7 19.3 76.0 4
(P4b) BL+TDPobjects+DSWEobjects 22.2 63.0 84.6 4 19.5 76.9 4
(P4b) BL+TDPobjects+DSWEplaces 22.2 63.0 76.3 7 19.1 75.3 4
(P4b) BL+TDPobjects+DSWEobject+place 22.2 63.0 81.2 5 19.6 77.3 4
(P3) BL+TWEobject 22.2 76.3 63.0 7 19.5 76.9 4
(P5a) BL+TDPobject+TWEobject 22.5 63.8 77.3 7 19.7 77.5 4
(P5b) BL+TDPobject+TWEobject+LM7M 22.1 62.9 84.4 4 19.3 76.0 4
The first baseline is a CNN [Jaderberg et al. 2016] with fixed-lexicon recogni-
tion, which is not able to recognize any word outside its dictionary. The results
are reported in Table 4.3. We present three different accuracy metrics: full columns
correspond to the accuracy achieved on the whole dataset, while the dictionary
columns correspond to the accuracy achieved in the solvable cases (i.e. those where
the target word is among the 90k-words in the CNN dictionary, which correspond
to 43.3% of the whole dataset), and the list columns, which report the accuracy
achieved in the cases where the right word was among the k-best produced by the
baseline.
We also provide the results using different numbers of the k-best candidates.
In Table 4.3 the top row shows the performance of the CNN baseline, while the
second row reports the influence of the ULM. The best result is obtained with k =
7, which improved the baseline model by 2.2% full, 6.4% dictionary and retrieved
75.3% of the correct text hypotheses.
The second baseline we consider is an LSTM [Ghosh et al. 2017] with visual
soft-attention mechanism, which performs unconstrained text recognition without
relying on a lexicon. The first row in Table 4.3 reports the LSTM baseline result
achieved on this dataset, while the second row shows the results after the ULM
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w Text Spotting Model Visual Re-ranker Model
w1 quotas 0.5 5.4e-7
w2 quartos 0.1 5.2e-8
w3 quarters 0.05 9.0e-9
w1 quoats
w2 quartos
w3 quarters
Text
Visual
w1 w2 w3
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Model 
Visual Context 
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Word
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w1
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Reranking list
quarters
quartos
quotas
Text Spotting 
Baseline
quarters
Visual Classifier 
c1 parking
c2 highway
c3 crosswalk
Figure 4.3: Scheme of the proposed visual context information pipeline integra-
tion into the text spotting system. Our approach uses the language model and a
semantic relatedness measure to re-rank the word hypothesis. The re-ranked word
quarters is semantically related to the top-ranked visual parking. The table above
shows the modified probabilities before and after the visual context. As shown,
these individual word scores are modified (re-ranked) based on the presence of
other object and scene classes which are extracted through state-of-the-art frame-
works from each problem domain.
re-ranking. The best results are obtained by considering k = 4 which improves the
baseline by 1.4% full and achieves a 76.2 % retrieval score.
4.5.4 Experiment with Visual Information
The main contribution of this chapter consists of re-ranking the k most likely hy-
potheses candidate word using the visual context information. Thus, we use the
ICDAR-2017-Task3 dataset to evaluate our approach, re-ranking the baseline out-
put using the semantic relation between the spotted text in the image and its visual
context. As in the language model experiment, we used ground-truth bounding
boxes as input for the BL. However, in this case, the whole image is used as input
for the visual classifier, as shown in Figure 4.3.
In order to extract the visual context information we considered two different
pre-trained state-of-the-art visual classifiers: object and scene classifiers. For image
classification, we rely on three pre-trained networks: ResNet152 [He et al. 2016],
GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al. 2015] and Inception-ResNet-v2 [Szegedy et al. 2017], all
of which able to detect pre-defined list of 1,000 object classes. However, for testing
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Table 4.4: Examples of P(word|object + scene) for each re-ranker. Semantic Relat-
edness Using Dual Word Embedding (DSWE) captures most relevant information
for improving the baseline from both object and scene information. The triangle4
indicates the commercial brand.
Word Object Place SWEobject SWEplace DSWE
way street hospital 0.1771 0.3425 0.3787
canada passenger bus 0.0004 0.0001 0.0005
member ballplayer baseball 0.0006 0.0009 0.0011
bank traffic motel 0.0112 0.1079 0.1361
3 ballplayer baseball 0.0075 0.002 0.0072
dunkin4 coffee bakery 0.0250 0.0142 0.0309
w4 racket stadium 9.88e-5 2.53e-4 2.51e-4
sony4 racket athletic 0.0154 1.09e-4 1.05e-4
we considered only Inception-ResNet-v2 due to its better top-5 accuracy. For scene
classification we used Place365-ResNet152 places classifier [Zhou et al. 2017] which
is able to detect 365 scene categories.
Although the visual classifiers use a softmax to produce only one probable ob-
ject hypothesis per image, we use threshold to extract a number of object-scene
hypotheses and eliminate low-confidence results. Then we compute the semantic
relatedness for each object-scene hypothesis with the spotted text.
In this experiment, we re-rank the baseline k-best hypotheses based on their
relatedness with the objects/scenes in the image. To do so, we try three approaches
: 1) semantic similarity computed using general word embeddings (i.e. word2vec,
glove, fasttext), 2) correlation based on co-occurrences of text and image object in
the training data, and 3) semantic similarity from scratch on the training data.
First, we re-rank the words based on their word embedding: their semantic re-
latedness with multiple visual contexts from the general text: 1) object (SWEobject)
and 2) scene (SWEplace). For instance, the example in Figure 4.3 and the table above
show that the strong semantic similarity between the scene information quarters
and parking re-ranked that word from 3rd to 1st position. We tested three pre-
trained models trained on general text as a baseline 1) word2vec model [Mikolov
et al. 2013b] with 100 billion tokens 2) glove model with 840 billion tokens [Pen-
nington et al. 2014] and 3) fastText [Joulin et al. 2017] with 600 billion tokens. How-
ever, we adopted glove as a baseline due to its better similarity score.
Secondly, we re-rank words based on a combined SWE (objects , places) in a sin-
gle step (Dual SWE). DSWE uses two visual information (object, scene) to compute
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Table 4.5: Examples of P(word|object) for each re-ranker. TDP and TWE capture
relevant information for improving the baseline for the pairs of word-object/scene
that appear in the training dataset. The TPD overcomes word-embedding lim-
itations in samples occurring in training datasets. The Triangle 4 indicates the
commercial brand.
word (w) context (c) PSWE(w|c) PTDP(w|c) PTWE(w|c)
delta4 airliner 0.0028 0.0398 0.0003
kt4 racket 0.0004 0.0187 0.0002
plate moving 0.0129 0.0005 0.326
way street 0.1740 0.0216 0.177
the relation between the two visual contexts and the candidate words. For exam-
ple, in Table 4.4 DSWE was able to re-rank the candidate word dunkin donuts
store, based on the detection of the context coffee and bakery. Also, we use DSWE
with two objects from different classifiers namely Inception-ResNet-v2 [Szegedy
et al. 2017] and Resnet152 [He et al. 2016]. In addition, extracting the top-2 k words
from the same classifier performs better in the case of DSWEplaces.
In particular, the results in Table 4.3 show that DSWE alone improves the CNN
accuracy. However, SWE (single embedding) yields a better performance on both
baselines, since DSWE struggles with short words and false positives. For instance,
as shown in Table 4.4, the candidate one-letter word w (tennis racket brand Wilson)
has a low semantic relatedness score with the visual contexts racket and stadium.
Thirdly, we use the training data to compute the conditional probabilities of the
text image and the object in the image occurring together (TDP). We also combined
both relatedness measures as described in Equation 4.16, obtaining greater im-
provement in accuracy on both baselines. As can be seen in Table 4.3, (SWE+TDP)
boosted the accuracy for both baselines. For example, as shown in Figure 4.4 the kt
(sport channel) occurs frequently within the visual context racket, something that
can not be captured by general word embedding models. Also, the scene classifier
SWEplace+TDP boosts the baseline. The scene classifier SWEplace performs better
than the object classifier in outdoor setting. For instance, the spotted text way in a
signboard is more semantically related with downtown, street or plaza than an um-
brella in the image.
Fourthly, we trained a word embedding model [Mikolov et al. 2013b] using the
training dataset (TWE). Since the dataset is very small, we trained a skip-gram
model with two windows, and without any word filtering. The result is a 300-
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dimension vector for around 200k words. The results in Table 4.3 CNN show that
the combination of model TDP+TWE also significantly boosts the accuracy up to
7.8% dictionary, 2.8% all and 77.3% retrieval. Also, the second baseline LSTM ac-
curacy boosted up to 1.8 % and 77.5% retrievals. It is also worth mentioning that
the TDP+TWE model only relies on the visual context information, as computed
by Equation 4.6.
Table 4.5 shows an example of the proposed models stand-alone. Since the
TWE was trained on the same dataset, it captures more semantic information. The
TPD model overcomes some of the word embedding OOV limitations.
4.5.5 Comparison with State-of-the-Art
Finally, as shown in Table 4.6 we also compare our result with current state-of-the-
art word embeddings trained on a large general text using glove, fasttext and an
enhanced version of word-embedding (i.e. sense and relational word embeddings).
4.5.5.1 General Word Embedding
We first give the details of the approaches that we will compare ours with:
GloVe [Pennington et al. 2014]: A word embedding system that overcomes the lim-
itation of the original word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b]. The main idea of glove is
that it can derive the semantic relationships between words from the co-occurrence
matrix. The advantage of glove over word2vec is that it does not rely on local in-
formation, such as the local context of words, but rather incorporates global co-
occurrence statistics. For that reason, glove can derive better semantic relation-
ships than other models. We evaluated the model with the common crawl cased
general glove embedding 300-Dimension with 840 billion tokens and 2.2 million
vocabularies.
Fasttext [Joulin et al. 2017]: Fasttext is an extension of the word2vec model. Its
main characteristic is that instead of learning the word directly, like word2vec,
an n-gram character representation is learned. Thus, it can deal with rare words
not seen during training by breaking them down into character n-grams to get
their embeddings. In short, the model generates better embeddings for unseen
words. In particular, after a word has been represented as a character n-grams
set, a skip-gram model is trained to learn the word-level embedding. Although
Fasttext overcomes some of the limitations of word2vec, such as unseen words,
it is unable to generate a word similarity vector representation as good as that of
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Reranking list:
Reranking list:
w2: zara
w3: vara
w1: yard
Visual:
w1: kr
w2: kt
w3: rt
w3: pay
w1: posy
w2: spay
w1: convicting
w2: copyrighting
w3: cognizingly
Visual:
Visual:
   c1: parking c1: racket 
Visual:
c1: crosswalkc1: ski slop
c2: plaza
c2: grass
c2: snowfield
     c2: igloo 
Figure 4.4: Some examples of the visual context re-ranker. The top-two exam-
ples are successful results of the visual context re-ranker. The top-left example (kt,
racket) is a re-ranking result based on the relation between text and its visuals that
occur together in the training dataset. The top-right example (pay, parking) is a
re-ranking result based on the semantic relatedness between the text image and
its visual. The bottom two cases (zara, crosswalk), (copyright, ski) are examples
of words that either have no semantic correlation with the visual or that exist in
the training dataset. Note that the top ranking visual c1 is the most semantically
related visual context to the spotted text. (Boldface font reflect the ground truth).
glove or word2vec. In our case, we use the common crawl 600 billion tokens and
two million word vectors trained with subword information.
4.5.5.2 Knowledge-Enhanced Word Embedding
One of the limitations of the word embedding systems that we mentioned above is
that they compute a single representation for each word independently of the con-
text in which they appear, context insensitive. In this section, we describe several
recent approaches that attempt to enhance word embedding by adding external
knowledge.
Senses and Words to Vectors (Sw2v) [Mancini et al. 2017]: Sw2v6 addresses this
issue by proposing a model that learns words with different meanings (sense em-
beddings) jointly in the same space. In particular, it uses external knowledge from
BabelNet [Navigli and Ponzetto 2012] to extract multiple senses for each word.
6CBOW architecture of Word2Vec.
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Table 4.6: Best results after re-ranking using different state-of-the-art re-rankers,
and different values for k-best hypotheses extracted from the baseline output (%).
Model CNN k list LSTM k list
Baseline 19.7 - - 17.9 - -
BL+Glove [Pennington et al. 2014] 22.0 7 75.8 19.1 4 75.3
BL+W2v [Mikolov et al. 2013b] 21.8 5 80.0 19.5 4 76.9
BL+Fasttext (Ft) [Joulin et al. 2017] 21.9 7 75.4 19.4 4 76.1
BL+Sw2v [Mancini et al. 2017] 21.8 7 75.2 19.4 4 76.4
BL+LSTMEmbed [Iacobacci 2019] 21.6 7 73.7 19.2 4 75.8
BL+RWE-W2v [Camacho et al. 2019] 21.9 7 75.6 19.6 4 77.3
BL+RWE-Ft [Camacho et al. 2019] 22.0 7 75.8 19.5 4 77.1
BL+TWE (This chapter) 22.2 7 76.3 19.5 4 76.7
BL+TDE+TWE (This chapter) 22.5 7 77.3 19.7 4 77.5
BabelNet is the largest semantic network with a multilingual encyclopedic dictio-
nary, comprising approximately 16 million entries for named entities linked by
semantic relations and concepts. In order to employ this model, we obtain senses
for the visual context using the same procedure as in Mancini et al. (2017). Each
class label has multiple senses that are filtered out using cosine similarity to the
closest candidate word. We also introduce senses to image label classification ob-
ject/place classes, Resent [He et al. 2016] and Places365 [Zhou et al. 2017], which
can be used in other applications, such as image or place classification. We employ
300-Dimension word and sense embeddings trained on Wikipedia to compute the
similarity distance between each vector (i.e. sense, word).
LSTMEmbed [Iacobacci 2019]: LSTMEmbed is the most recent model in sense
word embedding, and is similar to Sw2v. It utilizes a BiLSTM architecture to
learn the word and sense representations from annotated corpora. The advan-
tage of LSTMEmbed over Sw2v is that it takes word ordering into account during
the learning process. However, in our case, word ordering is not essential as we
are interested in word-to-context only, and thus LSTMEmbed performs poorly in
our evaluation. We use the same approach mentioned above with regard to the
Sw2v model to evaluate our model with 200-Dimension senses word embeddings
trained on the English language portion of BabelWik and English Wikipedia.
Relational Word Embeddings [Camacho et al. 2019]: (RWE) is an enhanced ver-
sion of a word embedding model that adds encoded complementary relational
knowledge to standard word-embedding in the semantic space. This enhanced
embedding is still learned from pure co-occurrance statistics and does not rely on
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Table 4.7: Comparison between knowledge base embedding and count-based em-
bedding. v1n indicates the sense embedding.
Word Visual sense1n sim(w,v) sim(w,s1n)
under kimono robe 0.14 0.17
electric streetcar vehicle 0.24 0.15
design bathroom bathroom 0.33 0.10
station street street 0.21 0.23
year residential district 0.24 0.09
riding ski sport 0.40 0.30
any external knowledge. In particular, the model intends to capture and com-
bine new knowledge that is complementary to that of standard similarity-centric
embeddings. We employ the word-embedding and fasttext based version with
300-Dimension trained on English Wikipedia.
Table 4.7 shows that count-base embedding leverage better similarity score in
the text spotting scenario. For example, (ski, riding) has a better semantic similarity
score in the general text than the extracted sense sport for ski.
Also, we experiment with sentence encoders7, such as Universal Sentence En-
coder (USE) [Cer et al. 2018], current state-of-the-art in Semantic Textual Similarity
(STS), and Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [De-
vlin et al. 2019] with fine-tuning and extracting feature to compute the semantic
relation with cosine distance. We will discuss in more detail these models in the
next chapter (i.e. sentence-level encoder).
4.5.6 Discussion
Visual context information re-ranks potential candidate words based on their se-
mantic relatedness with visual information. However, there are some cases when
there is no direct semantic correlation between the visual context and the potential
word. Thus we proposed TDP (in which semantic relatedness is estimated from
training data) to address this limitation by learning correlations from the training
dataset. In addition, we overcome the limitation of the word embedding model by
adding more information, such as an estimation of how often words occur in that
image. However, there are still cases that remain unseen in the training dataset,
for instance, as shown in Figure 4.4, the brand name zara and the visual context
crosswalk or plaza.
7Following the same experimental sitting in a word-level manner.
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Limitation. One limitation of the SWE/DSWE approach is that when the text in
images is not related to its environmental context, the language model re-ranks it
based on general text and word frequencies, which is impractical for rare words or
unseen word in the corpus. This is also the case when the false positive in language
model is stronger than the visual context re-ranker. For instance, the word ohh has
a large frequency count in general text. This problem can be tackled by adjusting
the weight of uncommon short words in the language model.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a simple-post processing approach in the shape
of a hypothesis re-ranker based on visual context information with the aim of
improving the accuracy of any pre-trained text spotting system. We also show
that the performance of the visual context re-ranker can be improved by inte-
grating a hybrid re-ranker, deep learning and statistical language modeling, that
based on natural language understanding as a prior to the visual re-ranker. We
have shown that the accuracy of two state-of-the-art deep network architectures, a
lexicon-based and a lexicon-free recognition architecture, can be boosted up to 2.8
percentage-points on standard benchmarks.
In the next chapter we describe end-to-end based fusion schemes that can au-
tomatically discover more proper priors in one single deep fusion architecture.
Chapter 5
Leaning to Re-rank Text Spotting with
Neural Network
The approach we described in the previous chapter is based on statistical language
modeling and word embeddings. However, the chains of re-rankers used are not
trained in an end-to-end fashion and rely on a mixture of different experts such
as similarity measures and language models, as shown in Figure 4.3. Also, the
proposed approaches suffers from some limitations, such as the influence of the
quality of the language model on the word embeddings re-ranker. One of the main
drawbacks of word embeddings is their context-insensitively, as can be seen in the
following example:
Rosa attended the play at the firework festival.
Rosa did not want to play card-games at the festival.
In the context-insensitive embedding f (play) is the same for each sentence,
despite the significant different in meaning. To help alleviate this limitation, in
this chapter, we propose an end-to-end neural approach that employs both word
and sentence semantic relatedness measures as a context-aware embedding model.
As we described in Chapter 2, deep learning has been successful in tasks re-
lated to deciding whether two short pieces of text refer to the same topic, such as
semantic textual similarity and textual entailment [Parikh et al. 2016], as well as an-
swer ranking for Q&A [Severyn and Moschitti 2015]. However, other tasks require
a broader perspective to decide whether two text fragments are related more than
whether they are similar. In this chapter, we describe one such task, and we retrain
some of the existing sentence similarity approaches to learn this semantic related-
ness. In particular, we further exploit additional visual information obtained from
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textual descriptions of the image (caption). We also introduce a new deep learning
architecture to perform a fusion of all re-rankers.
5.1 Overview of the Approach
In Chapter 4, we described how our semantic-based re-ranker was based on object
and scene information extracted from the image. In this chapter, we introduce a
caption generator that uses an encoder and a decoder to generate a synthetic nat-
ural language description. The encoder was trained on the ILSVRC competition
dataset for general image classification tasks [Russakovsky et al. 2015], and the de-
coder is tuned on COCO caption dataset [Lin et al. 2014]. A full description of the
caption generator can be found in Chapter 3.
As we described in Chapter 4, given an input image with a text on it, we assume
that a baseline approach provides a ranked list of potential words w1 . . . wk. Our
goal is to leverage the context information of the image to re-rank the list, moving
the best-k words to the top of the list while removing false-positive candidates. In
this chapter we will experiment with computing this relatedness at word-level (us-
ing image objects and places) as well as at sentence-level (using image captions),
and with a combination of both. We follow the same setup and baselines men-
tioned in Chapter 4: we will use [Jaderberg et al. 2016, Ghosh et al. 2017] as the
baselines that estimate the initial list, but our approach is applicable to any other
text-spotting approach that provides a list of candidate words. A schematic of the
system is shown in Figure 5.1.
5.2 Architecture
This section discusses the details of learning various semantic based word re-
rankers in an end-to-end fashion. To learn the semantic relatedness between the vi-
sual context information and a given candidate word, we consider an architecture
consisting of a multi-channel convolutional LSTM with an attention mechanism,
as shown in Figure 5.2.
The network is fed one candidate word at a time plus several words describ-
ing the image visual context (object/place labels and a descriptive caption) and is
trained to provide a relatedness score for the candidate word and the context. All
visual context information is automatically generated using off-the-shelf existing
modules (as described in Chapter 3).
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Figure 5.1: System Overview. We propose a neural-based simple post-process
methodology that can be applied to the output of any pre-trained state-of-the-art
DNN. Our system re-ranks the candidate words using their semantic relatedness
with contextual image information such as objects, scene, and textual captions. In
the example, the word way has been correctly re-ranked after exploring the visual
information of the image (like downtown or street).
Our architecture is inspired by [Severyn and Moschitti 2015], who proposed
CNN-based re-rankers for Q&A. Our network consists of two subnetworks, each
with 4-channels with kernel sizes n = (mask(3), 3, 5, 8), and an overlap layer. We
will now describe the main components:
5.2.1 Multi-Channel Convolution
The first subnetwork consists of only convolution kernels and aims to extract n-
gram or keyword features from the caption sequence.
The convolution is applied over a sequence to extract n-gram features from dif-
ferent positions. Let X ∈ RL×D be the sentence matrix, where L is the sentence
length, and D is the dimension of the i-th word in the sentence. Let also denote
by g ∈ RnD the kernel for the convolution operation, where n is the size of the ker-
nel. For each i-th position in the sentence, wi is the concatenation of n consecutive
words as:
wi = [xi ⊕ xi+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xi+n−1] (5.1)
Our architecture uses multiple such kernels to generate feature maps mi. The
feature map for each window vector wi can be written as:
mi = f(wi · g + b) (5.2)
where f is a nonlinear function, in our case we apply Relu function [Nair and
Hinton 2010], and b is a bias. By performing this convolution for all windows wi,
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i = {1, . . . , L−n+ 1} of the sentence, we obtain the corresponding feature map for
the n-gram:
mn = [m1 ⊕m2 ⊕ . . .⊕mL−n+1] (5.3)
We generate one such feature map for varying kernel sizes to capture the rela-
tionship between different n-grams of the sentence (n = {3, 5, 8}). For the single
spotted word we apply a tri-gram kernel, masked on the word position (see details
below). All these feature maps are finally concatenated (no pooling) and fed into
the LSTM as shown in Figure 5.2.
5.2.2 Mask Convolution
Since we have only one candidate word at a time, we apply a convolution with
masking in the candidate word side (first channel). Thus, the text hypothesis passes
with the same padding (same length as the max sequence), though without the ze-
ros, to the final joint layer. In this case, simply padding the sequence with zero has
a negative impact on the learning stability of the network. The advantage of the
mask is that it allows the network to learn short texts better and converge faster.
Our Mask Convolution outperforms both standard CNN and Dynamic Convo-
lutional (DCNN) [Kalchbrenner et al. 2014] at learning very short texts. We will
discuss this comparison (i.e. standard CNN, DCNN, MaskCNN) in more detail in
Section 5.4.3.
5.2.3 Multi-Channel Convolution-LSTM
Following the C-LSTM strategy proposed by [Zhou et al. 2015] we stack an LSTM
after the convolution layer, whose hidden state features {h1, . . . , ht} capture the
long dependencies in the sequence. Like the authors, we do not use a pooling op-
eration after the convolution feature map. Pooling layer is usually applied after
convolutions to extract the most relevant features in the sequence. However, by
doing so we would be breaking the sequence ordering required in the input of the
subsequent LSTM. Similarly, for the Multi-Channel Convolution model described
above, we also learn the extracted word sequence n-gram without any feature se-
lection or pooling operation.
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5.2.4 Attention Mechanism
Attention-based models have shown promising results on various NLP tasks [Bah-
danau et al. 2014]. Such a mechanism learns to focus on a specific part of the input
(e.g. a relevant word in a sentence).
Attention mechanisms provide the model with direct access between states at
a different point in time. Bahdanau et al. (2014) introduces an attention model that
computes the context vector ct as the weighted mean of h state sequence, given the
model the hidden state ht at each time step:
ct =
T∑
j=1
αtjhtj (5.4)
where αti is the weight computed at each time t step for hidden state hj , T is the
number of time steps for the input sequence. The c context vector is used to com-
pute the new state sequence s, where st depends on previous state st−1. The αtj
weight are then computed as:
etj = a (st−1, htj) , αtj =
exp (etj)∑T
k=1 exp (etk)
(5.5)
where the learned function a(·) can be considered as computing a scalar value of
the important of hj given the previous state st−1. This attention formulation has
proven effective in different tasks, such as machine translation [Bahdanau et al.
2014], text spotting [Ghosh et al. 2017] and image captioning [Xu et al. 2015].
We apply an attention mechanism [Raffel and Ellis 2015] via an LSTM that cap-
tures the temporal dependencies in the sequence. This attention uses a Feed For-
ward Neural Network (FFN) attention function:
et = tanh (htWa) v
T
a (5.6)
where Wa is the attention of the hidden weight matrix and va is the output vector.
As shown in Figure 5.2, the vector c is computed as a weighted average of ht, given
by α (defined below). The attention mechanism is used to produce a single vector
c for the complete sequence as follows:
et = a (ht) , αt =
exp (et)∑T
k=1 exp (ek)
, c =
T∑
t=1
αtht (5.7)
where T is the total number of steps and αt is the computed weight of each time
step t for each state ht, a(·) is a learnable function that depends only on ht. Note
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Figure 5.2: Model architecture, an end-to-end fashion post-process re-ranks poten-
tial words based on their semantic relatedness to the context in the image (objects,
scenarios, natural language descriptions, ...).
that a(·) in [Bahdanau et al. 2014] as seen in Equation 5.5 depends on h and on
the previous state st−1 as a(st−1, ht). This setting permits the new state sequence
s to have direct access to the entire sequence h. However, we are interested in
integrating information over time rather than learning the sequence. Therefore,
our a(·) depends only on ht, since this formulation allows the attention layer to
generate a context vector c by computing the adaptive weighted average of h the
state sequence.
Since this attention computes the average over time, it discards the temporal
order, which is ideal for learning semantic relations between words. By doing this,
the attention gives higher weights to the most important words in the sentence
without relying on sequence order.
5.2.5 Overlap Layer Dictionary
The main idea of the overlap layer is to emphasize the most important visual infor-
mation occurring in the image by counting the overlap visual information (object,
place, and caption). As shown in Figure 5.2 tennis occurs three times and ball twice,
which indicates that the most import visual in that image is tennis match.
The overlap layer is just a frequency count dictionary to compute overlapping
information in the inputs. The idea is to give more weight to the most frequent
visual element, specially when it is observed by more than one visual classifier.
The dictionary output is a fully connected layer. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show a sample
from the overlap information among the inputs.
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Table 5.1: Exploiting overlapping information. Different examples from the
dataset. The text hypotheses come from existing Text Spotting baselines and the
visual context information is obtained from out-of-the-box computer vision clas-
sifiers (see Section 3.3). Boldface fonts show word overlapping among different
classifiers. The overlapping (co-occurrence of words) is automatically computed
and incorporated into the whole model via a fully connected layer that increases
the weight of these words.
Text hypothesis Object Place Caption
502 hotel room a woman laying on a bed with blanket
9h-18h moped parking a close up of a parking meter with a sign on it
dell bookshop bookstore a woman sitting at a table with a laptop
snowbird ski ski a man is skiing down a hill on a snowy day
coke plate pizzeria a table with a pizza and a fork on it plate
wii remote room a close up of a remote control on a table
5.2.6 Multichannel Embedding Overlapping
In computer vision, images can have several channels (e.g. RGB channels). How-
ever, in the case of text, multiple channels could translate a different representa-
tion of the same input text, such as different word vectors for a word. Multichan-
nel embedding can be either static or non-static (trainable). Kim (2014) show a
mixed result, with slight improvement in accuracy, when comparing multichan-
nel embedding and single or non-static embedding. In our case, we combined the
two approaches (multichannel and non-static), and we introduced a dual-channel
non-static embedding overlapping layer. Each input embedding channel overlaps
with another input embedding. The idea is to overcome the limitations of train
deep models without accessing a large amount of data and to prevent overfitting.
Also, the model has access to information twice in a different order (overlapping).
Thus, the convolution can have more overlapping pairs from both directions. This
approach simulates the idea of Bi-directional LSTM but in one direction with a
convolution.
5.2.7 Implementation Details
We merge all subnetworks described above (Attention, Overlap dictionary, etc.)
into a joint layer that is fed into a loss function, which calculates the semantic
relatedness of both inputs. We call the combined model Fusion Dual Convolution-
LSTM-Attention (FDCLSTMAT).
We concatenate the CNN outputs with the additional feature into MLP lay-
ers, and finally into a sigmoid layer performing binary classification. We trained
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Table 5.2: Frequent text-object co-occurrences in COCO-text-Visual dataset.
Word Visual # Word Visual # Word Visual #
st street 527 way street 316 stop street 1060
delta airliner 169 kia tennis 233 w racket 149
ave street 119 pizza dining 44 starbucks laptop 100
airways airliner 83 bus passenger 39 tennis racket 72
wii remote 35 apple grocery 27 dell desktop 22
heineken refrigerator 11 rain umbrella 16 cafe bakery 5
25 baseball 14 puzzles toyshop 5 p $ parking 4
the model with a binary cross-entropy loss (l) where the target value (in [0, 1]) is
the semantic relatedness between the word and the visual. Instead of restricting
ourselves to a simple similarity function, we let the network learn the margin be-
tween the two classes –i.e. the degree of similarity. For this, we increase the depth
of the network after the MLPs merge layer with more fully connected layers. The
network is trained using Nesterov-accelerated Adam (Nadam) [Dozat 2016], since
it yields better results (especially in cases such as word vectors/neural language
modeling) than other optimizers using only classical momentum (ADAM). We ap-
ply batch normalization (BN) [Ioffe and Szegedy 2015] after each convolution, and
between each MLPs layer. We omitted the BN after the convolution for the model
without attention (FDCLSTM), since BN deteriorated the performance. Addition-
ally, we consider a 70% dropout [Srivastava et al. 2014] between each MLPs for
regularization purposes.
5.3 Experiments
To validate the effectiveness of our model, in this section we compare our pipeline
with several of the most recent state-of-the-art word and sentence level models: 1)
pre-trained, 2) tuned, or 3) trained on the same dataset. Furthermore, we combined
a mixture model of experts including a word and sentence joined model. Data and
preliminaries are discussed next, baselines information in Section 5.3.4, and results
in Section 5.4.
5.3.1 Dataset
We evaluate our pipeline on a COCO based dataset [Lin et al. 2014], for train-
ing COCO-text [Veit et al. 2016], and for evaluating ICDAR17 [Gomez et al. 2017],
which are described in Section 3. We train our model on COCO-text-Visual dataset
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that consists of 16k images with associated bounding boxes, and a 60k textual vi-
sual information (i.e. caption, object and scene). For evaluation, we test our model
on ICDAR17-Task3-V, a dataset that is based on the ICDAR17 Task 3 end-to-end
text recognition. Similar to the COCO-text-Visual dataset, we only introduce the
visual context information (textual dataset) for each bounding box. It consists of
10k images with 25k textual data for test and validation.
5.3.2 Preliminaries
As in Chapter 4 we follow the same restrictive protocol than the standard one
proposed by [Wang et al. 2011] and adopted in most state-of-the-art benchmarks,
which do not consider words with less than three characters or with non-alphan-
umeric characters. We consider all cases in the dataset, and words with less than
three characters are also evaluated.
Note that this standard protocol proposed by [Wang et al. 2011] was introduced
to overcome the problem of false positives with short words, which most current
state-of-the-art approaches struggle with, including our baseline.
As in Chapter 4 we used two pre-trained deep models, CNN [Jaderberg et al.
2016] and LSTM [Ghosh et al. 2017] as a baseline (BL) to extract the initial list
of word hypotheses. Since these BLs need to be fed with the cropped words,
when evaluating on the ICDAR-2017-Task3 dataset [Gomez et al. 2017], we use
the ground truth bounding boxes of the words.
5.3.3 Methods Using Word Level Information
First, we compare our result with current state-of-the-art word embeddings trained
on a large general text -i.e. w2v and fasttext, etc. which are described in Chapter 4.
The word model uses only objects and places information and ignored the caption.
The comparison results are shown in Table 5.4 word-level section. Table 5.3 shows
Chapter 4 results plus word-level experiment results with recent sentence encoder
or context-aware dynamic embedding pre-trained models USE-T and BERT. How-
ever, the word-level similarity is worse than the static embeddings, such as Glove.
5.3.4 Methods Using Sentence Level Information
In this section, we employ the image description (i.e. caption) as sentence level in-
formation to assess the semantic relation with the text hypothesis. In particular, we
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Table 5.3: Comparison of different models in a word level re-ranking scenario. The
♠ indicates Chapter 4 result.
Model CNN k list LSTM k list
Baseline 19.7 - - 17.9 - -
BL+Word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b] 21.8 5 80.0 19.5 4 76.9
BL+Glove [Pennington et al. 2014] 22.0 7 75.8 19.1 4 75.3
BL+Fasttext [Joulin et al. 2017] 21.9 7 75.4 19.4 4 76.1
BL+Sw2v [Mancini et al. 2017] 21.8 7 75.2 19.4 4 76.4
BL+USE-Tw [Cer et al. 2018] 21.9 6 77.9 19.1 4 76.3
BL+LSTMEmbed [Iacobacci 2019] 21.6 7 73.7 19.2 4 75.8
BL+BERTw [Devlin et al. 2019] 21.8 6 77.5 18.9 4 74.7
BL+RWE-Ft [Camacho et al. 2019] 22.0 7 75.8 19.5 4 77.1
BL+TWE ♠ 22.2 7 76.3 19.5 4 76.7
compare the results of our encoder with several state-of-the-art sentence encoders,
tuned or trained on the same dataset. We use the cosine distance to compute the
similarity between an automatically generated image caption and the candidate
word. Word-to-sentence representations are computed with: USE-T [Cer et al.
2018], BERT [Devlin et al. 2019], and Infersent [Conneau et al. 2017a] with Glove
[Pennington et al. 2014]. The remaining of the systems in Table 5.4 are trained in
the same conditions and on the same dataset as our model, with Glove initializa-
tion and dual-channel overlapping non-static pre-trained embedding. In the next
section, we describe each sentence encoder baseline in more detail.
5.3.4.1 Sentence Level Baselines
Here, we will compare the results of our FDCLSTM models against other sentence
level encoders that are, tuned/trained on the same dataset, as shown in Table 5.4.
Attentive LSTM: [Tan et al. 2016] QA-LSTM is a siamese based network that uses
word-level attention to deliver more weight to certain words in the input sen-
tences. Therefore, the computed weight takes into consideration the information
from the input sentence in a word-level manner. Since our goal is the semantic re-
latedness score, we discard the similarity function proposed by the author and let
the network learn the degree of similarity in an end-to-end fashion. This architec-
ture is very similar to ours but with n-gram level features, since the CNN is used
as keyword detector.
MVCNN: [Yin and Schütze 2016] The multichannel variable-size convolution net-
work is a model that extracts multiple phrases with a variable size kernel. MVCNN
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combines multiple versions of pre-trained embedding to extract extra information
from the same set of word vectors. Although its approach uses multiple em-
bedding, we only employ the two richest word embeddings in our model. (e.g.
word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b] and Glove [Pennington et al. 2014])1. We also
use the Mutual-Learning trick to maintain the same words across each embedding
during training.
CNN+RNN: [Wang et al. 2016a] Multichannel convolution layers stacked into an
RNN. The RNN is combined to extract the local features generated by the CNN,
and to learn the long-distance dependencies in the sequence. In our case, the RNN
is trained to process the caption while the CNN with a pooling layer is used to
extract the most important n-gram feature from the sequence.
C-LSTM: [Zhou et al. 2015] This architecture is similar to CNN+RNN except that
C-LSTM discards the pooling layer. The C-LSTM without pooling learns the high-
level extracted key word or phrases representations directly, without any feature
downsampling. Our work is inspired by this architecture.
InferSent: [Conneau et al. 2017a] is a bi-directional LSTM with max-pooling. The
network computes the n-vectors for the n-word and each output vector is a con-
catenation of LSTM forward pass and backward pass. The max-pool is applied
after each vector concatenation to form the final vector. We obtain the word vector
representation for each encoder to compute the cosine distance. Our task relies
more on learning the n-gram feature and thus, a tuning or training bi-directional
LSTM model that learns the sequence in bi-directional order performs poorly.
USE-Transformer: [Cer et al. 2018] Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) is the cur-
rent state-of-the-art in Semantic Textual Similarity (STS). This work proposed two
USE models with different encoder architectures to achieve distinct design goals.
The first is based on the USE-T transformer architecture [Vaswani et al. 2017],
which targets with high accuracy at the cost of complexity and resource consump-
tion. The second is based on a Deep Averaging Network that targets efficient in-
ference with slightly reduced accuracy. We experimented with USE-T fine tuning
and feature extraction to compute the semantic relation with the cosine distance.
We extended our experiment to word-to-word to be able to compare with different
word-to-word methods, as shown in Table 5.3.
1Adding more embeddings has no positive impact on accuracy.
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Transformer: [Vaswani et al. 2017]: We also considered training the transformer
from scratch on the same dataset. Transformer utilizes a self-attention mecha-
nism to compute representations of its input and output without using sequence-
alignment networks such as RNNs. We train a dual transformer based encoder
that initialized with Glove [Pennington et al. 2014]. Each encoder has two multi-
head attention heads followed by a pooling layer. We concatenate both pooling
layers into a MLP joint layer with 10% dropout and finally a sigmoid layer. The
advantage of the transformer is that it uses a multi-head attention mechanism that
allows it to model long dependencies regardless of their distance from the target
output or input sentence. However, since there is not enough data, and only relies
on a short sentence (caption), the self-attention mechanism is unable to learn the
correlation between words.
BERT 2: [Devlin et al. 2019] (Bidirectional3 Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers) has produced groundbreaking results in many tasks, including question
answer and natural language inference. However, according to its main authors, it
is not suited to Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) tasks, since it does not generate a
meaningful vector to compute the cosine distance as seen in Table 5.4, row BERT-
feature. We therefore fine-tuned the model with one layer to compute the semantic
score between a caption and a candidate word. In particular, we fed the sentence
representation into a linear layer and a softmax for sentence pair tasks (QA re-
ranking task). A fine-tuned BERT outperforms our model when applied on the
CNN baseline. However, with the second baseline (lexicon-free LSTM), our model
without attention outperforms both attention models (FDLSTMAT and BERT). Ap-
plying an attention mechanism results in an incorrect correlation between words
(candidate text and visual context object) since there are many images in which the
spotted text has a relationship with the context. Although BERT achieves slightly
better results than our model on the lexicon-based CNN, our model has a much
lower training cost, and can be trained from scratch on any specific domain.
5.3.5 Effect of Unigram Probabilities
The use of a language model leads to significant improvements in text spotting
when the data is too small for a DNN. Ghosh et al. (2017) show that the language
2We use the basic BERT-base-uncased model
3The transformer encoder handles the entire sequence at once (left-to-right/right-to-left). There-
fore, although it is refereed to as bidirectional, it could be regarded as a non-directional encoder.
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Figure 5.3: Examples illustrate that natural language description overcomes the
limitation of visual contexts, such as object and scene, and provide more visual
context information such as action, location, and specific details.
model improves accuracy by around 8%. However, the problem of a fixed lexicon
is the persistence of out-of-vocabulary words (OOV). Therefore, we use the uni-
gram frequencies ULM (7M fixed lexicon) with OOV smoothing after FDCLSTM
to re-rank out false-positive short words. As seen in Table 5.4 FDCLSTMAT+lexicon
achieves the best results when adding lexicon with FDCLSTM.
5.4 Results
This section compares the performance of our system with the standard bench-
marks and state-of-the-art systems. In particular, we use different similarity or
relatedness scorers to reorder the k-best hypothesis produced by an off-the-shelf
state-of-the-art text spotting system. We experimented extracting and re-ranking
k-best hypotheses for k = 1 . . . 10.
Similar to Chapter 4, we use two pre-trained deep models: a CNN [Jaderberg
et al. 2016] and an LSTM [Ghosh et al. 2017] as baselines (BLs) to extract the initial
list of word hypotheses. Since these BLs need to be fed with cropped words (i.e.
image regions containing only text), when evaluating on the ICDAR-2017-Task3
dataset we will use the ground truth bounding boxes of the words. Thus, we are
not evaluating a whole end-to-end system (bounding box detection and recogni-
tion), but only the influence of adding external natural language understanding
knowledge to the second stage (recognition). In other words, each baseline takes
a text image bounding box (bb) as input and produces k candidate words w1 . . . wk
plus a probability for each prediction P (wi|bb) i = 1 . . . k.
The CNN baseline uses a closed lexicon and therefore it cannot recognize any
word outside its 90k-word dictionary. Table 5.4 presents four different accuracy
metrics for this case: 1) full columns correspond to the accuracy on the whole
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Table 5.4: Best results after re-ranking using different re-rankers, and different val-
ues for the k-best hypotheses extracted from the baseline output (%). In addition,
to evaluating our re-ranker with MRR, we fixed k CNNk=8 LSTMk=4. ♠ marks
results presented in Chapter 4, and ♦ indicates the results in this chapter.
Model CNN LSTM
full dict list k MRR full list k MRR
Baseline (BL) full: 19.7 dict: 56.0 full: 17.9
Word Level
BL+Word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b] 21.8 62.1 80.0 5 44.3 19.5 76.9 4 80.4
BL+Glove [Pennington et al. 2014] 22.0 62.5 75.8 7 44.5 19.1 75.3 4 78.8
BL+Sw2v [Mancini et al. 2017] 21.8 62.1 75.2 7 44.3 19.4 76.4 4 80.1
BL+Fasttext [Joulin et al. 2017] 21.9 62.2 75.4 7 44.6 19.4 76.1 4 80.3
BL+RWE-w2v [Camacho et al. 2019] 21.9 62.4 75.6 7 44.5 19.6 77.3 4 80.7
BL+RWE-fasttext [Camacho et al. 2019] 22.0 62.5 75.8 7 44.6 19.5 77.1 4 80.4
BL+LSTMmebed [Iacobacci 2019] 21.6 60.8 73.7 7 44.0 19.2 75.8 4 79.6
BL+TWE ♠ 22.2 63.0 76.3 7 44.7 19.5 76.7 4 80.2
Sentence Level
BL+C-LSTM [Zhou et al. 2015] 21.4 61.0 71.3 8 45.6 18.9 74.7 4 80.7
BL+CNN-RNN [Wang et al. 2016a] 21.7 61.8 73.3 8 44.5 19.5 77.1 4 80.9
BL+MVCNN [Yin and Schütze 2016] 21.3 60.6 71.9 8 44.2 19.2 75.8 4 78.8
BL+Attentive LSTM [Tan et al. 2016] 21.9 62.4 74.0 8 45.7 19.1 71.4 5 80.2
BL+InferSent [Conneau et al. 2017a] 22.0 62.5 75.8 7 44.5 19.4 76.7 4 79.7
BL+Transformer [Vaswani et al. 2017] 21.7 61.6 73.1 8 44.3 19.2 64.6 9 77.9
BL+USE-T [Cer et al. 2018] 22.0 62.5 78.3 6 44.7 19.2 75.8 4 79.5
BL+BERT-feature [Devlin et al. 2019] 21.7 61.6 74.6 7 45.0 19.3 76.2 4 81.2
BL+BERT (fine-tune) [Devlin et al. 2019] 22.7 64.6 76.6 8 45.9 20.1 67.0 9 79.1
BL+FDCLSTM ♦ 22.3 63.3 75.1 8 45.0 20.2 67.9 9 79.8
BL+FDCLSTMAT ♦ 22.4 63.7 75.5 8 45.9 20.1 67.6 9 81.8
BL+FDCLSTMLexicon ♦ 22.6 64.3 76.3 8 45.1 19.4 76.4 4 78.8
BL+FDCLSTMAT+Lexicon ♦ 22.6 64.3 76.3 8 45.1 19.7 77.8 4 80.4
Combined Model with FDCLSTM (ours)
BL+FDCLSTMAT+InferSent [Conneau et al. 2017a] 22.7 64.5 78.1 7 45.2 19.7 77.5 4 80.0
BL+FDCLSTMAT+USE-T [Cer et al. 2018] 22.8 64.8 78.5 7 45.4 19.3 76.2 4 79.2
BL+FDCLSTMAT+BERT [Devlin et al. 2019] ♦ 22.0 62.5 74.2 8 43.5 20.3 69.7 8 77.9
BL+FDCLSTMAT+TWE ♦ ♠ 23.0 65.2 79.0 7 45.4 19.8 78.2 4 80.7
dataset. 2) dict columns correspond to the accuracy on the cases where the target
word is among the 90k-words in the CNN dictionary (which account for 43.3%
of the whole dataset. 3) list columns report the accuracy on the cases where the
right word was among the k-best produced by the baseline. 4) MRR stands for
Mean Reciprocal Rank, which is computed as MRR = 1|Q|
∑|Q|
i=1
1
ranki
, whereQ is the
number of images in the dataset, and ranki is the position of the correct answer in
the re-ranked hypothesis list for image i.
Table 5.4 compares results of our model and its variants (i.e. attention, lexicon
or combined with other model) with other baselines in sentence level and word-
level. FDLSTMAT+TWE shows the performance of the best combination of both.
Overall, our combined model gets the best result, outperforming all baselines. Fig-
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ure 5.3 illustrate that adding natural language description overcome the limitation
of visual context, such as object and scene, and provide more visual context infor-
mation such as action, location and specific details.
On the other hand, our model FDCLSTM without attention achieves a better re-
sult in the case of the second baseline LSTM, which generates many false-positives
and short words. The advantage of the attention mechanism is the ability to in-
tegrate information over time, and it allows the model to refer to specific points
in the sequence when computing its output. However, in this case, the attention
attends the wrong context, since there are many words with no correlation with
the context, or that do not correspond to actual words in the language.
The USE-T model seems to require a shorter hypothesis list to get top per-
formance when the right word is in the hypothesis list. A fine-tuned BERT, on
the same dataset outperforms our model BL+FDCLSTMAT+lexicon by a small non-
significant margin in the first baseline.
5.4.1 Combining Sentence and Word Level
As in Chapter 4 we combined different re-rankers (or experts) [Hinton 1999]. Prod-
uct of Expert (PoE) takes advantage of each expert and can produce a much stronger
model for finding the candidate word with highest probability after re-ranking.
The combined probability of a given word w can be written as:
arg max
w
P (w|θ1 . . . θn) = arg max
w
Πmpm (w|θm)∑
c Πmpm (c|θm)
(5.8)
= arg max
w
Πmpm (w|θm) (5.9)
where, in our case, pm (w|θm) are the probabilities assigned by each expert to the
candidate word w. Note that since we are just interested in retrieving the candidate
word with higher probability, we do not need to normalize as in Equation 5.9.
Table 5.5 shows the results using different combinations of experts, such as one of
the baselines, our proposed model FDCLSTM, TWE embedding, BERT, etc.
As shown in Table 5.4 the combination of our model with other experts pro-
duces higher accuracy and a better retrieval score, since our model combined with
the TWE model (Section 4.3.3) boosts the accuracy up to 3.3% in the case of the
CNN. In contrast, the PoE on the second baseline struggles with false positives,
such as joint characters not corresponding to an actual word (e.g. lemid, crucifor,
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Table 5.5: Best results after combining different experts with our model for re-
ranking k-best hypotheses extracted from the baseline output (%). In addition, to
test our re-ranker with MRR, we fixed k CNNk=8 LSTMk=4. The ♦, ♠ indicates the
result of this Chapter and of the work presented in Chapter 4, respectively. Table
5.4 shows the full comparison with other models.
Model CNN LSTM
full dict list k MRR full list k MRR
Baseline (BL) full: 19.7 dict: 56.0 full: 17.9
Combined Model with FDCLSTM (ours)
BL+FDCLSTMAT+InferSent [Conneau et al. 2017a] 22.7 64.5 78.1 7 45.2 19.7 77.5 4 80.0
BL+FDCLSTMAT+USE-T [Cer et al. 2018] 22.8 64.8 78.5 7 45.4 19.3 76.2 4 79.2
BL+FDCLSTMAT+BERT [Devlin et al. 2019] ♦ 22.0 62.5 74.2 8 43.5 20.3 69.7 8 77.9
BL+FDCLSTMAT+TWE ♦ ♠ 23.0 65.2 79.0 7 45.4 19.8 78.2 4 80.7
Combined Model with Bert
BL+BERT+InferSent [Conneau et al. 2017a] 22.6 64.1 86.6 5 45.1 19.5 89.0 4 79.3
BL+BERT+USE-T [Cer et al. 2018] 22.5 63.8 77.3 7 45.3 19.4 88.5 4 79.0
BL+BERT+TWE ♠ 22.7 64.6 76.6 8 45.1 19.9 76.4 9 78.4
etc.), and the combined experts did not add any additional improvement. How-
ever, by combining our model with BERT [Devlin et al. 2019] we achieved a slight
improvement of 2.4%.
BERT experiment. We also apply the same experiment with BERT, although no
accuracy improvement was obtained, as shown in Table 5.5. Since BERT is trained
on huge amounts of data, its output semantic relatedness score is either very high
or very low, which is not convenient for re-ranking. On the other hand, our model
gives each word a moderate confidence score, which can be further re-ranked by
adding more visual context information. In other words, our approach only mod-
ifies (re-rankes) the individual small word scores based on the presence on the
visual context and is therefore unable to re-rank a confident classifier like BERT.
5.4.2 Evaluation with other Text Spotting Experts
In this section, we evaluate our FDCLSTMAT re-ranker model with regard to the
output of recent state-of-the-art text spotting systems. To do so, we add two more
baselines, CNN-LM [Fang et al. 2018] and CRNN [Shi et al. 2016] apart from the
CNN and LSTM used in the previous experiments.
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) [Shi et al. 2016]. The first
baseline is a CRNN that can directly learn the words from sequence labels, with-
out relying on characters annotations. The encoder uses a CNN to extract a set of
features from the image. Specifically, the network uses CNN without fully con-
nected layers to extract sequential feature representation from an input image,
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Table 5.6: Best results after combining different Text Spotting systems with our
model FDCLSTMAT for re-ranking k-best hypotheses extracted from different
state-of-the-art baselines (%). The ♦, ♠ indicates this chapter results and Chap-
ter 4 work, respectively.
Model full list k
Baseline CNN-LM: 26.2 CRNN: 21.1
CNN: 19.7, LSTM : 17.9
TWE ♠ 25.34 29.7 4
BERT (fine-tune) 26.52 55.9 2
FDCLSTMAT ♦ 25.57 30.0 4
BERT+TWE ♠ 25.79 30.3 4
BERT+FDCLSTMAT ♦ 26.40 55.7 2
FDCLSTMAT+TWE ♦ ♠ 26.57 31.2 4
which are then fed into a bidirectional RNN. A Connectionist Temporal Classifica-
tion [Graves et al. 2006] based method is used to convert the per-frame predictions
made by RNN into a label sequence.
CNN-Attention with (CNN-LM) [Fang et al. 2018]. The second baseline is the
most recent state-of-the-art model, and like our LSTM baseline, also produces the
final output words in the form of probable character sequences without any fixed
lexicon. The model is based on a CNN encoder-decoder with attention and a CNN
character language model. The final character prediction is a element-wise addi-
tion of the attention plus the language vector. The network is trained in an end-to-
end fashion with multiple losses (attention and language model).
Implementation Details. Since CRNN and CNN-LM do not produce a list of hy-
potheses, but rather a single word as output, we use a list of k = 4 hypothesis.
These consist of the top prediction from of each of the old baselines (CNN and
LSTM) and the single word output by each of the new baselines (CRNN and CNN-
LM). That is, we are ranking the hypotheses generated by four different systems
instead of re-ranking the output of a single system.
We apply our best proposed model and the combined re-ranker in Table 5.4
(i.e. FDCLSTMAT, TWE, BERT and combined model with FDCLSTM) to the k = 4
hypothesis list. The output of the weakest LSTM baseline is filtered with a unigram
language model to remove uncommon and non-words.
In previous experiments, our model was used to re-rank a softmax output, and
thus the re-ranker had some prior probability distribution to work on. In this case,
since each hypothesis comes from a different baseline, we do not have a softmax
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Table 5.7: Comparison of different word level attention models with MaskCNN.
model CNN LSTM
Baseline 19.7 17.9
BL+Attentive LSTM [Tan et al. 2016] 21.9 19.1
BL+Attentive DCNN [Kalchbrenner et al. 2014] 21.1 19.3
BL+Attentive MaskCNN (ours) 22.3 19.8
distribution, and we back off to a uniform prior; thus, we lose some valuable in-
formation. Despite this, we achieved a slight improvement over CNN-LM [Fang
et al. 2018], as shown in Table 5.6. Even though the improvement is not statistically
significant, we believe that this result indicates that our approach can contribute
to improving results even in top state-of-the-art systems. Note that our combined
model performs better than a single model, while BERT is the best reranker when
used alone. We discuss this limitation in more detail (i.e. re-ranking with a uniform
prior) in the discussion Section 5.6.
5.4.3 Validation of Mask Convolution Layer : A Case Study
In order to assess the performance of the introduced Mask Convolution, we car-
ried out a number of validation experiments, in which this layer was introduced in
existing state-of-the-art architectures. We propose an Attentive MaskCNN based
on Attentive-LSTM [Tan et al. 2016] that uses LSTM with word-level attention.
In particular, we use the same architecture as in Figure 5.2 but we replace the
Convolution-LSTMAT with Attentive-LSTM architecture. We keep the overlap layer
and embedding overlapping in both experiments. In our model, we replace the
LSTM with a Mask Convolution with kernel size k = 12 to be able to process
the whole caption. Both networks are trained on the visual context dataset with
the same procedure as the FDCLSTMAT network. We also compared our model
with Dynamic Convolutional [Kalchbrenner et al. 2014] (DCNN), that uses a fea-
ture graph to capture textual information among texts of variable lengths. DCNN
uses dynamic k-pooling which, unlike local max-pooling, outputs a k-max value
of different convolutional dimensions (sentences with different length). As shown
in Table 5.7 our model achieves a better result than DCNN and the original work
in this task and can be parallelized for faster training. Our proposed Attentive-
MaskCNN overcomes some of the limitations of LSTM with attention mechanisms,
such as slow training and complexity.
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w2: plate
 w1: plait
w3: putt
w2: good
 w1: spool
w3: food
w2: way
 w1: nayw3: may way good plate
c2: downtown c1: bicycle c1: loading dock c2: movingc2: busc1: street
In [431]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
data = np.array([[0.65966403,0.80212915],[0.3854018,0.25270265],[0.1903537,0.5453093]])
#labels = np.array([['way','SWE'],['DSWE','D'], ['DSWE','D']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, linewidths=0.7,fmt = '', xticklabels=['downtown', 'street'], #annot = labels
yticklabels=['way', 'nay', 'may'], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
In [287]: model.similarity('way', 'street')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[287]: 0.80212915
In [317]: model.similarity('may', 'downtown')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
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Out[317]: 0.3854018
In [321]: model.similarity('nay', 'downtown')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[321]: 0.1903537
In [324]: model.similarity('nay', 'street')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[324]: 0.25270265
In [328]: model.similarity('may', 'street')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[328]: 0.5453093
In [330]: model.similarity('downtown', 'way')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[330]: 0.65966403
In [344]: ## second example
In [430]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0.3641031, 0.58019626],[0.5499961,0.14681692],[0.48082343, 0.592437]])
data = np.array([[0.3641031, 0.592437],[0.5499961,0.14681692],[0.48082343, 0.58019626]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3','4'], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['bicycle', 'bus'], #annot = labels annot = labels
yticklabels=['good', 'spool', 'food'], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
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In [357]: model.similarity('good', 'bus')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np. nt):
Out[357]: 0.58019626
In [362]: #Thrid example
In [428]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
data = np.array([[0.50947464, .6075961],[0.073897675,0.0875815],[0.25978878, 0.40541637]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],[' ','4'], ['5','6']])
#fi , ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['loading dock', 'moving'], #annot = labels
yticklabels=['plate', 'plait', 'puff'], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
In [364]: model.similarity('plate', 'moving')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[364]: 0.6075961
In [365]: model.similarity('plate', 'dock')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[365]: 0.50947464
In [367]: model.similarity('puff', 'moving')
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/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/ma utils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conve sion of the second argument of issubdtype from `in ` to `np.signedint ger` i de recated. I fu ur , i will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[402]: 0.25786942
In [426]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0.25353315, 0.5794146],[0.20160808,0.4276228],[0.3262325, 0.64646214]])
data = np.array([[0.4425509, 0.579158],[0.24245203 ,0.35366368 ],[0.31322145, 0.25786942]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3',' '], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['airliner', 'airfiled'], #annot = labels annot = labels,
ytick abels=['delta', 'delia', 'welts'], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
In [406]: # ootball example
In [408]: #model.similarity('12','football')
model.similarity('k','football')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[408]: 0.39500374
In [409]: model.similarity('ae','football')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[409]: 0.120614916
In [410]: model.similarity('twelve','football')
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/home/a abir/ naconda2/envs py36/lib/ thon3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion f the sec nd argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is d precated In future, i will be reated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[410]: 0.43070456
In [454]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0. 5353315, 0.5794146],[0.20160808,0.4276228],[0.3262325, 0.64646214]])
data = np.array([[0.43070456, 0.36410215],[0.39500374 , 0.31400877],[0.120614916 , 0.07749998]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3','4'], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, l newidths=0.7,fmt = '', xticklabels=['football', 'stadium'], #annot = labels annot = labels
yticklabels=['12', 'k', 'ae'], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
In [413]: model.sim larity('tw lve','stadium')
/home/as bir/anac da2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/g nsim/matu ils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conv rsion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[413]: 0.36410215
In [414]: model.similarity('k','stadium')
/home/as bir/anac da2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/g nsim/matu ils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conv rsion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[414]: 0.31400877
In [415]: model.similarity('ae','stadium')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
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/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[367]: 0.40541637
In [368]: model.similarity('puff', 'dock')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[368]: 0.25978878
In [369]: model.similarity('plait', 'dock')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[369]: 0.073897675
In [370]: model.similarity('plait', 'moving')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[370]: 0.0875815
In [375]: # fourth example
In [427]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0.25353315, 0.5794146],[0.20160808,0.4276228],[0.3262325, 0.64646214]])
data = np.array([[0.25353315, 0.64646214],[0.20160808,0.4276228],[0.3262325, 0.5794146]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3','4'], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['hotdog', 'ice cream'], #annot = labels annot = labels
yticklabels=['a', 'ai', 'an'], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
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Out[437]: 0.44375512
In [438]: model.similarity('arrogant','restaurant')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/pytho 3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[438]: 0.14916445
In [439]: model.similarity('program','restaurant')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[439]: 0.64525527
In [440]: model.similarity('brogan','restaurant')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[440]: 0.23987071
In [444]: # ski example
In [456]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0.25353315, 0.5794146],[0.20160808,0.4276228],[0.3262325, 0.64646214]])
data = np.array([[0.48168287, 0.42528966],[0.12957731 , 0],[0.31714213 , 0]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3','4'], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['ski', 'snowy slope'], #annot = labels
yticklabels=['by', 'bi , 'bs'], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
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Out[415]: 0.07749998
In [433]: # program example
In [455]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0.25353315, 0.5794146],[0.20160808,0.4276228],[0.326232 , 0.64646214]])
data = np.array([[0.6252148, 0.64525527],[0.12002031 , 0.23987071],[0.149164 5 , 0.14916445]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3','4'], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
ax = sns.heatmap( data, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['school', 'resturant'], #annot = labels
yticklabels=['program', 'brogan', 'arrogan '], cmap='coolwarm', vmin=0, vmax=0.8)
In [435]: model.similarity('program','school')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[435]: 0.6252148
In [436]: model.similarity('brogan','school')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[436]: 0.12002031
In [437]: model.similarity('arrogant','school')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
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/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[133]: 0.25084528
In [153]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0.3641031, 0.58019626],[0.5499961,0.14681692],[0.48082343, 0.592437]])
data = np.array([[0.8017854, 0.65773904],[0,0],[0.2265304,0.022689868]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3','4'], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
#cmap
ax = sns.heatmap(d ta, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['parking ', 'bus'], #annot = labels annot = labels
yticklabels=['private', 'pinnate', 'primate'], cmap='coolwarm') #, vmin=0, vmax=0.8
In [152]: model.similarity('bus', 'primate')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[152]: 0.022689868
In [142]: model.similarity('bus', 'private')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[142]: 0.65773904
In [118]: model.similarity('kid', 'seventeen')
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In [158]: #plt.figure(figsize=(1,0.0008))
#data = np.array([[0.36410 1, 0. 8019 2 ],[0.5499961,0.14681 92],[0.480 2343, 0.592437]])
data = np.array([ 64262605, 0.098295655],[0,0],[0.514544, .169 4678]])
labels = np.array([['1','2'],['3','4'], ['5','6']])
#fig, ax = plt.subplots()
plt.figure(figsize=(3,2))
cmap
ax = s s.heatmap(d ta, linewidths=0.7, fmt = '', xticklabels=['runway', 'warplane'], #annot = abels annot = la els
yticklabels=['blue', 'slue', 'issue'], cmap='coolwarm') #, vmin=0, vmax=0.8
In [157]: model.similarity('warplane', 'issue')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gen im/matutils.py:7 7: Fu ureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is d precated. In future, it w ll b treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(v c.dtype, np.int):
Out[157]: 0.16944678
In [154]: model.similarity('runway', 'issue')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gen im/matutils.py:7 7: Fu ureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is d precated. In future, it w ll b treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(v c.dtype, np.int):
Out[154]: 0.514544
In [128]: model.similarity('', 'private')
/home/asabir/anaconda2/envs/py36/lib/python3.6/site-packages/gensim/matutils.py:737: FutureWarning: Conversion of the second argument of issubdtype from `int` to `np.signedinteger` is deprecated. In future, it will be treated as `np.int64 == np.dtype(int).type`.
if np.issubdtype(vec.dtype, np.int):
Out[128]: 0.8017854
In [133]: model.similarity('primate', 'private')
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Figure 5.4: Examples of candidate re-ranking using (c1) object, (c2) place, and (c3)
caption information. The top three examples are re-ranked based on a semantic
relatedness score. The delta-airliner, which frequently co-occurs in training data,
is captured by overlap layers. The term 12-football shows a relation between sport
and numbers. Also, program-school has a much more distant relation but our model
is able to re-rank the most closely related words. The terms blue-runway and bus-
private show that the overlap layer can be effective when the visual context appears
in more than one visual context classifier. Finally hotdog-a and by-ski have no se-
mantic correlation but are solved by the network thanks to the frequency count
dictionary.
5.5 General Text Experiment : A Case Study
This section evaluates our method on general text as proof of concept that our
model can be generalized. We evaluated our model with a dummy task on general
text collected from Wikipedia. The task is to learn the semantic relatedness be-
tween the title and the description of a Wikipedia entry. We compared our model
with most recent state-of-the-art semantic textual similarity method USE-T [Cer
et al. 2018]. Although this architecture is designed to tackle a specific problem, as
shown in Table 5.8, our model overperforms USE-T [Cer et al. 2018] in this task.
Our model is trained on a 50k pair word-description from Wikipedia (e.g., Alaska –
is a U.S. state located in the northwest extremity of North America). However, we add a
cosine similarity layer on the top of USE-T to compute the similarity score. This is
just a confirmation of our hypothesis that the tasks require a broader perspective to
determine whether two text fragments are related more closely than to determine
whether they are similar as in traditional semantic similarity approach.
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Table 5.8: General text experiment results.
Model Recall Precision F-score
USE-T [Cer et al. 2018] 0.83 0.43 0.56
FDCLSTMAT (This chapter) 0.66 0.65 0.66
5.6 Discussion
Our proposed approach re-ranks candidate words based on their semantic corre-
lation score with the visual context from the image. However, there are some cases
when there is no direct semantic correlation or no relation at all between the visual
context and the candidate word. We therefore proposed the inclusion of an overlap
layer to address this limitation by learning correlations from the training dataset.
For instance, as in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2 the company name Delta and the visual
context airline. Also, adding the unigram frequency helps to filter out short words
and false positives as shown in the examples a-hotdog and by-skiing.
Although our model combined with unigram frequency yields the best results,
there are some cases where high or low word counts impact the accuracy in a neg-
ative way. That is, high-frequency words can be over-ranked and selected before
the right answer, and low-frequency words may be under-ranked, preventing the
right choice from reaching the top position. This problem can be tackled by ad-
justing the weight of the common words in the unigram model. Also, it can be
corrected for by adding the most common pairs such as a commercial Ad brand
(i.e.Nike-Sport, KFC-restaurant) to the training dataset that is not semantically re-
lated in general text, but commonly co-occur in the real world. Note that in Chap-
ter 4, to overcome word embedding limitations when the candidate word and the
image objects are not semantically related in general text, but frequently co-occur
in the dataset, we use training data to estimate the conditional probability P (w|c)
of a word w given that object c appears in the image.
We believe that BERT [Devlin et al. 2019] offers an advantage over our model
in terms of the amount and diversity of the training data. For instance, it is able
to solve cases without direct context such as sex-street, 7-food and anderson-plaza as
shown in Figure 5.5, the model is confident about this text-context correlation.
Also, since the text in images is not always related to its environment (e.g. a
commercial ad for a popular soft drink may appear almost anywhere), this ap-
proach may help to resolve only a fraction of cases, but given its low cost, it may
prove useful for domain adaptation of general text spotting systems. In addition,
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Figure 5.5: Examples of false-positives by our model that a fine-tune BERT was
able to solve. Our proposed language model is also able to solve some non-
semantic context and frequency count dependent cases with the help of the over-
lap layer as shown in the last example adam-child. According to our best model
FDCLSTMAT+Lexicon there is no semantic relation between the spotted word and its
environmental context. However, as seen in the top examples the BERT attention
indicates that there is a correlation between these words in the training data.
this approach is easy to train and can be used as a drop-in complement for any
text-spotting algorithm that outputs a ranking of word hypotheses.
Limitation. The main limitation of this approach is that it depends on the base-
line softmax output to re-rank the most closely related word. In particular, the
semantic relatedness score suppresses unrelated words and boosts the most prob-
ably related word by simple dot product multiplication, as shown in Table 4.3 in
Chapter 4 which includes a sample of the modified probabilities after adding the
visual context. For instance, as seen in Figure 5.5, spy-street and anderson-plaza, the
softmax score is very confident about its output and cannot be re-ranked.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a simple deep learning architecture to learn the
semantic relatedness of word-to-word and word-to-sentence pairs, and we have
shown how it outperforms other semantic similarity scorers when used to re-rank
candidate answers in the Text Spotting problem. In particular, these results prove
that this introduction of contextual semantic information significatively increases
the performance of the text spotting system up to 3.3 points in benchmark dataset.
Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
In this chapter we review the achievements of the work presented in this thesis
and also discuss potential directions for future research.
6.1 Achievements
In this thesis we have proposed several methods for improving text spotting sys-
tem without any additional cost (i.e. re-training or tuning) based on the advanced
capabilities of recent developments in natural language processing, such as word
embeddings and deep learning frameworks. We have also contributed to the pub-
lic dataset available for this problem, enriching it with image context information.
Figure 6.1 presents a graphical abstract for the proposed methods in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, we proposed a textual visual context dataset for an existing im-
age based dataset COCO-text [Veit et al. 2016]. We approached this in two stages,
first by adopting out-of-the-box visual classifiers (object, scene, caption generator)
to extract the visual context from each image. Then we used existing baseline text
spotting systems for text hypothesis generation, which means that this dataset an-
notation can be improved in the future when better systems become available. Our
main contribution to this dataset is the combined visual context dataset, which pro-
vides the unrestricted-OCR research community with the chance to use semantic
relatedness between text and image to improve their results.
In Chapter 4, we proposed a word-level re-ranker framework for text spotting
system. This builds upon the word embedding as a semantic relatedness re-ranker.
The word-level re-ranker framework outperforms all existing general word em-
bedding methods in this task. Also, another contribution in Section 4.3 is the pre-
sentation of similarity to probabilities transformation methods that are based on
hypotheses revision [Blok et al. 2003].
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Figure 6.1: The overall architecture of the proposed visual context information
pipeline integration into the text spotting system. This approach uses all the se-
mantic relatedness measures from the image (objects (ci), places (cj), caption) to
re-rank the word hypothesis.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we presented an end-to-end sentence-level visual based
re-ranker. This builds upon the text modeling based pipeline, which was devel-
oped to explore the advantages of recent advances in text modeling and machine
translation. The neural based re-ranker is based on a shallow-deep learning C-
LSTM that takes the word and its all visual context, as in Chapter 4 (scene, object)
and adds an image description, and poses the semantic relatedness score as a bi-
nary classification problem. Also, we presented our combined model based on
Product of Expert [Hinton 1999], developed to take advantage of sharper distri-
bution from each expert. This combined based re-ranker outperforms all previous
methods (including Chapter 4 and BERT [Devlin et al. 2019]).
6.2 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have demonstrated the benefit of leveraging these NLP tech-
niques into computer vision problems that boost the performance of the text spot-
ting system up to 3.3 points on a benchmark dataset without tuning or training.
Therefore, to answer our main question: Could Word Semantic Relations be Ben-
eficial for Scene Text Recognition? We believe word semantics could be benefi-
cial for text spotting but to a limited extent as there are only a fraction of cases
where the word is related with its visual context. However, it may be useful for
domain adaptation or general text spotting systems since (1) it has a low compu-
tational cost, (2) it uses off-the-shelf state-of-the-art tools, and (3) it can be used as
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a drop-in complement for any text-spotting algorithm that outputs a ranking of
word hypotheses.
Also, we show in this thesis that pre-trained contextual embedding systems like
BERT constitute the better option for getting state-of-the-art results (though with
higher computational cost), especially as a post-processing task. Furthermore, we
point out another approach that can be used: Knowledge-based embeddings, or
sense embeddings (though our preliminary results fail to show any improvement
when using senses instead of words).
6.3 Future Work
This section discusses some potentially promising directions for future work.
Sense Embedding. It would be useful to explore further other types of word
embedding for this task. Recently, a significant gain in semantic similarity was
achieved by adding senses to traditional word embedding [Mancini et al. 2017, Ia-
cobacci 2019]. In particular, adding senses or meanings of words, makes it possible
to overcome a major limitation of word-embedding known as Conflation Deficiency.
It ignores the fact that each word has multiple meanings and conflates all these
multiple meanings into a single representation. However, as we show in this the-
sis in Chapter 4, having the sense of the word does not necessarily improve the
results. Therefore, our primary approach is to combine the senses vector with the
original vector of the word in the same semantic space. This preliminary experi-
ment shows promising results in semantic similarity tasks. In particular, adding
the senses to general word embedding results outperformed by both Glove [Pen-
nington et al. 2014] and word2vec [Mikolov et al. 2013b] in this task. Also, we
would like to employ contextualized embeddings like BERT to predict the sense of
the word based on the visual context [Levine et al. 2019].
Expanded visual context data. Our dataset as described in Chapter 3 would ben-
efit from better bounding box annotation in COCO-text (ideally manual annota-
tion). It also would be useful to extend the visual context provided (currently two
objects, a scene/location, and a caption) to include more objects and scene labels,
or even captions generated by different systems such as the conceptual captions
dataset [Sharma et al. 2018]. Our preliminary experiment with the conceptual cap-
tions (CC) dataset shows promising results as this dataset consists of almost three
million clean captions. CC is quite unlike curated vision-and-language datasets,
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which is ideal to leverage this additional data for a diverse range of vision and
language tasks like ours.
Word sense disambiguation. Our word-relatedness approach could be used to
tackle similar problems where a word must be selected from among a set of can-
didates to match a context: That could include lexical selection in machine trans-
lation, or word sense disambiguation [Lala and Specia 2018]. We believe our ap-
proach could also be useful in multimodal machine translation, where an image
caption must be translated using not only the text but also the image content [Bar-
rault et al. 2018].
Deeper architecture for this task. It would be useful to explore further CNN ar-
chitecture for the task addressed in this thesis. Conneau et al. (2017b) show that
training a deep model will result in a major gain in text classification. The Trans-
former with self attention mechanism Vaswani et al. (2017) also takes advantage
of deeper models to learn robust features. As we demonstrate in Chapter 5 the
correlation between short text could not be learned with a shallow Transformer.
Therefore, there is potential for learning text relations with deeper model like the
Universal Sentence Encoder [Cer et al. 2018].
Learning image content and natural language jointly via contextual embedding.
In Chapter 5 we showed the power of the pretrain-then-transfer learning approach
with BERT [Devlin et al. 2019], which outperforms our approach in this task with
a simple tuning. Lu et al. (2019) present Vision and Language BERT (ViLBERT),
a joint model for text and image that pre-trained on a large dataset, such as con-
ceptual captions, for visual grounding. This approach was inspired by [Sun et al.
2019] who leveraged a video sequence into BERT. Most recent state-of-the-art ap-
proaches are moving in this direction: Tan and Bansal (2019) use a cross-modality
model with a more specific design for in-domain datasets (i.e. COCO [Lin et al.
2014]) for pre-training, Zhou et al. (2019) show promising results in this research
direction of joint language-vision pretraining with universal image-text represen-
tation learning, however, there is much research to be done to get to the point of
text spotting trained jointly with a visual context system.
Finally, it is my hope that the framework presented in this thesis will lay the
foundation for new and exciting research that combines modern vision problems
such as OCR with pure NLP techniques in a practical way.
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